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Re-Register To Vote
Member of Associated Press
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In Our 94th Year

Several Topics
Are Discussed
By Fiscal Court
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court Wednesday authorized
totaling
bonds
revenue
$2,580,000 to finance the three
new county elementary schools.
Bids will be taken on the bonds
until ten am. September 25.
The court will offer the bonds
for sale until that date when the
bids will be opened, according
to County Court Clerk Marvin

n&Hiaid
Around
Murray
By James C. Williams
Mrs. Edgar• Morris calls to
say her Elephant Ear has
leaves on it which measure 27
Inches by 38 inches: She wonders if anyone has leaves that
are larger Says she digs the
plant up each year and puts it
inside to keep it from freezing,
then puts it out again in the
spring.
Out to Dipper's Delight
Sunday evening and got a
double orange sherbert.
Our bursitis is acting up
again. We've got to go over and
see Dr. Doss. He bends us
around something awful but it
helps.
ne fret page of Kentucky
Happy Hunting Ground this
month has a photograph of a
Swamp Rabbit by Karl
Manovrski.
We have a huge Garden
Spider which has his web spun
from the Hens and thickens pot
to the Azalea. The web is about
a foot in diameter and the
spider assumes a posture at the
top of the web, hanging upside
down. In this position he can
move to any point in a flash. He
Is so large that his spinneret is
prominent. In fact he is all
prominent.

•

•

•

A big grasshopper jumped
into his web this week and he
immediately moved in His two
back feet handled the sticky
web material which literally
gushed from the spinneret
located on the lower abdomen.
In less than !lye seconds,he had
the grassMpper wrapped E a
(See Seen & Hraril.Page 12)

Harris.
Meeting in the regular
monthly meeting Wednesday,
the court also passed on an
ordinance restricting "mass
more
or
gatherings,"
specifically, rock festivals such
as have been held elsewhere in
recent months, Harris said. The
ordinance reads that anyone
with a group of over 5,000 for the
purpose of entertaining for six
hours or over must obtain a
I1Cense to dip so. "
An audit of the Calloway
County utility tax fund for the
year ending June 30, 1973,
showed a total of $191,165.05
taken in, with $80,272.17 going to
the city schools and $109,976.44
going to the county schools. The
remainder of the revenue went
fer minor expenses of the fund.
The budget for the general
operation of the county court
showed that $531,694.00 was
taken in, not including revenue
sharing funds, Harris said.
After 6409,496.55 in expenditures, the cash balance
remaining was $122,198.44,
Harris reported.
Bids were taken on an excavator by the court, but action
was deferred until later, Harris
said. Action was also deferred
on the closing of the Bailey
Road,a topic of a public hearing
recently and much discussion.
The Fiscal Court decided to turn
the matter over to the circuit
court for settlement.
Names were changed on two
roads in the count/AU Ellis
Baker Road was renamed the
Billy Paschall Road, and a road
from Highway 712 to the
Highland Road was denoted as
the Squire Flora Road. The
court also closed a road near
Stella at the request of Tremon
Cavitt, after viewers reported
on the status of the road, Harris
said.
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The Weather
Chance of showers or thundershowers increasing tonight,
then decreasing Friday. Low
tonight in the mid to upper 60s.
High Friday in the low 80s.
Chance of showers and continued mild Saturday.
Kentucky extended outlook
(Saturday through Monday)
Cloudy with, showers likely
Saturday, clearing Sunday and
- —fair Monday. EaPly morning
lows in the upper 50s to the mid
60s and afternoon highs in the
upper 70s to low mid 80s during
the period,
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September Grand Jury
Returns 15 Indictments

11609614.:

that we have considered all
Charles Parker, conversion of
The Grand Jury of the Sepoffenses brought to our atof
consent
the
without
property
of
term
Calloway
the
tember
tention and all offenses of which
Circuit Court returned 15 in- the owner.
we had knowledge; and we have
to
failure
Don E. Robinson,
dictments this morning, acreturned 15 indictments.
cording to James Blalock, comply with a court order for
"The Grand Jury would
child support.
Circuit Court Clerk.
report that they have
further
in
murder;
Charles Housden,
Calloway County Attorney Sid
the public buildings of
inspected
Easley listed the following connection with the shooting of Calloway County ann would now
Rose.
D.
Bobby
indictments:
respectfully report as follows:
Tony Hughes and Toy
Ewin Ramsey, assault and
COURTHOUSE
Williams, grand larceny of a
battery.
-The Grand Jury visited the
vehicle.
motor
Larry Dillard, assault and
various offices in the CourMembers Of The Grand Jury
battery.
thouse and find it to be extra
Charles Lane and Leo Dun- gave the following report:
nice and in good condition.
To the honorable James M.
can, cattle stealing.
"The Sheriff's Office is in
Carl Artebury and John Lassiter, Judge:
of additional furniture and
need
We, the members of the
WILL THE QUICK ONES GET AWAY—Not if Mrs.Palk** can help It; this is the second sip Mayer, malicious stealing.
Is going to require that some
of
Jury
Grand
1973
September
she has put up at the entreuce to Canterbury Estates trzheikgetwatorista ta siew.dawa as day.- Belford James, assualt and
and remodeling work be
Calloway County, Kentucky',
eater the area, where many children frequently play. The sigagemobably means "Slow—Ylsiators will battery
aceomplistied.
be eaten," not "Slow violators will be eaten". Hiding behind-Se sign is John George, nine-year old
Terry Compton, house- would now respectfully report
DOG POUND
son of Mr.and Mrs. Dick George,and his buddy is Tad Dowdy,Else-year old see of Mr. and Mrs. Tote breaking.
"The Grand Jury visited the
Dowdy.
dog pound which is located on
Staff Photo by David Hill Charles Lane, housebreaking. Union Ridge Cemetery
Bobbie Arm Surnnar, obtainthe Poor Farm Road across
ing property 6y false pretenses.
from the Vanderbilt Chemical
Meet
Planned
Saturday
James Carl Ray, forgery.
Plant. The dog pound was very
Mark Tinsley, manufacture of
A meeting will be held at the clean, well-kept and appears to
marijuana.
Union Ridge Cemetery. located be very adequate for its inMitchell Gibbs, taking near Aurora, on
Sunday, Sep- tended purpose. There should
property of others, but without ternber 16, at 1:30 p.m.
be some mowing done around
felonious intent.
Harold D. Henson, said the the pound as soon as possible.
parently because of the armed
purpose of the meeting was to
SANTIAGO, Chile (AP) — States in the 1960s.
COUNTY BARN
Pinochet, a powerfully built resistance, the military ordered
plan details for the start of a
The military junta formed into
"The Grand Jury also intrust fund for the upkeep of the spected the County Barn and
a working government today 6-footer, also is commander in all civilians to remain off the
cemetery. All interested per- find that it is in a poor state of
headed by a 55-year-old army chief of the army, named by streets. The announcement said
sons are urged to attend.
general. It promptly broke dip- Allende to the job just two only military vehicles could cirrepair. We do not feel it would
lomatic relations with Cuba and weeks before Tuesday's violent culate. This city of three milInterested persons may be fiscally sound to repair the
contact Harold D. Henson, barn. We feel the County should
announced that it is lifting a coup ending Allende's attempt lion seemed deserted. Stores
Route 5, Box 118A, Benton.
state of siege for Pz hours to to socialize Chile. The junta and offices also have been
will
Guild
Art
Murray
(See Grand Jury,Page 121
The
permit civilians to leave their says the 65-year-old Allende closed since the _coup began have a tea Sunday, September
homes to obtain food and other committed suicide Tuesday Tuesday morning.
16, between 2:30 and 4:30 p.m.
Newsmen also received unofafternoon as troops closed in on
provisions.
to honor Mrs. A. Carman who
ficial reports that armed resistIt was the first time in three the presidential palace.
has given so generously of her
Newsmen downtown, unable ance to the new military lead- time and many talents toward
days that the people could
leave their homes. The around- to leave their offices and hotels ers was centered in industrial Its founding and success, a
the-clock curfew was to resume because of an around-the-clock areas, where factories have Guild spokesman said.
curfew, reported hearing 20 to been occupied, and in working
at 6:30 p.m.
Special guests in addition to
Troops fought for the third 30 sustained gunfights during class neighborhoods.
The spokesman added, "with
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Mrs. Carman will be members
Unofficial sources say 500 to
day with armed supporters of the night and this morning.
of her church circle and new The current newsprint shortage the energy crisis, and that inThe curfew was to have been 1,800 people have been killed members of the Murray Art Is affecting some newspapers in cludes gasoline shortages, and
Salvador )(Snide, the nation's
lifted at 7 a.m. Numerous pro- since Tuesday. There was no Guild
dead Marxist prendent.
the state, but now there is even the pollution problem still going
Allende's widow has been fessional organizations which way to establish an exact casuImmediately preceding the a shortage of road maps with on, they aren't really encourgranted asylum in the Mexican had endorsed the coup had an- alty toll. The military, in con- tea a business meeting will start one major oil company in Ken- aging people to drive in CaliforEmbassy here, the Mexican nounced plans of their mem- trol of the only radio stations promptly at 1:30. All members tucky having stopped dis- nia."
bers to return to work. But apgovernment announced.
(See Odle,Page 12
Exxon, the nation's largest
of the guild are urged to attend tribution of maps.
Gen. Augusto Pinochet Ma
Although most companies oil firm, has an abundant supas some very important matrambio, an artillery officer,
ters involving the guild will be still provide service, Ashland ply of maps but a delay in
was named president of the
Oil Inc., the largest in the changing its name in four
discussed.
four-man junta and he swore in
Mrs. James Moodys,a new state, stopped providing the states might cause temporary
a 10-man Cabinet composed
member, is displaying a few of service early this year as a re- shortages.
mostly of military officers.
When the name change was
her paintings in the front sult of increasing costs.
Rear Mini, Ismael Huerta
A company spokesman said made last year, Indiana, IlLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — first one last year on the eve of gallery of the guild at 103 North
told Cuban Ambassador Mario When the Democrats hold their the Democratic National Con- 6th Street during the month of that in the last three years, the linois, Wisconsin and Michigan
Garcia Inchaustegui of the de- second telethon in two years vention that raised about $4 September.
cost to Ashland increased from were still considered expansion
cision to break relations. The Saturday night on NBC, the million.
Opening hours continue to be 6.5 cents each in 1970 to a markets and the old company
ambassador, his wife and 170 role of Kentuckians in the afThis year's program, called one to three p.m. on Thursday, range of 9.5 to 9.8 cents in ear- name, Enco, was retained because it was just being inmembers of the Cuban diplo- fair will be a prominent one.
Telethon II, will be a seven— and one to four p.m. Friday ly 1973.
"And we were told there was troduced in those states, acmatic delegation left almost
The telethon was the idea of hour long political and enter- through Sunday.
immediately for Havana John Y. Brown Jr., Louisville tainment venture which is de"going to be another price in- cording to the company.
Subsequently, stations in
crease, probably to above Ja
aboard a Soviet airliner.
businessman, who staged the signed to raise enough money
cents," the spokesman said. those four states might be out
Under Allende, deposed midto pay the remaining debts of
"That's when we decided to of Enco maps, and no more are
way through his six-year term,
the national Democratic Party.
being ordered until the firm dequit."
Chile became the first South
Also featured in the program
When Ashland last ordered cides whether to continue marAmerican country to renew dipare Gov. Wendell H. Ford, who
Its maps in 1972, the firm keting in the area, and under
lomatic relations with Cuba, deis scheduled to be on the pro.bought 130,000 at 7.3 cents each, what names
fying an embargo imposed by
gram and who will talk with
Generally speaking,- indefor a total of $9,380, exclusive
the Organization of American
Brown and answer questions as
unbranded stations
pendent
distribution
and
shipping
et
part of a political panel.
don't have road maps.
-costs.
Another person who migbt
-Papp, executive direcA litanderti—et—iientucky
The annual doer -te--deor appear Is Mrs. Jai1iIl,.111
Afederal grant of $225,000
teemari said- ilia- parent tor of the Kentucky Independvictory march for the Arthritis co—editor and co—publisher
Drive will open on Monday, the Hickman, Ky. Courier who been allocated to the West company, Standard Oil of Cali- ent Gasoline Marketers AssociSeptember 17, and continue may get a special hearing on Kentucky Community Mental fornia, now charges West Coast aton, said his members buy gas
through Friday, September 21, the program as a result of Ken- Health Center, the first in- dealers 10 cents for maps. from major companies and on
in Murray and Calloway tucky's efforts to promote the stallment on an eight year Dealers are not required to buy occasion a salesman for one of
maps, and if they do, they have the majors "will give a few
Program.
County, according to Mrs. John telethon.
grant
amount
total
The
could
option of charging custom- maps to an independent as a
the
Simmons, city chairman, and
Kentucky
of
chairman
She is
courtesy gesture."
Mrs. Ray Broach, county Telethon II activity, and the to as much as $1.8 million over ers or giving away the maps.
chairman.
Kentucky effort is unique be- the eight year period of the
Volunteers from all areas if cause it has been coordinated National Institute of Mental
also are entitled to free medibe and operated entirely by worn- Health program.
cal services that other welfare the city and county will
Dr. Charles McArthur,
donation
at
a
for
calling
homes
en's groups
clients receive.
director of the WKexecutive
arthrins,
for
to
fight
help
the
in
to
scheduled
is
program
The
The recommendations will be
start at 7 p.m.(EDT) and will CMHC, located in a wing of
sent to Laurel True, secretary the leaders said.
The victory march has end seven hours later. Scores of Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
of Human Resources, the cabibeen the province motion picture, sports and po- said the grant period will begin
traditionally
net grouping to which the forOctober 1, and is scheduled to
mer Health Department is at- of arthritis foundation volun- litical celebrities are scheduled
DETROIT (AP) — With the still hopeful that there will be,
but to appear and Brown has been continue with $225,000 payments
tached under state reorganiza- teers from all walks of life,
annually through the next eight remaining hours in the United and can be, an agreunent."
women,
most
are
participants
for
schedule
the
out
working
tion.
Chrysler apparently was optiAuto Workers' talks with
years.
Once council member raised the women said. Statistics show months.
The director said the Chrysler Corp. dwindling to- mistic, too.
Mrs. Westpheling said Kenthe practical question of wheth- that arthritis striker women
The company scheduled 80,allocation is termed a "growth ward a Friday night strike
er the council still exists under more often than men, but the tucky Democratic women have
550 of its 127,500 union employa
official
deadline,
union
for
says
used
be
or
age
will
of
respector
no
is
disease
and
glint"
$7,500 in
already raised
the widespread and comes to work overtime Saturday,
pledges. She said that in the purposes other than the center's there has been "a feeling of
plicated shuffling of agencies. sex.
the day after the strike deadwhich
progress."
operations
regular
Mrs.
and
Mrs.
Simmons
Kentucky
telethon,
1972
original
Bost said he has been assured
line.
But
the
expressions
optimother
of
receive
funding.
a
is
arthritis
said
Broach
since
raised more money per capita
by True that the council's stat"We certainly have not given
Dr. McArthur said much of ism were not reflected in
potential threat to everyone, it than any other state.
us is unchanged.
up hope," Woodcock said, deagreements
used
any
be
on
will
provide
to
issues
grant
the
still
working
us,.,
of
all
to
up
is
member,
It consists of 14
for additional mental health dividing the company and the spite the approach of the strike
half health professionals and together, to do something about
staff throughout the Jackson union after nearly 12 hours of deadline, 11.59 p.m. EDT Frimost of the remainder citizens. it, and this year we're asking
day.
Purchase region. He said he is negotiations Wednesday.
fathers,
husbands,
teenagers,
hours
two
During more than
"Since we are still at it, both
not able at this time to give any
a
was
"There
that
feeling
to
all
women
and
businessmen
of discussion, complaints came
must think there is still
sides
the
concerning
addition
figures
had
progress
been
almade
The Murray-Calloway County
up several times about purpor- join the victory march.
of staff personnel, but said that though there is nothing definite an opportunity," he said.
marchers
the
by
raised
sponare
Funds
Democrats
Young
tedly low fees paid by Medicaid
When asked if there is
will be used to finance soring a telethon tonight on the help is needed in the basic to report," UAW Vice President
to physicians.
time to reach full
enough
health
operated
mental
centers
Fraser
Douglas
told
newsmen
The new council proposal programs of research, patient Murray State University
Fraser's remarks were ech- agreement without a strike,
calls for payments of "usual services. and public educat ten. Television station, Channel 11. in Murray, Benton, Mayfield,
oed by UAW Brenda)* Leonard Woodcock replied, "Probably
The telethon will be held from Fulton, and Paducah.
and customary fees" to doctors Sixty-five per cent of all funds
operates
also
The
WKCMHA
Woodcock, who said late not, but there are other ways "
who participate. The goal is the collected will be allocated for 7 p.m. until 9 p.m.
He would not clarify what he
All dollar contributions to the day care centers throughout the Wednesday, "I think it is fair
level readied under the federal local services, while the other 36
meant, although the UAW leadto
say
"wide
we
a
offering
as
good
well
very
as
a
had
have
area
for
pay
help
per
will
cent
be
Democratic Party will
Medicare program.
er repeated his insistence the
The subcommittee quoted one national research and training reported to the national variety of services" to county discussion without reaching any union would not extend its curstudy as estimating the total programs seeking a final an- telethon, which is to be held this courthouses, schools and other conclusions."
Woodcock added: "We are rent contract with Chrysler.
such places
swer to arthritis*
(See Kentuckians, Page 12)
Saturday

New Chilean Government Promptly
Breaks Relations With Cuba Today

Kirtsey Methodist Men
Plan Breakfast Sunday
The Methodist Men of the
Kirksey United Methodist
Church will have their monthly
breakfast on Sunday, September 16, at seven am, at the
church.
Danny Merchant, nativiiTil
India, now of Paducah, will be
the guest speaker
All Men of the church and any
other interested persona are
invited, a church spokesman
said.

Art Guild Plans
Tea To Honor
Mrs. A. Carman

Shortage Of Road Maps
Being Felt In Kentucky

Kentuckians Have Prominent
Part In Democratic Telethon

Grant Made
For Mental
Health Work

Vi▪ctory March
For Arthritis
Opens Monday

Nu mberellentucklans-Eligible
For Mejlicald Might Increase By
25 Per Cent If Groups Expanded
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
The number of Kentuckians eligible for state Medicaid services might increase by 25 per
cent if certain welfare categories also were expanded.
The Advisory Council on
Medical Assistance Wednesday
recommended giving Medicaid
benefits to all new people
added to the state welfare rolls.
Without dissent it adopted a
subcommittee report which es-
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Two Sections
Today

timated that under this course
about 100,000 persons would be
added to the 315,000 already eligible for Medicaid.
The program most immediately at stake is called the
supplementary security income
category and involves federal
grants for the aged, blind and
disabled.
Kentucky must decide shortly
whether to adopt the program's
standards. If it does, the subcommittee said, 50,000 new
recipients could come under
Medicaid.
The other program involves
wider welfare coverage of financially dependent children in
"medically indigent families"
who do not qualify now for Me- -dicaid.
"Preliminary estimates indicate a range of 35,000 to 50,000 new active recipients in this
category during the (next)
biennium," the subcommittee
said. "In addition it is estimated that 100,000 additional
recipients would be potentially
eligible."
Dr. Howard Bost, advisory
council chairman, said the
guiding principle is that if more
persons qualify for welfare they

Deadline For Auto
Strike Friday Night

Young Demos Plan
A Telethon Tonight
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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray By James

C. Willictms

Mrs. Edgar' MOITI21 calls to
say her Elephant Ear has
leaves on it which measure 27
inches by 38 inches. She wonders if anyone has leaves that
are larger. Says she digs the
plant up each year and puts it
inside to keep it from freezing,
then puts it out again in the
sPring.
Out to Dipper's Delight
Sunday evening and got a
double orange sherbert.

F

Our bursitis is acting up
again. We've got to go over and
see Dr. Doss. He bends us
around something awful but it
helps.
The trout page of Kentucky
Happy Hunting Ground this
month has a photograph of a
Swamp Rabbit by Karl
MZUNIOWSki.

We have a huge Garden
Spider which has his web spun
from the Hens and Chickens pot
to the Azalea. The web is about
a foot in diameter and the
spider assumes a posture at the
top of the web, hanging upside
down. In this position he can
move to any point in a flash. He
is so large that his spinneret is
prominent. In fact he is all
prominent

In Our 94th Year

Harris.
Meeting in the regular
monthly meeting Wednesday,
the court also passed on an
ordinance restricting "mass
mo49
or
gatherings,"
specifically, rock festivals such
as have been held elsewhere in
recent months, Harris said. The
ordinance reads that anyone
with a group of over 5,000 for the
purpose of entertaining for six
_hours or over must obtain
license to do so.
An audit of the Calloway
County utility tax fund for the
year ending June 30, 1973,
showed a total of $191,165.05
taken in, with $80,272.17 going to
the city schools and $109,976.44
going to the county schools. The
remainder of the revenue went
for minor expenses of the fund.
The budget for the general
operation of the county court
showed that $531,694.00 was
taken in, not including revenue
sharing funds, Harris said.
After $409,496.55 in expenditures, the cash balance
remaining was $122,198.44,
Harris reported.
Bids were taken on an excavator by the court, but action
was deferred until later, Harris
said. Action was also deferred
on the closing of the Bailey
Road,a topic of a public hearing
recently and much discussion.
The Fiscal Court decided to turn
the matter over to the circuit
court for settlement.
Names were changed on two
roads in the county. The Ellis
Baker Road was renamed the
Billy Paschall Road, and a road
from Highway 732 to the
Highland Road was denoted as
the Squire Flora Road. The
court also closed a road near
Stella at the request of Tremon
Cavitt, after viewers reported
on the status of the road, Harris
said

Kirisey Methodist Men
Plan Breakfast Sunday

The Methodist Men of the
Kirksey United Methodist
Church will have their monthly
A big grasshopper jumped breakfast on Sunday, Sepinto his web this week and he tember 16, at seven a.m, at the
immediately moved in His two church.
Danny Merchant, native of
back feet handled the sticky
web material which literally India, now of Paducah, will be
gushed from the spinneret the guest speaker.
All Men of the church and any
located on the lower abdomen.
In less than five seconds, he had other interested persons are
the grasshopper wrapped in a invited, a church spokesman
said.
(See Seen & Heard,Page 12)
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The Weather
Chance of showers or thundershowers increasing tonight,
then decreasing Friday. Low
tonight in the mid to upper 60s.
High Friday in the low Ms.
Chance of showers and continued mild Saturday.
Kentucky extended outlook
( Saturday through Monday
Cloudy with showers likely
Saturdaslearing Sunday and
fair Monday. Early morning
lows in the upper 50s to the mid
60s and afternoon highs in the
upper 70s to low mid 80s during
the period.

timated that under this course
about 100,000 persons would be
added to the 315,000 already eligible for Medicaid.
The program most immediately at stake is called the
supplementary security income
category and involves federal
grants for the aged, blind and
disabled.
Kentucky must decide shortly
whether to adopt the program's
standards. If a does, the subcommittee said, 50,000 new
recipients could come under
Medicaid.
The other program involves
wider welfare coverage of financially dependent children in
"medically indigent families"
who do not qualify now for Medicaid.
"Preliminary estimates indicate a range of 35,000 to 50,000 new active recipients in this
category during the (next)
biennium," the subcommittee
said. "In addition it is estimated that 100,000 additional
recipients would be potentially
eligible."
Dr. Howard Bost, advisory
council chairman, said the
guiding principle is that if more
persons qualify for welfare they
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September Grand Jury
Returns 15 Indictmen

violators
WI be eaten

considered all
Charles Parker, conversion of that we have
The Grand Jury of the Sepoffenses brought to our atof
consent
the
without
property
Calloway
the
of
term
tember
tention and all offenses of which
Circuit Court returned 15 in- the owner.
we had knowledge; and we have
to
failure
Robinson,
Don E.
dictments this morning, acreturned 15 indictments.
cording to James Blalock, comply with a court order for
"The Grand Jury would
child support.
Circuit Court Clerk.
report that they have
further
in
murder;
Charles Housden,
Calloway County Attorney Sid
the public buildings of
inspected
Easley listed the following connection with the shooting of Calloway County and would now
Rose.
D.
Bobby
indictments:
report as follows:
Tony Hughes and Toy respectfully
Ewin Ramsey, assault and
COURTHOUSE
Williams, grand larceny of a
battery.
"The Grand Jury Visited the
Larry Dillard, assault and motor vehicle.
various
offices in the CourJury
Members Of The Grand
battery.
thouse and find it to be extra
Charles Lane and Leo Dun- gave the following report:
nice and in good condition.
To the honorable James M.
can, cattle stealing.
"The Sheriff's Office is in
Carl Artebury and John Lassiter, Judge:
of additional furniture and
need
"We, the members of the
WILL THE QUICK ONES GET AWAY—Not If Mrs. Pat Gewrge can help It; this is the second sign Mayer, malicious stealing.
is going to require that some
of
Grand
1973
Airy
September
she has put up at the entrance to Canterbury Fatales trytirilirget motorists te sdatrillawwas-lbey
*afford Jammik amok and
repair and remodeling work be
Calloway County, Kentucky,
eater the area, where many children frequently play. The alga probably means "Maw—Violators will battery.
accomplished.
be eaten," not "Slow violators will be eaten". Hiding behind the sign is John George, nine-year old
Terry Comptow;--- - house- would now respectfully report
DOG POUND
son of Mr. and Mrs. Dick George, and his buddy is Tad Dowdy,mime-year old son of Mr. and Mrs. Tom breaking.
"The Grand Jury visited the
Dowdy.
Staff Photo by David Hill Charles Lane, housebreaking Union Ridge Cemetery
dog pound which is located on
Bobbie Ann Sumner, obtainthe Poor Farm Road across
ing property by false pretenses.
from the Vanderbilt Chemical
Meet
Planned
Saturday
James Carl Ray, forgery.
Plant. The dog pound was very
Mark Tinsley, manufacture of
A meeting will be held at the clean, well-kept and appears to
rnarijuaria.
Union Ridge Cemetery, located be very adequate for its in- Mitchell Gibbs, taking near Aurora, on Sunday,
Sep- tended purpose. There should
property of others, but without tember 16, at 1:30 p.m.
be some mowing done around
felonious intent.
Harold D. Henson, said the the pound as soon as possible.
parently because of the armed
SANTIAGO, Chile (AP) — States in the 1960s.
purpose of the meeting was to
COUNTY BARN
Pinochet, a powerfully built resistance, the military ordered
plan details for the start of a
The military junta formed into
"The Grand Jury also intrust fund for the upkeep of the spected the County Barn and
a working government today 6-footer, also is commander in all civilians to remain off the
cemetery All interested per- find that it is in a poor state of
headed by a 55-year-old army chief of the army, named by streets. The announcement said
sons are urged to attend.
general. It promptly broke dip- Allende to the }oh just two only military vehicles could cirrepair. We do not feel it would
lomatic relations with Cuba and weeks before Tuesday's eking culate. This city of three milInterested persons may be fiscally sound to repair the
contact Harold D. Henson, barn. We feel the County should
announced that it is lifting a coup ending Allende's stkompt lion seemed deserted. Stores
2 hours to to socialize Chile. The Jetta and offices also have been
1
Route 5, Box 118A, Benton.
state of siege for 6/
will
Guild
Art
Murray
The
(See Grand Jury,Page 12)
permit civilians to leave their says the 65-year-old Allende dosed since the coup began have a tea Sunday, September
homes to obtain food and other committed suicide Tuesday Tuesday morning.
16, between 2:30 and 4:30 p.m.
Newsmen also received unofafternoon as troops closed in ea
provisions.
to honor Mrs. A. Carman who
ficial reports that armed resistIt was the first time in three the presidential palace.
has given so generously of her
Newsmen downtown, Mak ance to the new military lead- time and many talents toward
day3 that the people could
leave their homes. The around- to leave their offices and holds ers was centered in industrial its founding and success, a
the-clock curfew was to resume because of an around-the-clock areas, where factories have Guild spokesman said.
curfew, reported hearing 90 to been occupied, and in working
at 6:30 p.m.
Special guests in addition to
Troops fought for the third 30 sustained gunfights duriog class neighborhoods.
The spokesman added, "with
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Mrs. Carman will be members
to
500
say
Unofficial sources
day with armed supporters of the night and this morning.
of her church circle and new The currant newsprint shortage the energy dials, and that-inThe curfew was to have been 1,000 people have been killed members of the Murray Art Is affecting some newspapers in cludes gasoline shortages, and
Salvador Allende, the nation's
lifted at 7 a.m. Numerous pro- iince Tuesday. There was no Guild.
dead Marxist president.
the state, but now there is even the pollution problem still going
Allende's widow has been fessional organizations which way to establish an exact casuImmediately preceding the a shortage of road maps with on, • they aren't really encourgranted asylum in the Mexican had endorsed the coup had an- alty toll. The military, in con- tea a business meeting willatart one major oil company in Ken- aging people to drive in CallforEmbassy here, the Mexican nounced plans of their mem- trol of the only radio stations promptly at 1:30. All members tucky having stopped disbers to return to work. But apgovernment announced.
(See Chile, Page 12)
, the nation's largest
of the guild are urged to attend tribution of maps.
Gen. Augusto Pinochet Ma
Although most companies oil firm, has an abundant supas some very important matrambio, an artillery officer,
ters involving the guild will be still provide service, Ashland ply of maps but a delay in
was named president of the
Oil Inc., the largest in the changing its name in four
discussed.
four-man junta and he swore in
Mrs. James Moody, a new state, stopped providing the states might cause temporary
a 10-man Cabinet composed
member, is displaying a few of service early this year as a re- shortages.
mostly of military officers.
When the name change was
her paintings in the front sult of increasing costs.
Rear Adrn. Ismael Huerta
A company spokesman said made last year, Indiana, IlLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — first one last year on the eve of gallery of the guild at 103 North
told Cuban Ambassador Mario When the Democrats hold their the Democratic National Con- 6th Street during the month of that in the last three years, the linois, Wisconsin and Michigan
Garcia Inchaustegui of the de- second telethon in two years vention that raised about $4 September.
cost to Ashland increased from were still considered expansion
cision to break relations. The Saturday night on NBC, the
6.5 cents each in 1970 to a markets and the old company
Opening hours continue
ambassador, his wife and 170 role of Kentuckians in the afThis year's program, called one to three p.m. on Thursday, range of 9.5 to 9.8 cents in ear- name, Enco, was retained because it was just being inmembers of the Cuban diplo- fair will be a prominent one.
Telethon II, will be a seven— and one to four p.m. Friday ly 1973.
matic delegation left almost
"And we were told there was troduced in those states, acThe telethon was the idea of hour long political and enter- through Sunday.
immediately for Havana John Y. Brown Jr., Louisville tainment venture which is degoing to be another price in- cording to the company.
Subsequently, stations in
aboard a Soviet airliner.
crease, probably to above 10
businessman, who staged the signed to raise enough money
Under Allende, deposed mid-,
cents," the spokesman said. those four states might be out
to pay the remaining debts of
"That's when we decided to of Enco maps, and no more are
way through his six-year term,
the national Democratic Party.
being ordered until the firm dequit."
Chile became the first South
Also featured in the program
When Ashland last ordered cides whether to continue marAmerican country to renew dipare Gov. Wendell H. Ford, who
its maps in 1972, the firm keting in the areas and under
lomatic relations with Cuba, deoprith
W .be on the w
wnancand wbo_
Bramoachaduled
gr
ia
bought 130,000 at 7.2 cents each, what names.
fying an embargo imposed by
Generally speaking, indefor a total of $9,360, exclusive
the Organization of American
as
i
questons
unbranded stations
pendent
distribution
and
shipping
of
panel.
part of a
don't have road maps.
costs.
Another
K. J. Papp, executive &FacA -SWdatir-4- Kentucly
The annual door to
mirt
st!phe
appear-is Mrs. Jo WWea
g,
A federal grant-41225,000 has spokesman said,
- -4110— parent tor of the Kentucky Independiv
victory march for the Arthritis' to--editor and ceattublisher of
Drivewill open on Monday,
Hickman, Ky. Courier who been allocated to the West company, Standard OH of Cali- ant Gasoline Marketers AsaociSeptember 17, and continuOI rmay
i ay get-a special hearing on Kentucky Community Mental fornia, now charges West Coast atm, said his members buy gas
through Friday, September 21, the program as a result of Ken- Health Center, the first in- dealers 10 cents for maps. from major companies and on
in Murray and Calloway tucky's efforts to promote the stallment on an eight year Dealers are not required to buy occasion a salesman for one of
maps, and if they do, they have the majors "will give a few
as. John telethon.
M:
Program.
County, according:TI
The total grant could amount the option of charging custom- maps to an independent as a
n, and
Simmons, city
She is chairman of Kentucky
courtesy gesture."
Mrs. Ray Broach, county Telethon II activity, and the to as much as $1.8 million over ers or giving away the maps.
chairman.
Kentucky effort is unique be- the eight year period of the
Volunteers from all areas of cause it has been coordinated National Institute of Mental
also are entitled to free mediwill be and operated entirely by wom- Health program.
cal services that other welfare the city and county
Dr. Charles McArthur,
calling at homes for a donation en's groups.
clients receive.
The program is scheduled to executive director of the WKThe recommendations will be to help in the fight for arthritis,
start at 7 p.m. ( EDT) and will CMHC, located in a wing of
sent to Laurel True, secretary the leaders said.
The victory march has end seven hours later. Scores of Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
of Human Resources, the cabibeen the province motion picture, sports and po- said the grant period will begin
traditionally
net grouping to which the forOctober 1, and is scheduled to
mer Health Department is at- of arthritis foundation volun- litical celebrities are scheduled
DETROIT ( AP — With the still hopeful that there will be,
but to appear and Brown has been continue with $225,000 payments
tached under state reorganiza- teers from all walks of life,
next eight remaining hours in the United and can be, an agreement."
the
annually
through
women,
are
most
participants
for
schedule
the
out
working
tion.
Chrysler apparently was optiAuto Workers' talks with
years.
Once council member raised the women said. Statistics show months.
too.
mistic,
tothe
Corp.
said
dwindling
Chrysler
director
The
women
Mrs. Westpheling said Kenthe practical question of wheth- that arthritis strikes
The company scheduled 80,ward
a
"growth
a
night
termed
Friday
is
strike
allocation
the
but
men,
mora
than
often
have
women
Democratic
tucky
under
er the council still exists
for deadline, a ,union official says 550 of its 127,500 union employthe widespread and com- disease is no respector of age or already raised $7,500 in grant" and will be used
there has teen "a feeling of es to work overtime Saturday,
the
than
other
center's
purposes
pledges. She said that in the
plicated shuffling of agencies. sex.
the day after the strike deadwhich
operations
progress."
regular
Mrs.
and
Mrs.
Simmons
Kentucky
telethon,
1972
original
assured
Bost said he has been
line.
the
of
But
expressions
optimreceive
funding
other
a
is
arthritis
Broach
since
said
capita
raised more money per
by True that the council's stat"We certainly have not given
Dr. McArthur said much of ism were not reflected in
potential threat to everyone, it than any other state.
us is unchanged.
up hope," Woodcock said, dethe
on
will
protide
to
issues
grant
agreements
used
any
be
still
working
to
up
us,
is
of
all
members,
14
It consists of
for additional mental health dividing the company and the spite the approach of the strike
half health professionals and together, to do something about
staff throughout the Jackson union after nearly 12 hours of deadline, 11.59 p.m. EDT Frimost of the remainder citizens. it, and this year we're asking
day.
Purchase region. He said he is negotiations Wednesday
fathers,
husbands,
teenagers,
two
than
hours
more
During
"Since we are still at it, both
not able at this time to give any
"There
a
was
feeling
that
to
all
women
and
businessmen
of discussion, complaints came
must think there is still
sides
addition
the
figures
concerning
progress
been
had
almade
Join
the victory march.
The Murray-Calloway County
up several times about purporFunds raised by the marchers Young Democrats are spon- of staff personnel, but said that though there is nothing definite an opportunity," he said.
tedly low fees paid by Medicaid
When asked if there is
will be used to finance soring a telethon tonight on the help is needed in the basic to report," UAW Vice President
to physicians.
time to reach full
enough
mental
health
operated
centers
Douglas
Fraser
newsrpen.
told
The new council proposal programs of research, patient Murry State University
Fraser's remarks were ech- agreement without a strike,
Television station, Channel 11. In Murray, Benton, Mayfield,
calla for payments of "usual services, and public education
oed by UAW President Leonard Woodcock replied, "Probably
The telethon will be held from Fulton, and Paducah.
and customary fees" to doctors Sixty-five per cent of all funds
operates
8190
WKCMHA
The
Woodcock; who said late net, but there are other ways"
for
7 pin.. until 9 pxa.
who participate. The goal is the collected will be allocated
He Would not clarify what he
level reached under the federal local services, while the other 35
All dollar contributions to'tlie day care centers throughout the Weidiy "artliirti It Is fair
although the UAW leadmeant,
to
"wide
a
we
a
say
had
offering
as
good
have
well
very
as
area
pay
per
help
for
will
cent
be
will
Democratic Party
Medicare program.
his insistence the
repeated
er
discussion
county
to
services"
without
of
reaching
variety
any
training
The subcommittee quoted one national research and
reported to the national
union would not extend its curstudy as estimating the total programs seeking a final an- telethon, which is to be held this courthouses, schools and other conclusions."
Woodcock added- "We are rent contract with Chrysler
such places
swer to arthritis.
Saturday
(See Kentuckians, Page 12)

New Chilean Government Promptly
Breaks Relations With Cuba Today

Art Guild Plans
Tea To Honor
Mrs. A. Carman

Shortage Of Road Maps
Being Felt In Kentucky

Kentuckians Have Prominent
Part In Democratic Telethon

Grgnt Made
For Mental
Health Work

Victory March
For Arthritis
Opens Monda

bie
or Medicaid Might Increase By
25 Per Cent If Groups Expanded
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Title number of Kentuckians eligible for state Medicaid services might increase by 25 per
cent if certain welfare categories also were expanded.
The Advisory Council on
Medical Assistance Wednesday
recommended giving Medicaid
benefits to all new people
added to the state welfare rolls.
Without dissent it adopted a
subcommittee report which es-

Eighteen Pages

-

Several Topics
Are Discussed
By Fiscal Court
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court Wednesday authorized
revenue
bonds
totaling
$2,580,000 to finance the three
new county elementary schools.
Bids will be taken on the bonds
until ten a.m. September 25.
The court will offer the bonds
for sale until that date when the
bids will be opened, according
to County Court Clerk Marvin

sigt,
142
W—t

Re-Register To Vote
Member of Associated Press

Two Sections
Today

Deadline For Auto
Strike Friday Night

Young Demos Plan
A Telethon Tonight
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Strip Mined Land
Now Looks Green
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Is APED HER

Truth About America
What is America really like? Hundreds of
thousands of Europeans are finding out, thanks to
devaluation of the dollar and higher salaries abroad.
The land of "Stars and Stripes and apple pie" has
long fascinated its neighbors abroad, and now many
middle-class foreign tourists can afford to learn
about our country first-hand. Government and
airline officials foresee a 20 to 25 percent jump in
travel to the U. S. this year, with Japan leading the
pack, followed by Britain, Germany, France and
Italy. Last year, excluding Mexicans and
Canadians, 2.6 million foreign visitors set foot on
American soil.
This growing influx of visitors could be the best
thing to happen in international relations in a long
'
time. The newcomers are curious about everyThing.
They want to see with their own eyes and experience,
for themselves the real United States. Hopefully
these people will see us in a realistic light—not as a
money-hungry, imperialistic monster, but for what
we actually are: an energetic people trying to make
our democracy work and doing a pretty fair job of it.

The Coming of Autumn

Councilman Prentice Lassiter presented a list of
streets to be paved at the meeting of the Murray City
Council.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Amanda Duncan, age
85, Dexter Route One,and J. Bodine Henslee, age 7t
Highland Park, Mich.
Dr. Bill Clark Thomas, recently appointed as a
missionary to Malaya by the Southern Baptist
Foreign Mission Board, will speak at the First
Baptist Church on Sunday.
Lucy Alderdice and Hollie Alderdice were elected
worthy matron and worthy patron respectively of
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 Order of the Eastern
Star.

Calloway County farmers were taken on a "haywagon" tour of the test demonstration farm of Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Chambers.
The Young Business Men's Club will meet Monday
at the National Hotel, according to Alfred Lindsey,
president.
Rev. and Mrs. Law M. Mobley of Washington, Ga.,
are the parents of a baby boy, David McElrath.
Maternal grandparents are Dr. and Mrs. Hugh
McElrath of Murray.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Abbott and
Costello Go To Mars."

The good man is perished out of the earth: and
there is none upright among men.—Micah 7:2.
Disappointment in people brings despair and this
is the curse of cynicism.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Mkt„Ir.
It is apparent that our congressmen, those
members of the species Potomacus Exoticus, those
brash optimists of long standing, no longer believe in
themselves. It is reliably reported that they have in
secret agreed to be satisfied with enough and not
legislate Another pay, raise for themselves until
inflation ends. They might lust as well have exteadad.thealeadline to *
"Choke—What haPpeniiiiiien You can't
• stand any more government"
—Dictionary of Opinions

Paine

OR.
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DEAR ABR
dentist. I know
the nerve to go.
were when the p
I have mad
ashamed to mak
teeth taken care
I heard that
doing any work
is a dentist neai
Wis., but I'd dr
wouldn't hurt rn4
Please, don'
woman with twc
dentist with me.
rub off on them,
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'Coming out...!'

Ten Years Ago Today

the revegetation
JACKSON, Ky.—Last March ventional methods. 1 of meeting
requirements of the Division of
in
increasing
Hydroseeding
is
striprecently
of
stretch
a
Reclamation.
mined land in Eastern Ken- Eastern Kentucky as a means
tucky looked barren and brown.
By September, green grasses
several inches high covered the
•.'ii0pen 7:00-Start 7:45
area and small trees dotted the
slopes.
thru SAT.
The area in Breathitt County
is now fescue, sericea, crown
vetch and sweet clover in
abundance. On the slopes
surrounding the flat area, black
locust trees have grown to
nearly a foot tall.
Falcon Coal Company mined
the Iguid is now reclaiming it.
Portions of the 4,000 acres
operated by Falcon and
Breathitt County are growing
millet grasses, rye and wheat
which attract doves and other
wildlife. In still another area,
the land is being reclainwd for a
vineyard with several Varieties
of purple grapes.
These are examples of what
Falcon officials say they plan to
do with every part of their
operation when they've finished
stripping for coal.
According to Thomas 0.
Harris, commissioner of the
Kentucky Department for
Natural R.—mta... and- Environmental Protection, the
What the
areas are also evidence that
SIAMESE
Devil hath
surface mined lands in Eastern
pined
TWINS AT
Kentucky can be reclaimed
BIRTH...
together
through proper grading,
let no RINI
revegetation and regulation
cut asunder1
enforcement. Harris also says
the areas
show the effectiveness of regulations of the
Division of Reclamation which
porffin giroirflilOYIELAS Ast.sizIuerals's'blebs'
went into effect last spring.
The new regulations require
revegetation of surface mined
areas within 30 days of grading
in Western Kentucky and 15
days in Eastern Kentucky.
Harris said the quicker
revegetation of the disturbed
thru TUES.
areas helps to prevent erosion
7:25 & 9:25
which had plagued reclamation
efforts in the past.
"When revegetation is not
quick, rain can wash the soil
away causing gullies and
landslides. Much of that dirt
On April 29.19/45. fl his air-raid bunker in Berlin
could eventually wash into
nearby streams. The new
Adolf Hitler married Eva Braun
regulations were designed to
Bormann was the best man
Martin
prevent that," said Harris.
wedoing guests received
Each
of
the
Falcon Coal Company planted
most of its grass and tree seeds
a silver-framed photograph of the Fuhrer
with a hydroseeder, a large
and two cyanide cap.sules.
truck which can spray a watery
mulch of fertilizer and seeds
over areas where it would be
hard to plant quickly by con-

ititiRRA
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September 22 marks the beginning of that crisp,
invigorating Autumn Season when the lazy days of
summer must give way to school, football, the
carving of jack-o-lanterns and, for lawn-owners, the
inevitable raking of leaves. Soon, swarms of little
ones will be splashing through mudpuddles and
chorling over newly-found treasures such as a bird's
nest or a leaf that crackles like a potato chip when it
is crushed. As we watch the innocence of childhood
in action, we should try to regain some of the
inquisitiveness and wonder which we felt when we
were young. We must never be so busy that we
cannot take the time to enjoy the simple things in
life, such as a colorful sunset or the beauties of a
hillside dressed in the brilliant finery of autumn
leaves.
So, as we prepare for the faster tempo of this new
season, let's keep a receptive and appreciative eye
out for the beauties of God's handiwork all around
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Farmers who will have grain
to dry this fall should take steps
now to be sure they will have an
adequate fuel supply. That is
the advice of Douglas Overhults
and Otto Loewer, Extension
agricultural engineers with the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
Loewer
Overhults and
recommend filling fuel tanks
and checking with dealers and
suppliers now to be sure there
will be fuel available at drying
time.
Chemical preservatives may
offer an acceptable alternative
to drying if a shortage of fuel
develops, according to the UK
agricultural engineers. They
say chemically treated grain
appears to be equal in feeding
value to high-moisture grain
stored in silos.
Several chemicals are
available for treating grain.
Most are composed almost
entirely of propionic acid,
although some also contain
acetic acid.
pverhults and
Loewer
estimate the cost of chemical
treatment at about 13 cents per
bushel for corn containing 25
percent moisture. Adding in
handling costs and the costs of
corrosion on equipment brings
the cost up to around 22 cents
per bushel. This compares with
a cost of 12-15 cents per bushel
for drying.
The main advantage of
chemical preservatives is that
very little energy is required to
treat the grain. Therefore, the
producer is not tied to the
availablity of fuel for getting his
crop
equipment MiecT to
the
acid is much less.than the cost
of most dryers. Thus, a low
initial investment is another
advantage. And grain can be
harvested and treated at almost
any rate, removing a possible
bottleneck caused by a low
capacity dryer.
There are several disadvantages to chemical treatment, Overhults and Loewer
point out. For one, grain that
has been treated with chemicals
must be fed to livestock. It
cannot be sold through normal
marketing channels. Treated
grain cannot be used for seed
because it will not germinate,
and it cannot be used for human
consumption.
Another major disadvantage
is that treated grain corrodes
metal grain bins. There are
various bin wall coatings on the
market whith will reduce
corrosion; bet theyareeften too
costly to be worthwhile.
Equipment used to handle
treated grain is also subject to
corrosion.
Because of the corrosion
problems, a producer should
add in the cost of reduced life
expectancy for the bin and
equipment when figuring the
post of acid treatment.
Overhults and Loewer estimate
Use depreciation costs double
for bins used irrstoring treatedcorn.
The
UK
agricultural
engineers say the key to successful grain storage with acid
treatment is to apply enough

acid, afid to apply it uniformly The higher the moisture content
over the grain. If some grain of the grain, the larger the
gets a low dosage or is not amount of acid needed. As the
treated, hot spots in the bin may grain is harvested, it is
develop. The typical method of necessary to check the moisture
applying the acid is to use a content daily if the acid is to be
metering device which sprays applied correctly. Greater
acid on the grain as it passes amounts are needed if the grain
is to be stored for a long period
through an auger.
manufacturer's of time. Retreatment may be
The
recommendations should be necessary to keep gain through
followed for application rates. the summer months. Aeration
practices for treated grain
should be the same as those for
dried grain.
Overhults and Loewer point
out that because of a possbile
by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
fuel shortage and because
Consultant, National Dairy Council commercial application
of acid
FROZEN DAIRY DESSERTS Is a rather new practice, the
relative cost of treating grain
Ice cream is the perfect Party
with acid may change radically
food. What birthday party would
in the near future.
be complete without it? And in

Doctor
in the Kitchen

modern terms, it's a convenience
food, too Just open the pack and
it's ready to serve.
People of all ages, of course,
love ice cream. And then there
are sick people. Ice cream will
perk up more than a few patients
in hospitals. It goes down beautifully even when other foods fail.
But I sometimes wonder if people realize how good a food ice
cream is It's not just a delicacy.
People used to think so. But back
during World War H, when the
Federal government was deciding
which foods were essential and
which were not, ice cream came
through nutritionally with flying
colors, Ice cream, you see, makes
a notable contribution in food
nutrients, besides being flirt
The Main Nutrition
Proteins, calcium and riboflavin (a B-vitamin1 are the main
nutrients in ice cream, And concentrated as its flavor is, one-half
cup of ice cream contains only
145 calories.
In caring for ice cream in the
Tfloti nave hote_Vdei„..
er, you can store ice creadi for
as long as two months. But in the
freezer compartment of your refrigerator, ice cream will keep
well for two to three weeks.
Ice cream will serve better if,
about a half hour before you intend to use it, you move it to the
regular part of your refrigerator.
Then, if you don't use it all, cover the exposed surface of the ice
cream with foil or transparent
wrap. This will prevent the forming of a leathery film that evaporation can cause on the ice
cream's surface.
Other frozen dairy desserts that
are popular include frozen custard, French ice cream or French
custard ice cream, and ice milk.
Soft-frozen dairy dessert is the

naive that describes products that
are soft and ready to be eaten

when drawn from the freezer.
These are frequently feld.' at
drive-in stands and actually -are
ice milks,

Fruit sherbert
Fruit sherbert is tart-flavored
from fruit and fruit acid. Sherbert is low fat and low milk In
content. It has more sugar than
ice cream. Water ices, on the
other hand, are about 70 to 75
percent water and they are considered non-dairy products because they contain no dairy ingredients. From 15 to 20 percent
of their weight is fruit juice.
They are high in sugar.
Every state in the U.S. as well
as the Federal government has
established laws that define ice
cream and similarly frozen desserts The laws have been set up
In the interest of the consumer.
You are guaranteed that what you

till is ,c4ctly,tvitat the label inn
s.
manurseterers Must follow the
laws of the State In which ke
cream is psoduced. If ice cream
is to be shipped across state
lines, then the Federal regulatioris must be followed
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Miss Karen Jane Bennett Becomes Bride
Of Martin Keith Cobb In Ceremony At
The United Pentecostal Church, Paris

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am absolutely terrified of going to a
dentist. I know I need some work done, but I can't get up
the nerve to go. The only times I've ever gone to a dentist
were when the pain got so bad I couldn't stand it any more.
I have made and broken so many appointments I am
ashamed to make another one, but Abby, I've got to get my
teeth taken care of.
I heard that it's possible to put a patient to sleep before
doing any work on him. Could you please find out if there
is a dentist near me who does this? I live in Beaver Dam,
Wis., but I'd drive 100 miles if I could find a dentist who
wouldn't hurt me.
Please, don't tell me to "grow up." I am a married
woman with two small children who I'd have to take to the
dentist with me, and I'm so afraid my fear will show, and
rub off on them, too. Help me.
TERRIFIED IN WISCONSIN
DEAR TERRIFIED: I consulted an excellent Minneapolis dentist. Dr. Williams K. Nienaber, who suggests that
you contact your State Dental Society in Madison. Ask
them to recommend one or more dentists who use the
"relative analgesia" 'Ittihad ef sedating fearful patients
with nitrous oxide and oxygen to reduce their fears.
You are to be commended for your concern about passing on your fears to your children. Not all parents are so
wise and thoughtful
r

DEAR ABBY. Several of us have been having an argument which we hope you can settle. Which musical instrument most closely resembles the human voice?
Some say the wind instruments. I say the strings Will
you please ask some of your experts? Thanks.
STILL ARGUING
••••

DEAR STILL: If anyone is an authority on music and
sound, it's the see and only Herb Alpert. He says, "The
cello—in the bands of the right artist."
Another music master, Lawrence Welk. says. 'For the
female human voice, it's the violin. For the male, the
cello."
Ernest Fleischmann, executive director of the Philharmonic, Hollywood Bowl: "Ilse string instruments, of
course.The lone dissenter, Doc Severinsen. replied, "There can
be only one answer. The trumpet!!"
It leeks like the strings have it.
DEAR ABBY Being a quiet, shy person. I am in
somewhat of a quandary about a situation that has arisen
where I work.
A divorced man,' with whom I have hardly spoken,
keeps sending me flowers (at the office] without signing the
card.
I know he is the sender because I've checked with the
florist. How can I get it across to this man that his attentions are neither wanted nor welcome? I have even told the
florist that I do not want any more flowers from that party,
and to please fiend them to one of the hospitals. But still
the flowers come!
The situation has gotten entirely out of hand, and I'm
tired of it.
UNAVAILABLE
I would appreciate your advice.
DEAR UNAVAILABLE: If you want to alp the situation
In the bud, tell the sender exactly bow you feel. Don't
blame the florist. He can't Dead flowers -to a hospital"
when he's been instructed by the buyer to deliver them to
you. What you do with them after they're delivered is your
business. I P.a. The sender must be an idiot. Send him a
bachelor button!]
Problems? You'll feel better V you get it eft year d'art.
Per a personal reply. write Is ABBY: Box No. 1117111, L. A.,
Call/. WM. Ream. stamped. self-addressed envelope.
please.
For Abby's new ILM.L "What l'aswilsers Want to
I.We.
wee. LsiiloPws
- .as.
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SePteniber 17, 11173
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Steele-Herndon Engagement

Gamma Chapter Has
Breakfast Meeting
At Kenlake Hotel
Gamma Chapter of Delta
Kappa Gamma began its year
with a breakfast at Kenlake
Hotel on Saturday, September
8.
Guests were Miss Patti
Goodman, who received the
Chapter's Scholarship, and
Miss Pauline Waggener who
was awarded the Sara Rives
Scholarship for completion of
her doctoral program at
Southern Illinois University.

Dr. Doris Mouser, president,
Mr-s: Leo Davis, district vicepresided over the business
president, will call the meeting
session. Committees met and
to order and the host pastor,
made plans for the year.
Rev. Denver W. Anderson, will
Hostesses were Mrs. Sue
give the invocation. Mrs. James
Mrs. Thelma Thomas,
Morris,
Pritchett, local president, will
Mrs. Irene Johnson and Miss
extend greetings.
Rozella Henry.
The district president, Mrs. L.
E. McCord, will give the
Other members present were
President's address and conDr. Alta Presson, Dr. Helene
duct the business session.
Visher, Dr. Mildred Hatcher.
Dr.
A skit, "Penetration," will be
Dr. Alberta Chapman,
given by five local women of the
Alice Koenecke; Mesdames
Myrtelle Futrell, Barbara
district_ They are: Mrs. Koska
Amberg, Mary Sue McKendree,
Jones of Hazel United Methodist
Nina Tuggle, Lucinda Darnell,
Church, Mrs. H. L. Hearn and
Katie Doran, Ella Ross, Dulcia
Mrs. T. J. Oliver of Olivet
Douglass, Nellie Caldwell,
Church and Mrs. Maggie Wood
and Mrs. Reba Miller of Good
Carolyn Sullivan, Mary Smith,
Shepherd.
Pamline McCoy,,Louise Overby,
Miss Cynthia Gail Steele
-1•-- Aliee
Joe Piii YttAurn
The retiFterroiii-IBIT6inHumphries, Margaret Pichic rc I .
mittee on nominations will be
Mr and Mrs. John C. Steele of Murray announce the
given by Mrs. Reed Logan of engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Merrie Virginia McIntosh,
Golda Waters, Mavis McParis followed by the election of Cynthia Gail, to Jackie Ray Herndon,son of Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
Garnish, Verde Happy, Imogene
officers. The installation ser- Herndon of Murray.
Monroe, Evelyn Kesterson,
vice will be conducted by Rev.
Miss Steele is a senior at Murray State University and will
E. I. Crump, Jr., Paris District receive the Bachelor of Science degree in business in December. Imogene Heath, Georgia
Adams, Gels Ellis, Wilna
Superintendent of the United
Mr. Herndon also attended Murray State University and is now
Wilson, Mildred Davis, LaNette
Methodist Church.
employed at Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company in Union City,
Allen, Charelene Curd, Eula
A Memorial Service in honor
Tennessee.
Mae Doherty, Lourell.' Forrest,
of the deceased members the
The vows will be exchanged on Saturday, November 10, at sixpast year will be conducted by
Ann Thompson, Mildred Jones,
thirty o'clock in the evening at the Seventh and Poplar Church of
Lorene McCage, Laura JenMrs. Harold Douglas, CoorChrist. Only out-of-town invitations are being sent. All friends
nings, Lida Hodges, and Aleine
dinator for Christian PerMr. and Mrs. Martin Keith Cobb
and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and reception to
Craddock.
sonhood. Mrs. Carl Parks will follow.
•
Miss Karen Jane Bennett, Jarret. They wore boutonnieres be at the organ. She and Mrs
Misses Evelyn Bradley, Patti
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. R.T. to match the bride's attendants' Hoyt Hutcherson will present
Bolin, Ruth Cole, Betty Rogers,
Bennett of Route Five, Paris, dresses.
special music.
Tenn., was married to Martin
Hazel, Tarry, Katy Shaw, Ruth
An offering will be taken and
The guest register was kept
Keith Cobb, son of Rev. and
Lassiter, Elizabeth Wyatt,
by Miss Stephanie Bennett, the 1974 District Plege to
Roberta Whitnah, Lovey
Mrs. Dennis,Cobb of Route Two,
niece of the bride, who wore an Missions will be made by Mrs.
the Murray American Legion Rayburn, Joe Anna Roland,
Thursday, September 13
Murray,in arsAugust ceremony
orchid floor length dress M. R. Duke, district treasurer.
Post 73 home, Maple Street, Ruble Smith, Sue Fairless,
Murray
Jaytettes
will
meet
at the United Pentecostal
All members are urged to atidentical to the flower girls.
Murray, with registration at Ruby Simpson, Clara Eagle,
Church, Paris, Term.
tend and visitors are welcome. with Diana Youngerrnan at 7:30
11:30 a.m., meal at 12:30 p.m. Lorene Swann, Venda Gibson,
For her daughter's wedding,
p.m.
Officiating at the double ring
and business session at two p.m. and Katherine Williamson.
Mrs. Bennett chose to wear an
ceremony read at five o'clock in
Orchid floor length knit lace
Cumberland
Presbyterian
the afternoon was the bride's
Mr. and Mrs. C.C. Coy will
dress with a white carnation
Women of North Pleasant
father who was assisted by Rev.
have open house in celebration
corsage.
Grove
Church
will
meet
with
Edward Grace, Jr., brother-inBrandin boy
Mrs. Nix Crawford at seven of their golden wedding anMrs. Cobb, mother of the
law of the bride.
niversary at their home from
chosen
the
name
Dan
Keith
is
p.m.
Centering the altar was a groom, wore a floor length
two to four p.m.
Mrs. Danny
Mr.
and
by
by
flanked
candelabrum
aqua
bodice
and
dress
with
an
white
Brandon of Almo Route One for
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
two baskets of white gladioli floral skirt and a corsage of
Mr. and Mrs Ronald W.
their baby boy, weighing six Club will have a style show and
Little Mae Jennifer Parker.
white carnations.
and jade palms.
thirteen ounces, born on salad supper at the Murray Churchill, Sr., will be honored daughtea-dt Mr. arid Mrs. Al
pounds
Judy
Anderson,
Miss
on
Reception
their
50th
wedding
anSunday, September 9, at twelve High School cafeteria at 6:30
Parker, was honored with a
organist, and John N. Jones,
Following the ceremony the noon at the Murray-Calloway p.m.
niversary with an open house by
party in celebration of her first
vocalist, presented a program reception was held in the
their son and daughters at the
birthday on Sunday, September
of nuptial music. Selections fellowship hall of the church. County Hospital.
Murray
Woman's
Club
hovel
They have another son, Kelly
2, at three p.m. at the home of
Flint Baptist Church Women
used were "Close To You,"
The bride's table with a beige Wayne, age four. The father is will meet at the church at seven from three to six -0.111,..limite her maternal grandparents,
"We've Only Just Bun," "I
omit gifts.
employed at General Tire and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bogard,
Love You Truly," "Wedding lace cover over mint green was
p.m.
Company, Mayfield,
Rubber
centerpiece
with
a
centered
South 16th Street
Prayer," "Hawaiian Wedding
and the mother with South
Camp 592 WOW will meet at
Song," and the traditional made by the bride's sister of an
Refreshments of chocolate
Spring Creek Baptist Church
arrangement of flowers to Central Bell Telephone Com- the WOW Hall at seven p.m.
wedding marches.
cake decorated in the clown
annual
have
its
will
pany.
During the ceremony the match the bride's and her athomecoming with Sunday motif, and ice cream were
Grandparents are Mr. and
Hazel Baptist Church Women School at ten a.m., gospel served by the honoree's mother.
bride sang "The Twelfth of tendants' gowns. The three
Brandon
of
Almo
Marshall
Mrs.
decorations
of
tiered cake with
will hear Mrs. Jack Martin, singing at eleven a.m. and 1:30
Never" to the groom.
Those present were Mr. and
rainbow colors along with and Mr and Mrs. Bill McMillen former missionary, at the week
Bride's Dress
p.m., and a basket lunch at
of prayer program at seven noon. Donations for cemetery Mrs. Ralph Bogard, Kenny
The bride, escorted to the punch, mats, and mints were of Murray.
Great grandparents are Alvin p.m. at the church. Women
Bogard, Mr. and Mrs Don Curd
altar by her father who gave her served.
P.
Brandon and Mr. and Mrs. from Locust Grove, Sinking will be taken.
and son, Kelly, Marty Guthrie,
in marriage, was lovely in her
Assisting in the serving were
Butterworth, all of Spring, and Oak Grove Churher paternal grandparents, Mr.
formal length gown of peau de Miss Glennis Cobb and Miss Osro
Union Ridge Cemetery will and Mrs. L. K. Parker, and the
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. C.D. ches have been invited along
sole satin with princess design. Jerris Cobb, sisters of the
have a meeting at 1:30 p.m.
Hopkins of Almo, and Mrs. with the general public.
honree and her parents.
The dress was made with an groom, and Miss Denise
Evansville,
McMillen
of
Madie
empire waistline, full gored Parker.
Country
and
Town
Ind. A great great grandmother
skirt, and stand-up collar,
After the reception the couple is Mrs. Chlora Farmer of Homemakers Club will most
scalloped
lace
accented with
left for a wedding trip to the Murray.
with Mrs.Maz Reed at7i3Opin.
and individual daisies. The skirt Great Smoky
Mountains
was overlaid with sheer
National Park and Lookout
Friday, September 14
organza and the long puffed
Mountain with the bride
Murray
Registration for
sleeves had wide cuffs with
ti blue
---rilleadsitart war-be- hew at the
lace. Her. dress was m
dress and the corsage from her
center on North 2nd Street from
her mother.
bridal bouquet.
nine a.m. to 12 noon.
Her veil of bridal illusion net
at
nou
Mr.
and
are
Mrs.
Cobb
of
was attached to a crown
Memorial Baptist Church
Tw
pearls. She carried a bridal home on Murray Route
Mrs. Codie Caldwell opened Women will meet at the church
bouquet of white carnations on a
Prenuptial Event
at 1:30 p.m
white Bible with long streamers
Prior to her wedding the bride her home on Dudley Drive for
was complimented with a the meeting of the Lottie Moon
tied in love knots.
Murray Legion and Auxiliary
As the bride approached the surprise lingerie shower in the Group of the First Baptist Post 73 will have a ham and
altar with her father she home of Mrs. Dennis Cobb with Church held on Tuesday, bean supper at the Legion Hall
stopped to give her mother a Misses Glennis, Jerris, and September 4.
6:30 pin. POst Service Office
The program on "Missions In at
kiss on her cheek and a rose. Deborah Cobb, sisters of the
will
be at the hall from five p.m.
Action," was presented by Mrs.
She also gave the groom's groom.
until the dinner to assist
assisted
leader,
Allen
„McCoy,
mother a rose and a kiss on her
Games were played and the by Mrs. Rudolph Howard, Mrs. veterans and dependents.
cheek.
honoree opened her gifts, Purdom Outland, and Mrs.
Grace,
Elaine
Mrs.
Hazel School Parent-Teacher
Refreshments were served to Henry Warren.
Lexington, sister of the bride, the ten persons present.
will have a potluck supper
Club
led
by
Mrs.
Prayers were
was the matron of honor. She
the
school cafeteria at seven
at
Caldwell and Mrs. Porter
wore a floor length pink a-line
,
Holland.
dress of double knit designed
New officers installed for the
with an empire waist and
Saturday, September 15
coming year were Mrs. Odelle
rounded neck. She carried a
Dance for members of the
Vance. chairman, Mrs. A.W. Murray Country Club and their
single white mum with pink
Russell, program chairman, 4
streamers.
out of town guests will be held at
The Murray Vocational Youth Mrs. T.C. Collie, secretary- the'club from 9:30 p.m. to 1:30
The bridesmaids were Miss
VICA treasurer, and Mrs. Allen
Cindy Reynolds and Miss Organizations,
a.m. following the MSU football
Clubs of McCoy, publicity.
Deborah Cobb, sister of the (Vocational Industrial
game. Admission is ten dollars
(Future
Other members present, not per couple. Mr. and Mrs. Darold
groom. Miss Reynolds' dress America), FBLA
Coordinates in the Mr. Beau manner are the nicest
America) previously mentioned, were
was blue and Miss Cobb's was Business Leaders of
Keller are in charge of the
things that ever happened to fashion. Plaids and solids
1Distributive
DECA
and
Mrs. Ray Brownfield, Miss arrangements.
green, both identical in design
Mix and mingle for a look as fresh and new as
America Pauline Waggener, and Miss
to the matron of honor. They Education Clubs of
tomorrow. Shown is our plaid group, done in shades of
and
of
Nashville
Chapter
Gamma
took
a
trip
to
Brown.
Two
new
Frances
Gamma
carried flowers like the matron
soft pink or blue combined with grey heather. Come
Sep- members present were Mrs. Beta Sigma Phi will have a flea
of honor only with streamers to Opryland on Saturday.
and see us, we'll be looking for you'
tember 8.
Hollis Roberts and Miss Sue market in the Be] Air Shopping
match their dresses.
The Clothes Closet also carries the following
On this trip, 116 club imln- Fairless. A visitor was Mrs. Center, South 12th, starting at
brands. Daisey's. Jane Colby, Paddle and Saddle.
Miss Melissa Grace and Miss bers enjoyed a lovel), cia) at Richard Walker.
eight a.m.
Ralph Originals Pants and Tops, Mr Fine and
Teresa Bennett, nieces of the Opryland.
Refreshments were served by
Campus Casual. Come see our Jr tops, pants, jeans.
Sunday,September 16
bride, were the flower girls and
The clubs left at 7 30 am. Mrs. Caldwell and Mrs
sweaters,stod rests.
Parrs
District
United
wore yellow floor length dresses Saturday morning and returned Brownfield.
Methodist Women will meet at
and carried white baskets tied home aft:00 p.m:that eveninig.
-Whenever you defrost the the Dresden, Tents, °lurch 84
with
'
,stow ribbons.
freezing section of your refrig- two p m
ricecasse
Rev. Dennis Cobb, father of
After baking
erstor, wash the (meting, trays
Southside Shopping Center
the groom, was best man. role, stir in some minced parsin warm (not hot) soapy water:
First District American
Ushers were Charles Bennett, ley. Use a fork for the stirring
rinse well, fill with cold water Legion meeting will be held at
brother of the bride, and James ioti so you don't mask:the rice.
and replac e
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Jennifer Parker
Honored At Party

Lottie Moon Group
Has Program Meet
At Caldwell Home

Murray Vocational
Groups Make Trip

Stop in

_RAGE,: Car= Hall, 12tb & Payne

Paris District
Women To Hold
Meet Sunday
The Paris District United
Methodist Women will hold
their first annual Meeting
Sunday, September 16 at 2:30
p.m at the Dresden, Tenn.,
United Methodist Church.
Registration will begin at two
o'clock
Mrs. W. B. Graves, Murray
district
coordinator
for
program resources, will be in
charge of the literature room.

'Pained' mother seeks
a 'painless' dentist
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COLDWATER NEWS ...

Many Persons Have Visited In The Homes Of Residents Of Coldwater
By Mrs. Ophelia Be:sell
September 6, 1973
Recent guests of Mrs. Mattie
Jones and Lois Marine were
Mrs. Mollie Cochran, Mr. and
Mrs. Normal McCoy lwana of
Ypsilanta, Mich., Mrs. Maggie
Reddick of Cunningham, and
Mr. and Mrs. Holstetter of
Kennett, Mo. Others have
called.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Dowdy were Mr. and Mrs.
Jewell Dowdy and daughter and
!wo grandsons of Warren,
Mich., Mrs. Bertha Tinsley, Mr.
and Mrs. Wilburn Dowdy and
family and Mr. and Mrs. James
Dowdy. Others have called.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
Christenberry have returned
home from a vacation with
relatives in Michigan.
Friday lunch guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Christenberry was
Mrs. Ophelia Bartell. Dinner
guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson Christenberry and
Tommy and Mr. and Mrs.
Dolphus Christenberry. One
day the past week lunch guests
were Willie Emerson. Sam
Christenberry, Mrs. Cletie
Black and Mrs. Myrtie
Lousthol. Afternoon callers
were Sarah M. Sanderson. and
Pirry.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Christenberry and children.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Hopkins were Mr. and Mrs.
Jennings Turner, Edison

Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. Cody
Darnell, Truman Turner, Mr.
and Mrs. Dee Lamb and
daughter and his mother Mrs.
Lamb. Others have called.
Recent guests of Mrs. Lillie
Bazzell and Errett were Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Bazzell and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Darnell, Mr. and Mrs. Noel
Bazzell, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Bazzell and Mrs. Newell Bailey.
Others have called.
Carl
Mrs.
and
Mr.
(.1u-istenberry, Miss Carlene
Lamb,Mrs. Ophelia Bazzell and
Dolphus Christenberry were
second Sunday dinner guests of
Wilson
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Christenberry and Tommy. Mr.
and Mrs. Lyman Dixon were
afternoon callers.
Friday dinner guests of Mrs.
Algie Tabers were Mrs. Hattie
Watson, Mrs. Ernest Edmondson and son, Mrs. Sarah
M. Sanderson, Miss Carlene
Lamb, Mrs. Cody Tidwell, Mrs.
Ophelia Bazzell and Mrs. Carl
Christenberry. Evening guests
were Mrs. Freed Tucker and
daughters. Saturday evening
guests were Mr. and Mrs. J.T.
Tidwell.
Saturday guests of Mr. and
Hugh.Dowdy were Mrs.
Ophelia Bazzell and Miss
Carlene Lamb. An evening
guest was Mrs. Estelle
Paschall.
Recent guests of Miss Carlene

Lamb were Mrs. Dovey Peay,
Mrs. Maggie Glass and Mrs.
Hattie Watson
Recent guests of mine were
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Arnett,
Mr. and Mrs. Wayland Mitchell
and Miss Edith Duncan. Others
have called.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Lamb were Mr. and Mrs.
Lynn Winchester and children,
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Thurs., Fri. 8 Sat.
Assorted Racks of New Fall and
Winter Fashions

10%-1
/
4 Off

Free Gift Tickets

OUR 1973 MODEL

CLEARANCE SALE
19 h_
Pop 'lye
* *I'
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he
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* Lincoln Continentals
* Mercury Marquis Broughams
* Mercury Monterey Custom
* Mercury Monterey
* Mercury Montego Broughams
* Mercury Comets
* Capri (the sexy European Import) at the old prices
* Lincoln Mark IV Demo., 5500 miles

CID

Buy Now and SAVE t

HATCHER
AUTO
SALES
515 South 12th St
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By 1900 the downtown section
of Shelbyville was filled,and the
only adequate central building
site for a library, apparently,
was the Old Cemetery.
The
library
trustees
petitioned for this property, and
the petition was granted on the
condition that the library pay
$500 for the actual building
location. In return, the city
council voted to use this sum of
money to clean the graveyard
and $1,000 a year to operate the
new library.
When a few citizens protested
the additional POO a. Yetkr Cita
appropriation to run the library,
although there was no real
strength behind this opposition,
a regional newspaper could not
resist the following comment:
"Those Shelbyville objectors
to Carnegie's gift of a library
are evidently in accord with the
late lamented Lawyer Band
that books confuse the mind.'
They are afraid of too many
elegies in one graveyard."
Kentucky towns and cities
ultimately received fifteen
Carnegie Libraries for a total
amount of $795,300. Not until
1965, with aid from the federal
and state governments, did
local communities again
receive outside funds for local
library construction. The
present program has already
provided funds for half of
public
Kentucky's
local
libraries, costing in excess of
five million dollars.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Estimates by the
Crop and Livestock
Service were loweree
this year's burley croi
although they held
corn and soybean pre
The service said
will probably market
lion pounds of burley I
1973, 19 per cent beioi
crop, and 4 per cent
government's- Augt
diction.
Kentucky's burley
ally two-thirds of the
burley production, go
late start this year
spring delayed transp
the fields and made c
difficult.
A lack of moisture
then made many cro
grow out, and some ti
pened too fast, forciru
to harvest in a hurry.
The demand for bw
the rise, though, and
hope it will mean higt
to help offset any h
cause of the reduced (
September estima
would indicate that 4
soybean prospects ap
ter.
The state's corn cr
pected to be 85 million
the same amount pre
August and 2 per ce
the 1872 crop.
The reporting ser.
still predicts a record
crop of 30,510,000 bw
Kentucky, though th
says hot, dry weather i
down on yields of sc
planted beans

This Week
Sept. 13, 14, 15 & 16
at

Library In Cemetery
Still Standing today

Despite objections from a few
families and two lawsuits, the
present Shelby County Library
was erected in 1903 in the
middle of an abandoned public
cemetery in the downtown
section of Shelbyville, Kentucky.
In the backyard of the library
there was (and still is) another
cemetery—that of the original
Presbyterian Church which had
moved several years before. By
the time the Library was erected
on the site, known as the Old
City Cemetery, the two burial
lewatiOn5 bagl 1913K eVased to
active.
As far as it can be determined
from the available record, no
graves were disturbed in the
library construction, but
enough stones are standing
•1110•1011,
today in the front and backyard
of the Old Carnegie Library to
make the Shelby County
Library unique in the annals of
1600 Dodson
library science.
A reading of the stones in(Next Door to 5 Points Bar-B-Q)
dicates the burials are of the
Open 9:30 a.m.
period 1810 to 1855. Over the
years, several stones which
•
have fallen have been carefully
stacked against the rear of the
library.
The present library was not
the first for Shelbyville. Its
immediate predecessor was
located over the old fire
department on the southeast
corner of Fifth and Main and
was operated on a buget of $500
a year provided by the City
Council. In 1901 progressive
citizens of Shelbyville sucChoose a Balloon!
cessfully petitioned Andrew
Carnegie to contribute funds to
build a new library building
in balloons on ceiling
costing a total of $10,000, one of
the first small city carnegies
*'35 Gift Certificate
the nation.
*'10 Gift Certificate
The Carnegie Foundathon
stipulated that the town fathers
*'5 Gift Certificate
were to provide adequate
financial support and the land
10 Balloons contain tickets for a
upon which the library was to be
Free Pair of Panty Hose
built.

THE

YEAR END SALE

Miss Carlene Lamb, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles A. Lamb and Mrs.
Eugene Lamb and sons.
Mrs. Cletie Black and Mrs.
Sarah M. Sanderson spent one
day the past week with Mrs.
Maggie Glass and Tommy.
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Turner
spent one night the past week
with Mr. and Mrs. Jennings
Turner.

Green 'Acres

Bob Somerville
Mgr.

Rob Dinkins
Sales

Paris

k\
'

All 1973 models

MUST BE SOLD
- to make roomfOt

1974 MODELS
EVERYTHING MUST GO.
NO REASONABLE

Carroll Hubby,
It Gov. Candi(
Named As Pos

OFFERS REFUSED.

Sunday's Cincinnati 1
names State Sen.
Hubbard as a
lie
candidate
for
governor in 1975.
Hubbard is mention
with Secretary of State
Stovall, Attorney Gen
Hancock, Parks Comm
Ewart Johnson, Sta
Sullivan,
William
Speaker Norbert Eliu
State Rep. Terry McB
"familiar names sta
who would be "vial
didates."
The Mayfield attoi
been mentioned reel
other news media as a
candidate for the sec
Lt. (Jov.) in 1875.
The Cincinnati nev
Kentucky editor, Jac
states that Lt. Go%
Carroll of Paducah is
runner for governor
point, two years away
stretch run for the g
office."
The Cir.cinnati ne
story says: "Indica'
that Julian Carroll
hands off and let the
win the nomination
second spot."
The fact that Hubbto
far western Kentu
twenty miles _frog
Carrolls hometown (
would be a big ha
Hubbard were to
lieutenant governor.
Carroll runs for goveri
than for the U.S. Se
year. Upstate Democr
most likely frown on
the Jackson Purchas
as a ticket in the IS
1975, general election

•

Columbus
Made Corny
Discovery

NEW YORK l AP) — If someone asked you to name something Columbus discovered and
you answered the United
States, you'd be wrong. If you
said popcorn you'd be right
Columbus was the first white
man to see natives of the West
Indies with corsage-like decorations that were made from exploded corn — today's popcorn,:
according to researchers for
The Popcorn Institute and The
World Book Encyclopedia. .
In fact, popcorn, which found
fame at the movies, was widely
used as food and decoration in
America long before Columbus
arrived.
Archeologists have found el.:dence in the Bat Cave of western New Mexico that popcorn
was known 5,000 years ago.
Historians agree that the popcorn plant is the father of the
plant that supplies Americans
• • : -with corefiwt- the-cob: - - -Probably the first method of
popping corn was to place kernels on hot stones aver a fire,
- Or to toss kernels directly into
the fire or hot ashes and allow
them to pop out. Kernels could
also be strewn on a cleared hot
area near the fire, or covered
lightly with hot sand to distribute heat evenly for popping.
English colonists in America
were introduced to popcorn at
the first Thanksgiving at
Plymouth. Quadequina. brother
of the Wampawoag chief Massasoit, brought a deerskin hag
of popped popcorn to the feast
- as a gift. The Indians also
brought popcorn snacks to
meetings with the English colonists as a token of good will
during the peace negotiations.
Colonial housewives. quickly
put popcorn to a practical use,
serving it with (:inner and also
mixing it with sugar and cream
, for breakfast, the first -puffedcereal.
The colonists improved on Indian methods of corn popping.
But until the late 19th century,
popcorn remained primarily an
at-home and -home-grown treat.
The advent of county fairs,
carnivals and circuses took
popcorn out of the parlor and
put It into colorful popcorn
wagons. Electric corn poppers
were used first around 1925.
and popcorn and the movies
grew up together as businesses.
Today over 372. million
pounds of popcorn are 'sold annually in the United States.
-i-Theater sales,- rattirtr- aIrTITA1
for only 30 per cent of the entire popcorn market, were'approximately $197.7 million last
year.

,

Buy this week with
a very low down payment.

only

$29900
down payment with approved credit.

al!

Wiact from several brands as Criterion,
Lake Hurst, Echo and others.

Free Delivery
within 200 miles

GREEN
ACRES

Bank Financing at
low interest rates.

MOBILE
HOMES
Hwy. 79 E
PARIS,
TENN.
e."

;ALE

Hospital Re

_

Green Acres
FEATURES:

vers
BETTER HOMES
BETTER SERVICE
BETTER PRICES
,

.1

I,

BETTER FINANCING
BETTER INSURANCE
4 ,,',1 ,• 1

Estimates
On Burle:
Are Lowe

•

September 8, 1973
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Mrs. Ruby Counce S
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Murray, Mrs. Dol
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Route 5, Murray, A
Sheridan, 10811 5
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years, making it pc
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The great New XL-100s are here!
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Estimates by the Kentucky"
Crop and Livestock Reporting
Service were lowered again in
this year's burley crop Tuesday
although they held steady on
corn and soybean predictions.
The service said Kentucky
will probably market 339.8 million pounds of burley tobacco in
1973, 19 per cent below the 1972
crop, and 4 per cent below the
government's- August
prediction.
Kentucky's burley crop, usually two-thirds of the nation's
burley production, got off to a
late start this year as a wet
spring delayed transplanting to
the fields and made cultivation
difficult.
A lack of moisture in August
then made many crops fail to
grow out, and some tobacco ripened too fast, forcing farmers
to harvest in a hurry.
The demand for burley is on
the rise, though, and growers
hope it will mean higher prices
to help offset any losses because of the reduced crop.
September estimates also
would indicate that corn
soybean prospects appear better.
The state's corn crop is expected to be 85 million bushels,
the same amount predicted in
August and 2 per cent above
the 1972 crop.
The reporting service also
still predicts a record soybean
crop of 30,510,000 bushels for
Kentucky, though the report
says hot, dry weather is cutting
down on yields of some late
planted beans.

RCA's NEW RELIABLES
- -Seethe
New Rellables

at
WARD

and
ELKINS

NEW!Higher power chassis on many
models for brighter color pictures!
!
Super AccuColor black matrix
PLUS
picture tube for rich, brilliant color on all. 19",
21" and 25" diagonal models!

ally over a period of 5,000
years, making it possibly the
world's oldest religion.

Also

PLIIS!100% solid state reliability—no

Available
In

chassis tubes to burn out!

Spanish
Pecan

PLUS!Every XL-100 is backed by the RCA Purchaser
Satisfaction Program. Details at your RCA dealer.

TAA ALMADA
West GSM
Th• OtagonAi

Big screen
RCA XL-100
console color

RCN&
19"diagon
Color TV

$589"
,
Dm SOIL
WNW GUM
23•Mmummi goct.,•

AlLiSOm
mode?

RCA XL-100
color TV in
Early American
style
jate9___
TA* MAMTINERO
Model 05538
27' dmigon•I gocture.

TD• OMR
IWO FSOM
Wilipmel

Marching ease
optional, extra

Hospital Report
September 8, 1973
ADULT 06-NUASERY 3
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSA1S
Mrs. Carolyn Elizabeth
Kilgore,701 Sycamore, Murray,
Mrs. Eulala Boyd, 1704 West
Olive, Murray, Bennie Bell
Spann, 509 Chestnut, Murray,
Mrs. Ruby Counce Suffilt 1634
Olive, Murray, Mrs. Lottie
Pearl Watson, 1103 Poplar,
Murray, Mrs. Dolly Emily
Redick, 921 North 18th, Murray,
Master Gene Paul Johnson,
Route 5, Murray, Arlon Leon
Sheridan, 10842 South 1st
Mayfield, Oury Josh Wilson, 207
North 5th, Mayfield, Cary J.
Rose, 214 South 12th, Murray,
Raymond Moore Hutson, Route
1, Buchanan, Tenn.

state color TV.

t brilliant color-plus solid state eliability-sin these ne
consoles
WOO
Colonial styling

Carroll Hubbard
Lt. Gov. Candidate
Named As Possible
Sunday's Cincinnati Enquirer
names State Sen. Carroll
Hubbard as a "possible"
candidate for lieutenant
governor in 1975.
Hubbard is mentioned along
with Secretary of State Thelma
Stovall, Attorney General Ed
Hancock, Parts Commissioner
Ewart Johnson, State Sen.
Sullivan, House
William
Speaker Norbert Blume and
State Rep. Terry McBrayer as
"familiar names statewide"
who would be "viable candidates."
The Mayfield attorney has
been mentioned recently by
other news media as a possible
candidate for the second spot
Lt. Gov.) in 1975.
The Cincinnati newspaper's
Kentucky editor, Jack Hicks,
states that Lt. Gov. Julian
Carroll of Paducah is the front
runner for governor "at this
point, two years away from the
stretch run for the governor's
office."
The Cincinnati newspaper
story says: "Indications are
that Julian Carroll will keep
hands off and let the best man
win the nomination for the
second spot."
The fact that Hubbard lives in
far western Kentucky and
• twgnty_ miles from, _Julian.
Carrots hometown (Paducah)
would be a big handicap If
Hubbard were to run for
lieutenant governor, assuming
Carroll runs for governor rather
than for the U.S. Senate next
year. Upstate Democrats would
most likely frown on two from
the Jackson Purchase running
as a ticket in the November,
1975, general election.

Exciting new features! Superb new styling! See the ttemendous
selection of. the new XL-100a—America's best sellirig line of solid

RCA's black matrix picture
tube delivers the brightest 19"
diagonal CCOOT picture in RGA
history! Thls compact RCA
XL-100 is beautifully styled.
NO chassis tubes to burn out
Easy automatic tuning. Builtin receptacle for cable TV or
master antenna system.

Tn. GlilritEW
Model GS7W
Also wrIstie
Janata caspol
(“nionsl, ortr.,

There's a 15"diagonal
XL-100 portable,too.
It's loaded With all the great
XL-100 features plus the new AccuLine
picture tube system.See it now!

RCA Model ES354
Sculptured matching stand
Optional extra

Phone 753-1713
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Racers To Open Stewart Stadium Saturday
Waddle Impressive As A
Tackle For The Racers
When he was a freshman at
Murray State University, Jay
Waddle was rushed into action
the second football game of the
season when two Murray
linebackers were injured. He
was in the game for only a few
plays and he, too, was injured
and missed the rest of the
season after a knee injury.
He was still a little shakey on
the bad knee the next season
and was redshirted by the
Racer coaches. He returned, to
action with spring practice but
was moved to defensive tackle
where he is slated to start for
the Racers this fall.
"Jay only knows one speed,
an all-out effort on every play of
every drill," Murray State
Coach Bill Furgerson says of
the Washington Court House,
Ohio, native. "He's the kind of
player who works hard on every
practice drill on a 95-degree day
and then leads .his group in
sprints. This will be his first
season at tackle either in
college or in high school, but
with his desire, egression, and
emotion I haven't a doubt that
he'll be.a fine player. He has
good speed and quickness and

Wit\

Jay Waddle
although he isn't big by collegetackle standards, he handles his
225 pounds so well his lack of
size won't hurt him."
Waddle won three letters in
football, two in basketball, and
three in hack afiVilami Trice
High School id Washington
Court House. He was named
allconference in football and his
team's defensive player of the
year his senior season. He also
set a 410W discus record for his
high school.

BRANDON'S
BITS
By
Mike Brandon
Sometime next week, some people are going to look back and
mark this coming weekend in their memory.
As for myself,lam just beginning to grasp the idea.
Fifty years from now, when Murray State celebrates its 100th
anniversary, there will undoubtedly be some people around who
attended that first game at Roy Stewart Stadium
All I can do is simply urge people to attend the game
Gates will open at 6 p.m.and tickets will be sold at the door .
I can't think of a better way to start the big weekend than to see
Murray High defeat Mayfield Friday night.
When Mayfield opened its new stadium, the Tigers won their
first three games played in the complex, against the Cardinals.
Murray once had a four game winning streak against Mayfield,
winning in 1960, '61, '62 and '63.
Mayfield won in 1964 and then Murray High won in 1965.
Since that win eight years ago, Murray has gone down to seven
consecutive defeats at the hands of the Cardinals.
The Cardinals are not as strong as they have been. Although
they are 2-0, they are down considerably over the past few years.
Twill not go as far as to make a prediction but I will say that the
Tigers are certainly in a good position to defeat their Class AA
opponents this season.
There's probably not a single football expert in the country who
thinks Murray will knock off Western Carolina.
By all means, I am definitely not an expert but I do think that
the Racers have a strong chance of pulling the upset
And there is not one man on the entire squad who doesn't
believe that the Racers are going to win the game.
And that, believe me, is something that can make the football
experts all be wrong.
There were no snickers or laughs at the Racer football banquet
Monday night when Bill Furgerson said his team is going to lay it
on the line for the supporters.
The faces were hard, almost frozen in deterthination.
And that is why late Saturday night, Western Carolina just
might go back home a very surprised team,and defeated.
•
— -Sports action next week will find the Murray High "B" team
playing at home Monday night against North Marshall.
Thursday, the Murray High frosh open up at Heath while next
weekend, golf gets underway at Murray State University.
Again, I would like to point out that my job is to serve you, the
coaches and the readers.
I can do this better with your cooperation. Contact me at home
at 753-6977 if you desire any further information.

Championship Flight Yet
To Be Played At The MCC
Three of the four flights in the
inen's match play tournament
Murray-Calloway
at
the
Country Club have reached the
final bracket. Only the championship flight lags in play.
Facing each other in the
finals of the first flight are Bill
Fandrich and Clyde Adkins.
Fandrich reached the final
bracket by beating James
Lassiter, while Adkins was
eliminating Johnny McCage in
the lower bracket.
• . In the second flight, it is J.D.
Rayburn and Chester Thomas
who face each other for the
championship trophy. Rayburn
defeated W.A. Franklin to
advance to the final frame,
while Chester Thomas was
putting together a 4 and 2 win
over Graves Morris.
- in- the-third-flight, Waiter
Jones, winner over John Irvan
In a semi-finals match, faces
-3iggs Lassiter, an easy 7 and 6

winner over Darold Keller in
the lower semi-finals braacet.
Two second-round matches
yet to be played are holding up
progress in the upper brackets,
while Mike Holton patieptly
awaits an opponent in the finals.
Scheduled to play in the second
round are Tom Muehleman and
Norman Hood and Defending
Champion Johnny Quertermous
and Bill Hopson. The winners of
these two matches then must
meet in order to determine who
will play Holton for the
championship.
.
Holton, who squeezed past
Bob Burke with a one up edge in
the second round, had another
close call in his semi-finals
match with Buddy Hewitt, but
managed a one up win to reach
thelitial bream-1 and his 10t at
the top prize of them all—the
championship of the championship flight.

Furgerson Expects To Have
Balanced Team But No Stars
is Willie DeLoach. He was take over the first string job. He quarterback and all he did
By MIKE BRANDON
was
Ledger 8r Times Sportswriter
contacted after his stint in the and Echert both go full speed throw 12 completions in 25 pass
The long, dark night is almost service and has now moved into and both are aggressive football attempts for 239 yards.
over and the dawn will come in take over the spot vacated by players
A man who has been a
a few more hours.
wide receiver Kenny Galtney,
nemesis to the Racers for the
"Backing up those two are
Ancient Cutchin Stadium will who is scholastically ineligible.
past two seasons, receiver
close her doors and an expected
"DeLoach gives us good Jim McPeake and Alfred
Eagle Moss, returns to his
15,000 people will flock into the speed, good hands and he is Caldwell, both of whom are
catback spot for the
strong football players.
new Roy Stewart Stadium as definitely a deep threat.
Catamounts.
the new age in Murray State
Senior Scotty Crump, a 5-We feel that we have fine
Moss caught seven passes
football begins Saturday night.
11, 180-pound senior from
depth at the end positions.
Saturday against Tech for 87
At 7 p.m., the pre-game
Dyersburg, Tennessee, will
Two Inexperienced men
yards while Jerry Gains caught
festivities will begin for the
be the other wide receiver.
will be holding down the
four passes for 104 yards.
spectators.
As a junior, Crump had nine
defensive tackle spots, 6-3,
receptions for 162 yards.
In reference to two of the
But at that same time, in the
225-pound
junior Jay Waddle
"Scotty is one of those guys
Western Carolina linebackers,
and 6-4, 250 pound sophomore
spacious dressing room of the you look
at and wonder how he
Little All-American Steve Yates
Dan Helfrich
Racers, Coach Bill Furgerson
is playing.
and
Joe Hunter, Furgerson said
will be going over his final plans
"He doesn't have the size (Jr
"Jay is a very emotional that they were as good as he's
as to how his team will defeat
the real speed but he's just a player. He has had very little seen anywhere.
powerful Western Carolina.
fine athlete who uses his experience with us.
Thirty minutes later, at 7:30
Western Carolina is the ninthdetermination to overcome the
He started as a linebacker ranked college division team in
p.m., the Racers will take the
elements he lacks.
for us-two years ago and got an the flatten, aecofding to the preand their ability to ezecute
"Scotty is the kind of
injury early in the season season Associated Press Poll.
that strategy will determine ballplayer
who will be there and
against Tennesse Tech. We
their success.
give you what you need,"
And if the Racers are to open
redshirted him last year.
Unlike the past two
Furgerson added.
the new era of football in a
seasons, there will be no star
"So far in practice, Jay has successful fashion, they will
Up front, the Racers would
In the backfield for Murray.
appear to be experienced and done well," Furgerson said.
have to beat a first class team.
Super tailbacks Rick Fisher
strong.
"Helfrich is maturing and
and George Greenfield are
And that is what fans in the
Sophomore David Mains, a
could develop into a good new, first class stadium will be
gone.
6-2 205-pound center, is the
the
size
has
player.
and
the
He
hoping for.
But Furgerson can accept
only newcomer to the ofspeed. What he needs is game
that. For this season, the squad
fensive line.
experience.
appears to be balanced.
"David came in as a
And with the exception of
The linebacker corps will
celebrated relation to Gilbert
starting tackle Tony Menendez
be
headed by the man in the
Mains, a former Murray State
who is lost for the season with a
middle, Bruce Farris.
star and a star for the Detroit
knee injury, the Racers have
Lions.
At 6-2 and 225 pounds, the
been injury-free.
"He
has developed and senior from Sikeston, Missouri,
Last season, the Racers
grown considerably since he was third on the team last year
suffered through a 4-6 season
has been here. We should be in in tackles with 73.
that could have easily been 8-2
By ROY TERRY
good shape on any phase of his
or possibly even 9-1.
"Bruce was recruited as a
Head Coach, Morehead State
game."
quarterback but we moved him
But the losses of starting
University
To the right of Mains will
to a linebacker because of his
offensive tackle Dale Willis and
Written for Associated Press
be junior Russ Carlisle, son
size and quickness.
Fisher in a pre-season scrimof former Murray State star
MOREHEAD,Ky.(AP) — As
mage changed the entire
Sophomore David McDonald my second season starts at
Ralph Carlisle.
season.
"He is one of those people that will start as the weak side Morehead State University, I
This season's team will
we have moved three times. He linebacker. Kelly Fanner and see that some changes must be
feature some familiar names
has played fullback and Adrian Wolfe will back up made for the coming season.
and some newcomers, a
Injuries play an important'
linebacker and now, because of McDonald.
combination that Furgerson
his size (5-10, 190 pounds,, we
part
in the Ohio Valley ConferOn
the strong side will be
hopes to make into a winning
need him as a guard," Tommy Johnson, who will be ence and pre-season practices
team.
Furgerson said.
must be prepared with concern
backed by Ralph Engel.
Junior quarterback Tom
for preventing injuries and getOn the left side will be
Pandolfi, who threw two
Jim Surrency and Don Het- ting the team ready.
veteran Rodney Pickering, a
touchdown passes last
tich will be backing up Fan-is in
5-11, 200-pounder from
We also must do a better job
season, returns to nail down
the middle.
of preparing mentally for nonBrandenburg, Kentucky.
the starting position.
"He came to Murray as a
conference games. If we do it
Paul Coltharp, the leading
Barking
Pandolfi
is
walk-on. But like Mains, he
just right, it could mean a suctackler last season for The
sophomore Mike Hobbie, who
grew up.
cessful season for the Eagles,
Racers as a safety, has
saw considerable action last
"Technique wise, he is as
even after our opening game
moved
corner
to
position
a
year, and sophomore Doug
good as a guard as we have ever
loss.
and will play opposite corBaker.
had.
Offensively, we have a fine
nerback Don Deiken.
"Right now, Tom has a little
Pickering is a skilled blocker
nucleus
returning with seniors
better knowledge of the ofDeiken replaces senior Billy Dave Schaetzke
and is, undoubtedly, one of the
at quarterback,
fense," Furgerson said.
Young
is
on
currently
the
who
top offensive Linemen in the
Chuck Steiner at offensive
"In practice, all three have
injured list but will be back next guard,
Ohio Valley Conference.
Nich Highswander at
done well at times. I think that
Another man who will be week.
they will give us the leadership
seeing a lot of action as the
"Deiken is another one of
that we need to run our ofswing man for Carlisle and those players like Scotty
fense," Furgerson said of his
Pickering is senior Mark Crump," Furgerson said.
three quarterbacks.
Norrid.
_
Playing behind Pandolii in
"He's too small and too slow
"Mark is very, very
the fullback position Is 6-2,
but
he makes a lot of things
aggressive. Last year when
200-pound junior Jim Engel
happen. He's the one who comes
Willis
got
hurt,
he
moved
into
of Loveland, Ohio.
up with an interception in every
After being told by another
Engel carried the ball only 12 the tackle position.
practice session.
Ohio Valley Conference football
"Against Eastern Kentucky,
times last season and gained 35
Sophomore Mark Hickman coach that his 5'11", 184-pound
yards in those dozen attempts. he did a great job blocking
"Jim has the size and his Wally Chambers, who is now will get the job as the safety and frame was not big enough,
the racerback will be redshirted Rodney "Pick" Pickering of
speed is adequate. He does the with the Chicago Bears.
Brandensburg, Ky. 'trucked'
freshman Charles Martiii:
40 yard dash in 4.7.
This year,' Willis is back
down- to Mersey -State and IdIf (Resift
The Miff With UR half/hest
-- one -of the'
Furgerson says that the depth University where he
was imassignment is junior Don
starting tackle positions.
is better on defense than on mediately issued practice
Clayton, who will take over
"His ankle gives him a few offense.
equipment. Since that day, its'
problems, especially after
Greenfield's tailback
"The loss of Menendez will been nothing but success for
working out on the hard ground,
position.
Clayton came to Murray State but he is as effective as ever. hurt us at the tackle position. Pickering and bruises for opfrom Malden, Missouri, where
At the left tackle position will We have less depth there than ponents.
Starting at guard this season
he was an outstanding runner in be 6-3, 245 pound junior Charlie anywhere else.
for the third straight year, the
high school.
Carpenter, a letterman for the
"But, I'd say that if nobody 205-pound
senior has been well
"The fact that he was injured past two years.
else gets hurt, our strength at established as one of the best
before the first game of his
Carpenter
earned
a
the tackle positions should be offensive linemen in the Ohio
freshman year and then missed
starting
berth
as
a
adequate.
Valley Conference.
the next two years makes him a
sophomore and has been a
Quarterback Doug Baker
success story," Furgerson said.
valuable offensive lineman
When he was a freshman,
will be joining track stars
"For a while, we thought he
since that time.
Pickering says that he almost
Don Wright and Steve Martin
would never play football again.
"He has tremendous size, he
quit the team and that he would
as the kicking specialists.
Clayton carried the ball last runs well for a big man, his
have, had it not been for Carl.
season 39 times for a net gain of blocking is outstanding and he
Baker punted two years ago Oakley, Murray's offensive
is certainly a candidate for All144 yards.
when Chuck Cantrell was in- coach. "After seeing all the
,"When I was in high school," Conference," Furgerson
jured while Wright and Martin other guys trying to make the
Clayton said, "I was always praised.
came in as walk-ons this spring team, rbegan to lose confidence
looking for the break-away run
"If we can keep these first
and have been impressive in in myself and wasn't sure that I
and that's what made me string men from getting hurt,
was as good as I thought. But
practice.
we can play with any team in'
successful."
•• Caoch Oakley convinced me I
As for Western Carolina, the-- could make it if I'd keep
"This season,every time I get the conference.
the ball, I'm going to be
"Once we get past those Catamounts already have a plugging," Pickering said.
thinking break-away," the people, we are in trouble, " game under their belts, a 10-10
Coach Oakley says that Rod
home tie last week against last
sophomore tailback added.
Furgerson said.
is
one of the most dedicated
year's OVC Champions, TenThe strongest offensive
Junior end Joe Echert will
players on the Murray squad,
nessee Tech.
position will be occupied by
anchor the defensive line for
an extremely hard worker, and
tight end Bill Farrell, a 6-4,
the Racers.
In the only two previous
very ambitious.
220-pound senior from CinEchert, a 6-1, 200-pounder
meetings, the Racers and the
Pickering has proved his
from Evansville, Indiana, was
cinnati.
Catamounts have split, with
determination by being a threeLast season, Farrell had 19 the fifth-ranking defensive man
Western Carolina winning
year starter for the Racers.
receptions for 412 yards and one last season, with 44 tackles and
last year in Cutchin Stadium
"Rod didn't come to Murray on
23
assists.
touchdown.
21-12.
scholarship, yet he made the
"Joe has established himself
"His only problem last fall
as as aggresSive and fine
"After watching Western starting lineup as a sophomore.
was his blocking," Furgerson
football player," Furgerson Carolina play last
said.
week, I'll It's highly unusual for a walkon to break into the lineup so
said.
have
..let_..say
that
they are
"But this spring, his blocking 'At the other defensive and
soon. Most athletes Lake a
Amstar—than
they
were
last
came atongrestwelt and a tat of 'position will be 6-2, 210-pound
couple of years to mature but
pro
scouts are seriously sophomore Matt Schappert season.
Rod has been an exception",
looking at him
"The only spot that wasn't says Coach Oakley.
form Montville, New Jersey,
Opposite Farrell at split end
"Matthas come a long way to solid was their inexperienced
Being a three-starter at

Lead

Willis Back And At Full
Strength For The Racers

By KEN RAPPOI
Associated Press Spoi
"It wasn't my best r
the fastball," said 5
gers. "It wasn't my t
with the slider. And
my best night with the
All the Montreal Wc
could do Wednesday
throw the ball, hopi
best—and win.
"I guess you could
pitching was good
throwing was bad," si
year-old rookie afte
the Expos to a 2-1 vic
St. Louis that further
the National League
"I just had to pun
up," said Rogers, v
loaded the bases with
but escaped trouble e

During the last scrimmage
before the opening game of the
1972 season, Murray State
tackle Dale Willis broke a bone
in his foot and joined a fellow
Ohioan, Rick Fisher, on the
Racer injury list for the season.
"In some way, he was more
difficult to replace than
Fisher," Murray Coach Bill
Furgerson says. "Fisher was an
outstanding running back, but
we had another good runner in
George Greenfield, who had a
fine season and broke most of
the records Fisher set the
season before. But we really
had to scrape to find a
replacement for Willis and it
Dale Willis
took us several games to adjust
to the loss of his experience,
knowledge, and talent of the tackles in the Ohio Valley
Conference," Oakley added.
offensive line."
Willis won three letters in
Willis, a 6-1, 230-pound senior football, two in basketball, and
from Washington Court House, one in baseball at Washington
Ohio, is one of the ,fastest. High School and was named to
linemen on the Racer squad, the all-league team three years.
running the 40 in 4.8. He's also He was All-Southwest Ohio as a
one of the best at blocking for senior. His 1968 team won the
runners according to defensive South Central Ohio League
coach Carl Oakley. He's not championship.
quite
so effective at pass
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs
blocking, Oakley says, but he Richard R. Willis of Washington
has the potential to be out- Court House and is married n
standing there, too. "He has the the former Denise Grogan ,,f
talent to be one of the best Murray.

OHO
Court

By HAL BO(
Associated Press Spa
There is magic in t
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tember days and aln
it is centered in Bait
Oakland, where the C
A's are beginning to c
The numbers game
teams in first place
where both of these c
been spending their
the last month.
The Orioles swept
day twinight dot
from Milwaukee 4-1 a
ducing their number
ing the East Division
Any combination of
victories and-or Bost
totaling a dozen, put
oles in the playoffs.
Oakland's favorite
now is 13. That's wl
take to win the West
after they dropped i
sion to the Kansas CI
Elsewhere in the A
day night, Boston de
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beat Minnesota 5-2 ai
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Morehead Coach Says Injuries
Will Play Role In His Success
center, Vic Wharton at split
Alex Brawner, a junior, did
end, Mike McC,ardwell at offen- an excellent job in the spring
sive guard and Doug McCray and provides needed depth at
at flanker.
quarterback. The punter will be
Our two offensive tackles, senior Lou Mains, who has fully
sophomore Gerry Anthony and recovered from a knee injury
junior Steve Iker, both gained'• Don Russell, a transfer from
experience last year and should Louisville, will handle the
do a fine job.
place-kicking with freshman
The tight end position is up Don Rardin in reserve.
for grabs with the departure of
If we are to improve our
all-OVC performer Gary Shirk. record this year, it will have to
Ray Graham, a sophomore, come from a better effort deand Keith Mescher, a fresh- fensively.
man, are in a head-to-head
On the line we have seniors
battle to fill the spot_
Dave Cox and Durwood Brittle
Frank Jones has been moved at tackle and Louis Gideon at
from tailback to fullback and end. They must provide the
did a good job in spring prac- leadership for a relatively
tice. He will be backed up by young defense.
sophomore Bob Brockman.
Starting at the other end will
Jimmy Johnson heads the list be sophomore Karl Hop. The
of tailbacks and he will be linebacking situation is still unbacked up by Tony Harris with settled with returnees Rick
a chance that freshman Ron Fox, Dane Laggebauer and
Mosley will break into the line- Karl Schmitt in a battle with
freshmen Ron French, Alan
up.
Moore and Jerry Spaeth.
The secondary was hurt-by
the unexpected loss of Joe
Gray, but senior Randy Pulley
seems to be an able replacement. The other positions are
'held down by senior Geary
Clutter and sophs Vic Williams
and Steve Fleak with soph Cal
Long also ready.

Coulson
Followin

Bumps And Bruises For
Pickering's Opponents

'

Sutton Keeps Bet
CINCINNATI (A?)
Keep
faitE in the Cincinnati Redá
has earned Pete Rose's wife
Carolyn a free dinner.
She received the following
note Wednesday:
"Carolyn: Just to show you I
didn't welch on our bet, your
nest dinner at The Barn is paid
for. Dammitt."
It was signed by Don Sutton,
pitcher for the Los Angeles
Dodgers.
"I bet him on June 30 when
we were 11 games behind that
we'd catch the Dodgers," said
Carolyn.
Wednesday night, after the
Reds defeated the Dodgers 7-3,
she was heading for the Les
Angeles clubhouse with a package.
He asked me to get him two
Reds' tee shirts for his kids,"
she said.
-

L',1
Ai

Rodney Pickering
guard does not bring as much
glory as say, a halfback gets in
his three years as a regular but
that doesn't bother Pickering in
the least. "I'm just happy to be
out there," he says. "As long as
I know that I'm playing my
heart out, that's all that counts.
It doesn't make any difference
if the fans know it or not. I'm not
on the field for self-glory butrather to help our team to a 10-0
season."
Murray will kick off its season
Sept. 15 against Western
Carolina in new Roy Stewart
Stadium. A crowd of 15,000 is
expected to be on hand to see
the Racers' in their opener.
Pickering says, "They'll get
their money's worth."
• Before coming to Murray,
Pickering was a three-year
starter at Meade County High
School and was named AllSCPIAC" and harmer* Mention'
all-state.
He is the son of Mr. and
Kermit Pickering of Brandensburg, Ky.

Special Now!
Soles & Heels
$6.60

Vernon's Boot and
Shoe and Western
Store & Shoe Repair
Hours for your convenience
$4 Mon.-Sat.
• 14 Sunday
lireedia, Across from the
--aintral Shopping Center
Phone 753-9885

t
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doing anything.
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experience of Conk
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Pirates Overhaul Cardinals,
Lead By Two On The Loss Side
By KEN FtAPPOPORT .
Associated Press Sports Writer
It wasn't my best night with
the fastball," said Steve Rogers. "It wasn't my best night
with the slider. And it wasn't
my best night with the curve."
All the Montreal Wonder Boy
could do Wednesday night was
throw the ball, hope for the
best-and win.
"I guess you could say my
pitching was good but my
throwing was bad," said the 23year-old rookie after leading
the Expos to a 2-1 victory over
St. Louis that further confused
the National League East race.
"I just had to pump myself
up," said Rogers, who twice
loaded the bases with none out
but escaped trouble each time.

"I guess I was a little tight. I
probably didn't warm up
enough."
While giving up six walks and
six hits, Rogers held the Cardinals down long enough for Bob
Bailey to deliver the knockout
blow-a ninth-inning homer.
The victory, the ninth in 12
decisions for the rookie righthander, moved the Expos within one game of the top in the
zany East race.
The Pittsburgh Pirates beat
the Chicago Cubs 4-2 to move
into first place by a half game
over the Cardinals and the New
York Mets nipped the Philadelphia Phillies 3-2 to move 21e
games back in fourth place.
The Cubs were in fifth, three

games behind.
In the other National League
garnes, the Cincinnati Reds
tripped the Los Angeles Dodgers 7-3 and the Atlanta Braves
whipped the San Francisco Giants 10-4.
Pirates 4, Cubs 2
Bob Robertson's three-run
homer led Bruce Kison and
Pittsburgh to a 4-2 decision
over Chicago. With one out in
the fourth inning, Willie Stargel walked and Manny Sanguillen singled. One out later Robertson followed with his 14th
homer of the year.
Mets 3, PhMies 2
Wayne Garrett and John Milner hit home runs to help New
York beat Philadelphia 3-2. Tug
McGraw saved the game for

Betty Shepard Named As
Medalist, Oaks Women

the Mets with tough relief
pitching in the last two innings,
striking out five batters.
Reds 7, Dodgers 3
Pitcher Jack &Hingham keyed a five-run seventh inning
with a bases-loaded double and
scattered eight hits to lead Cincinnati over Los Angeles 7-3.
The Dodgers, who led the National League West by four
games less than two weeks ago,
thus dropped five games behind
the Reds.
Braves 10, Giants 4
Darrell Evans blasted two
home runs and Mary Pero;
drove in three runs with a
homer and double to lead Atlanta past San Francisco 10-4.
The Giants hit three homers off
winner Carl Morton.

Orioles And A's Are Starting
Countdown For Magic Number
By HAL BOCK . .
Associated Press Sports Writer
There is magic in the American League air these brisk September days and almost all of
it is centered in Baltimore and
Oakland, where the Orioles and
A's are beginning to count.
The numbers game intrigues
teams in first place and that's
where both of these clubs have
been spending their time for
the last month.
The Orioles swept a Wednesday twi-night doubleheader
from Milwaukee 4-1 and 5-3, reducing their number for clinching the East Division title to 12.
Any combination of Baltimore
victories and-or Boston defeats
totaling a dozen, puts the Orioles in the playoffs.
Oakland's favorite digit right
now is 13. That's what it will
take to win the West for the As
after they dropped a 5-0 decision to the Kansas City Royals.
Elsewhere in the AL Wednesday night, Boston defeated the
New York Yankees 7-1, Texas
beat Minnesota 5-2 and California edged Chicago 6-5. Cleve-

land and Detroit were not
scheduled.
Baltimore's Jim Palmer won
his 20th game in the opener,
marking the fourth straight
year he's reached that measure
of pitching excellence. Rich
Coggins drove in two of the Oriole runs and stole two bases in
the opener.
Then the rookie outfielder
tripled, touching off a two-run
Oriole rally that broke an
eighth inning tie and completed
the sweep.
Palmer shrugged off talk that
he might be zeroing in on the
American League Cy Young
Award. "You don't think much
about that," he said. "A pennant and World Series are
more important than personal
goals."
Oakland ran into Hal
McRae's hot bat. McRae
boomed a pair of some runs,
one of them with two Royals on
base, leading Kansas City to
victory.
Paul Splittorff and Doug Bird
combined to pitch the shutout
which left the Royals five

games back of the A's in the
AL West.
Red Sox 7, Yankees 1
Carl Yastrzemski drove in
five runs with a pair of homers
and unbeaten Ftogelio Moret
won his llth game of the season, pitching Boston to a 7-1 victory over the New York Yankees.
The homers were the 14th
and 15th of the season for Yaz.
Ron Swoboda connected for the
Yankees, giving New York its
only run in 311-3 innings this
season against Moret.
Rangers 5, Twins 2
Tom Grieve's two-run homer
helped Texas to a 5-2 victory
over Minnesota with rookie

Coulson Back AttAurray
Following Rookie Year
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In fact, the 511", 165-pound
The Murray State University
kept hitting the ball till
athlete
out
dressed
was
team
baseball
hitting streak
in its' black gym shorts and he had a30 game
was named
white jerseys getting ready for and in July he
for his
Month"
the
of
"Player
Everyone
the short, fall season.
Immediately following,
was doing his own thing to try efforts.
he was one of eleven players in
and impress Coach Reagan.
the league to be chosen for the
There's
minute.
a
But wait
one guy standing in the outfield, all-star team. Coulson condressed in green gym shorts, tinued to rip off singles and
wearing a mustache, and not doubles and was named "Most
doing anything. It's Steve Valuable Player," of the allCoulson, the Racers' former star team.
Hitting .400 the majority of
star third baseman who last
a
season led the team in hitting at the season and ending with
.371 and is now a product of the .350 average, second in the
New York Yankees' farm club league, Coulson had 45 RBI's
in Oneonta.,N..Y.14llere 1W's.PAH and 3 homeruns. two of his
finished his first season as a homeruns were gratidelanis,
tying the league record.
professional.
"It's not easy to hit .300 and
While it could be said that
Coulson has had his first ex- many players didn't," Coulson
says. "We faced good pitching
everyday and played 70 games
in a row. Anytime you do that,
it's hard to get psyched up for
every game."
Coulson has come back to
Murray State with a new look.
That is, he has grown a
mustache since he last played
for the Racers. He says, "A lot
of the players had one, so I
thought I would try. And you
-know, I 11ind ot like it."
Coulson's father offered him
$100 to shave it off and Steve
said,"Let me keep it for a week
and Ill shave it for $75."
On September 18, Coulson
will be one of only thirteen
players in the entire Yankee
Steve Coulson
organization to go to Clearwater
perience of minor league ball, it Fla. to play winter ball. He
should be said that minor says, "I consider myself in a
league ball has had its first very fortunate position. Not
experience of Coulson.
only will it mean a $150 boost in
For the first time in his salary but if I play well, I could
baseball career, he was placed move a step closer to the majors
A
at shortshop for the entire by playing double A or triple
season he
season. "After getting the hang ball." This past
of it, I like it a lot better than played in the New York-Penn
League, a single A league. third base," the Fisk Mo. native
Before going to the minor
said.
leagues, Coulson said, "My
Coulson's coach didn't blow goal was to hit .300 and play in
his top when Steve would make half of the games scheduled. I
an error because he knew he ended up hitting .350 and
- had flEiVer played the positiorr playing in '68 games.1 'guess I
before. "I don't guess the coach got lucky."
minded as long as I kept hitting
Call it what you like, but Steve
the ball," Coulson said. AM Coulson has a promising -,
that's exactly what he did.
future.

National League scores: New
York 3, Philadelphia 2; Pittsburgh 4, Chicago 2; Montreal 2,
St. Louis 1; Cincinnati 7, Los
Angeles 3; Atlanta 10, San
Francisco 4. Houston and San
Diego had the day off.

By JACK STEVENSON . season.
Rosenbloom and general
Associated Press Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Car- manager Don Klosterman
roll Rosenbloom traded the Bal- wanted more assurance at
timore Colts for the Los Ange- quarterback. They dealt defenles Rams and immediately be- sive end Coy Bacon and fullback Bob Thomas to the San
came unhappy.
He liked the West Coast but Diego Chargers for John Hadl.
Gabriel became unhappy,
he didn't like what he saw on
the football field of the Los An- asked to be traded, criticized
his teammates and ended up in
geles Coliseum.
So he got a new coach. He Philadelphia. The Rams got
got a new quarterback. He got two first-round draft choices; a
No. 2 pick; the NFL's leading
new uniforms.
Thus the Rams of 1973 won't passcatcher, Harold Jackson,
resemble the Rains of 1972, and running back Tony Baker.
who finished with a 6-7-1
Additionally, James Harris
record. In his 19 seasons at
began hitting as the No. 2 quarBaltimore, Rosenbloom had
terback. He brought the Rams
seen only three losing seasons
from a 17-0 deficit to a 17-14 fiand the list included three
nal score against the Super
world championships.
Bowl champion Miami DolCoach Tommy Prothro made
phins.
the mistake of thinking profesKnox put in a new offensive
sional athletes did not need to
system. He confused everybody
be motivated. So the Rams of
on the offensive unit because
1972 lost to the losing teams
what had been odd numbers in
and beat the better ones.
the past became even and vice
and
it
couldn't
explain
Prothro
versa.
he lost his job. Chuck Knox
"We want to give this team a
moved in from an assistant's
winning attitude," the new
lob in Detroit.
--Romaa-Gabriel had been The coach declared. But they didn't
quarterback since George Al- win until the fifth game of their
len's first year as coach. He preseason schedule.
By that time, Knox had desuffered a collasped lung during training and tendinitis in termined that Jim Bertelsen, a
his throwing elbow during the second-year man out of Texas,

BOWLING
STANDINGS
Murray AJ BC
Jr . Sr League
try
Team
Fighting Four
4
The Men
3
Team No 4
2
Team No 3
2
Be Bops
1
High Ind Game(SC)
Garry Evans
Charles Parker
Richard Scott
Sam Smith
High Ind Game(HC)
Garry Evans
Sam Smith
Charles Parker
High Ind Series(SC)
Garry Evans
Smith
Sam
Charles Parker
High Ind. Series(HC)
Sam Smith
Garry Evans '
Glenda Eaker

4
1
2
2
3
186
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Rick Henninger earning his
,. Diller or Doolar
first major league victory.
.Bowling League
Rich Billings also drove in Team
1,2
The
RO1terS
2
1
7/
two runs for the Rangers with The
fits
4
2
a single.
4
Oiling Stones4
4
4
Patriots'
Angels 6, White Sox 5
4
in Drops '74
4
Bob Oliver's two-out single in Four Aces
_5
3
6
2
the bottom of the eighth inning Ding A Linos
1, 2
617
Dreamers
broke a tie and gave California
High Team Game(SC)
679
a 6-5 decision over he Chicago Misfits
656
Rolling
Stones
White Sox.
569

Rumors-OutOf Chicago Hint
Butkusletiring
.
By FRANK BROWN
Associated Press Sports Writer
Pick the word that most appropriately completes this sentence:
Dick Butkus will) won't)
start at middle linebacker for
the Chicago Bears this Sunday.
The answer to that question
depends on who you listen to.
The Chicago Daily News said
Wednesday that "sources close
to Butkus reported that the
middle-linebacker fears he may
have reached the end of his
battle-scarred career," and
that the 30-year-old Butkus was
suffering severe pain in his left
knee.
But Bears coach Abe Gibron
retorted with, "Dick Butkus is
my starting middle linebacker
against Pallas, 8u,34the'll play
on the specialty teams, too. I
have no idea where that story
came from."
Butkus appeared mystified by
the article, not to mention team
physician, Dr. Theodore Fox.
"As far as I'm concerned,
there is no foundation to the
story ... As far as I know, he is
going to play against Dallas,"
Fox said.
"I'm no doctor," informed
Gibron. "I can't practice medicine and I can't say what his
physical condition is."
There are two NFL stars who
won't have to worry about injuries this season: Carroll Dale
of the Green Bay Packers and
Johnny Roland of the St. Louis
Cardinals.
Dale, one of the few remaining members of the Vince Lombardi-built Packer dynasty of
the mid-60s, was placed on
waivers by the club. In a 14year career, Dale caught 425
passes for 8,079 yards and 52
touchdowns,averaging 19 yards
per reception-high among active players. He had led the
club in receiving three consecutive years.
"It's hard to put into ;Air&
what Carroll Dale has meant to
the Packers," said Coach Dan
Devine, "He has always given
100 pee cent on the practice and
game field."
Roland, meanwhile, announced his retirement after
seven NFL seasons. After pick:
ingnp a club record 3,608 yards
on a club record 962 rushes, the
30-year-old Roland decided,

Betty Shepard was the
medalist for the regular ladies
day golf held by the women of
the Oaks Country Club at the
Paris Landing State Park golf
course on Wednesday.
Others named were Doris
Rose, middleman, Mabel
Rogers, blind hole, and Grace
James, most putts, according to
Burlene Brewer, golf hostess.
Sixteen women from the club
played on Wednesday and a
sack lunch was served at noon.

Rams Won't Resemble
Last Season's Team

Rosemary Casals Wins
First Round Net Match

ST. LOUIS(AP)- Top-seeded Rosemary Casals meets unseeded Joy Schwikert of Las
Vegas in a second-round match
1823 today in the $30,000 St. Louis
1756
Women's International Profes1663
sional Tennis Tournament.
2393
Miss Casals breezed to an
2323 easy
victory
first-round
2266
Wednesday, defeating Barbara
113
Downs of Alamo, Calif., 6-3, 6-1,
212
victories by six oth182 to headline
er ranked players.
248
The 25-year-old San Francis247
240 can, whose $66,275 in winnings
is second only to Margaret
529
on the Virginia
520 Court's $96,675
494 Slims Tennis Tour, gained the
favorite role in the tournament
634
after Wimbeldon champion Bil615
619 lie Jean King pulled out of the
619
tournament for health reasons.
She declined to discuss Mrs.
=QC<
King's withdrawal from the
competition, but Miss Cavils
said she would not be a replacement should Mrs. King be
=QC
unable to meet Bobby Riggs in
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
their $100,000 winner-take-all
American League
match in the Houston AstroEast
Rollers
High Team Game(HC)
Misfits
Rolling Stones
Ding-A-Lings
High Team Series(SC)
Rolling Stones
Misfits
Rollers
High Team Series(HC)
Rolling Stones
fits
Ding-A-Lings
High Ind. Game(SC)
Mary Smith
Margaret Morton
Glenda Hill
High Ind. Game(HC)
Mary Smith
Margaret Morton
Saundra Edwards
High Ind. Series (SC)
Margaret Morton
Mary Smith
Sondra Rice
High Ind Series(MC)
Margaret Morton
Mary Smith
Judy Hale
Glenda Hill

868
846
763
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"after due deliberation, I
thought it was time to retire."
Retirement is the farthest
thing from rookie quarterback
Bert Jones' mind, though, espeW. L. Pct. G.E.
cially since he was named the
85 59 .590
Baltimore
Baltimore Colts' No. 1 signal Boston
80 66 .548 6
77 69 .527 9
caller.
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74
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Colts coach Howard Schnel- New York
70 76 .479 16
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64 84 .432 23
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Oakland
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79 66
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work in the preseason and for Chicago
493 121
2
/
72 74
2
1
13/
70
.486
74
Minnesota
ball
"his ability to get the
472 15/
67 75
2
1
California
across the goal line."
2
1
/
32
5 43 .354
Texas
Wednesday's Games
In another National Football
4 5, Milwaukee 1,3
Baltimore
WednesLeague development
Boston 7, New York 1
day, former All-Pro tight end
Texas 5, Minnesota 2
Kansas City 5, Oakland 0
for the Baltimore Colts, John
.-Cslifornia 6, Chicago 5
Mackey, resigned as president
Thursday's Games Boston (Lee 16-91 at - New
of the NFL Player's Associ128), N
(Medich
ation to take a position with the York
Wilwaukee1*(Champion 5-74 at
Agency-a
Morris
William
Baltimore (Alexander 10-7), N
show business -publicity firm.--ransse-riev reserniorrtsCalifornia (Hassler 0 3 or
at
While continuing to help with Tanana
0 1), N
Friday's Games
contract negotiations as he had
at Baltimore, N
York
New
with the NFLPA, Mackey will
Cleveland at Boston, N
also help obtain endorsements
Milwaukee at Detroit, N
Minnesota at Chicago, N and public appearances for athTexas at Oakland, N
letes.
Kansas City at California, N
The former All-Pro was succeeded as president by Bill
National League
Curry of the Houston Oilers
-East

Sports In
Brief
BASEBALL
BOSTON - Veteran righthanded pitcher Ray Culp. on a
comeback this year following
shoulder surgery,said he would
retire at the end of the baseball
season.
FOOTBALL
NEW YORK - John Mackey,
former All-Pro tight end W tth
the Batirnore Colts, announced
his retirement as president of
the National Football 1,ea4ue
Players Association to become
a player's agent. He will be
succeeded by Houston Oilers'
center Bill Curry.
ST.LOUIS - St. I,ouis Girdinals running back Johnny Roland, a .former All-American
who set club records "ififh the
Cards during a seven-season
career, announced his retirement from football

pittsburght
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New York
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L. Pct. 0.0.
71
500 73
"3
487
73 .493 1
2
1
70 75 ..451113 2/
611. 75 .4711 3
2
1
65 80 .4•11 7/

W.
71
72
71

dome Sept. 20.
Meanwhile, in first round action Wednesday night in the
Seattle International Tennis
tournament, former UCLA star
Bob Kreiss opened his professional tennis career with an astounding 6-1, 2-6, 7-5 victory
over Chilean Davis Cupper
Jamie Fillol.
Kreiss appeared to have the
match won, serving with a 4-1
advantage in the final set, but
was called for foot faulting on
his second serve for match
point series. At that point, both
Kreiss' concentration and play
left him.
Second-seeded Tom Okker
had little trouble with BWy
Higgins, romping to a 6-4, 6-3
win.
Top-seeded Arthur Ashe was
unable to arrive in time for his
singles match Wednesday night
but is expected to begin play
today. Third-seeded Tom Gorman will open second-round
play today against Kim n Warwick.

and Larry McCutcheon, a second-year man out of Colorado,
would be his running backs.
Jack Snow was shifted from
split end to flanker and Jackson went to split end. The
Rams also have Dick Gordon,
an acquisition from Chicago
where he was unhappy, as a
backup man in the pass-catching department.
Defensively, the loss of Bacon
meant some shifting, yet once
again star tackle Merlin Olsen
anchors the returnees. He's the
last of the original "Fearsome
Foursome" of the front wall.
The surprise package of 1972,
a bundle weighing 260 pounds,
takes over the other tackle job
in the person of Larry Brooks
frorn Virginia State. Veteran
Fred Dryer, thought by some to
be too angular at 6-6 and 240,
and Jack Youngblood, 6-4 and
250, are the starting defensive
ends. Phil Olsen, Merlin's kid
brother at 6-5 and 265, is the
No. 1 replacement at end, having been moved over from
tackle.
"Making the overall change
takertime,," commented Knell.
"We have looked goodin some
preseason games and bad in
others. You don't build a football team overnight."
The 16-3 loss to Oakland
rankled, but Knox was happy
with the comeback against
Miami-. Even though Harris engineered that, he'll be the quarterback understudy when the
season officially starts.
"So far we have escaped
serious injuries in the preseason," the coach added. On
Marlin
hand,
other
the
McKeever, last year's middle
linebacker, announced his retirement.
For his starting linebacking
corps, the new coach put Jack
Reynolds, the fourth-year pro
from Tennessee, at the middle
spot with Ken Geddes, hurt last
year, and Isiah Robertson at
the corners.
Robertson, from Southern
University, starred as a rookie
in 1971, but fell off that showing
a year ago.
On the offensive line, the
Rams have seasoned vets with
Charlie Cowan and Harry
Schuh at the tackles, Tom
Mack and Joe Scibelli at the e
guards and Ken man at center. Bob Klein opens at tight
end.
The Rams should at least
break even this season, but
Rosenbloom will be sorely disappointed if The poorer teams
beat them, as they did in 1772.

From Nissan with Pride

The nations number 1 selling import truck is a really hard worker. Potent
overhead cam engine. Up to 25 miles-to-the-gallon economy
Smooth-shifting, all-syrichro 4-on-the-floor. 6 x 44•4 foot all-steel bed takes
care of most any load.
Many more features-all standard:
-Flat-loading tailgate
-Tie-down hooks
-Vinyl upholstered Cab
-Torsion bar front suspension
-Husky truck whitewalls
-Fast-acting heater-defroster
-Dual headlights

West-

89 57 .610 Cincinnati
84 62 .575 5
Los Angeles
80 64 556 8
Francisco
San
74 73 503 1S'
HOustOn
486 18
72 76 .486
Atlanta
368 35
53 91
San Diego
wadoesday's Games
Pittsburgh 4, Chicago 2
New York 3, Philadelphia 2
Cincinnati- 7, Los Angeles 3
Atlanta 10, San Francisco 4
Montreal 2, St. Louis 1
Thursday's Games
Pittsburgh (Moose 10 11) at
Chicago (Pappas 7-111
New York (Seaver 169) at
ntolaneionia (Brett 12 7), N
Los Angeles (John 12 71 at
Houston (Roberts t49), N
San Francisco (Barr (1 14) at
San Diego (Arlin 10 131, N
Friday's Games
Philadelphia at Montreal, N
Chicago at New York. N
Atlanta at Cincinnati N
Pittsburgh at St LOOIS, N
Los Angeles at Houston. N
San F rancisco at San Diego,

GOLF
• -HILTON /ISM), S.C. - Bob
Allard,held off fast-closing Jim
Simmons with a one-under-par
70 and won the Sea Pines Open
Golf Tournament

1200 Sport Coupe

1290‘Soiar

Own a Ntsanwn Original.

- OPEK4ItioNnictUMT4-11:00 So. 12th Street

Phone 753-7114
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harvesting and also keeps a
fieldman in the area throughout
the season to supervise the'
operation.

Warren County Farmers Find Green Beans Profitable Crop
Bowling Green, Ky.—Green
beans will not soon take a place
alongside tobacco and beef
cattle as a leading Kentucky
farm commodity. But green
beans are proving to be a good
source of income for a number
of farmers around Bowling
Green in western Kentucky.

Fourteen farmers in Warren
County have grown 502 acres of
green beans this summer on a
contract basis for Stokley Van
Camp Corporation. This is the
first time the crop has ever been
grown in the area on a commercial basis, and early indications are that the venture of
proving successful for both the

farmers and the company.
The company pays the farmers around $85 (depending on
grade) for each ton of green
beans produced,and most of the
growers are getting a yield of
about three tons per acre.
Growers estimate out-ofpocket production costs at $50-

70 per acre. This means there is
enough profit on the greew
beans to make them compare
favorably with their more
widespread cousins, soybeans.
Kelcy Driskill, Warren
County Extension agent, played
a major role in getting the green
bean growing project started.
"If you had told people in this

Area Residents Slow To File For New Benefits
According to Clifford Ray,
District
Security
Social
Manager in Paducah, area
residents seem to be in no
particular hurry: to file for
Supplemental Security Income
benefits—a new program to be
administered by the Social
Security Administration.
Ray emphasized that persons
"Public
receiving
now
Assistance" or "Welfare"
payments from the State Do Not
need to apply. Their payments
will be automatic.
The new program, Ray says,
was enacted by Public Law 92603 in October 1972, with
payments to become effective
January 1974. The Supplemental Security Income
„program will replace the
current "Adult Categories" of
Public Assistance. The purpose
of the new program, he explained, is to provide a basic
benefit to individuals with
limited income and property
who are blind or otherwise
disabled, or aged (65 or over).
The Supplemental Security
Income program provides a
work incentive for individuals
in that certain income can be
excluded in determining the
individual's need for the
payment.
The maximum amounts will
be referred to as standard
payment amounts (SPA. The
standard payment amounts are
as follows:
Individual, $130 per month
Couple, $195 per month t or
$97.50 each)

vicinity a few years ago that we
would be harvesting green
beans in Warren County, they
would have laughed at you,"
Driskill commented.
He said the red soil in the area
influenced the company to come
into the area. "The red soil is
well drained," he explained.
-It dries out quickly after a
rain. It can rain in the morning
and be dry enough to harvest
beans in the afternoon. That is
important because there are
only four or five days when
beans in a given field are at top
quality."
One of the most amazing

things about the green bean
crop is that it LS ready for
harvest within sixty days after
planting. This makes it possible
for farmers to double crop
soybeans with the green beans
if the green beans are planted in
April. However, there were
some problems in getting the
beans planted that early this
year because of the wet spring
weather.
Under the arrangements of
the growing contract, the
farmer prepares the seedbed
for the crop, buys the seed and
fertilizer, and does the planting.
The company takes care of the

Individual living in home of must not be more than moo for figuring the above. Sonie
another, $86.70.
an individual? $2250 for a couple. examples are homes, an
Couple living in home of Some types of property are automobile, household goods,
someone else, $130.00.
excluded or partly excluded in and personal effects, Ray said.
Some institutionalized cases,
$25.00.
institutionalized
Some
couples, $50.00.
The actual amount paid is
determined by deducting from
the appropriate SPA shown
above the countable income of
the individual or couple. (The
income of both members of a
couple is counted even though
only one of them apply for
payment.) Countable income is
determined by deducting the
excluded income from countable income. The exclusions
are:
(1)The first $20 of income per
month from any source, plus,
(2) The first $65 of wages,
salary, or self-employment
income per month, plus,
( 3) One-half of the remaining
wages, salary, or selfbl
employment income.
If monthly unearned income
Some items not exacti y as illustrated.
HIGHWAY 641 —MURRAY, KY,
exceeds $1513 or more for an
individual or $215 or more for a
couple, SSI payments cannot be
made, Ray said.
If monthly gross wages andor net earnings exceed $345 for
for dishes and washing
an individual or $475 for a
couple, SSI payments cannot be
fine fabrics.
made. Ray said.
headache.
sinus
For
security
social
The
32-oz Qt Bot
representative must determine
if application of all pertinent
50 Tablets
exclusions leaves too much
countable income for a payment
Reg. '1.79
to be made. In order to qualify,
the market value of property

Come

The beans are planted in 38inch rows using a corn planter
equipped with a depth gauge.
'This makes it possible to plant
the beans at the proper depth,
which is one-half to one inch.
The
company
fieldman
schedules the planting dates.
About 20 acres are planted each
day, and this is the acreage
which can be handled in a day
by four machines when the
beans are ready for harvest.
The crop is harvested by a
machine which strips the bean
vines, pulling off both the bean
pods and the leaves. A fan blows

out the leaves, while the beans
are carried up an elevator and
into a trailing wagon. When the
wagon is full, it is pulled
alongside a semi-truck and
hydraulic cyclinders dump the
beans into the truck. When the
truck is full the beans are
hauled off to a processing plant
in Newport, Tennessee.
Ralph Howard, who has
worked as the company fieldman during the harvesting
operation, says the company is
very happy with the Warren
County green bean operation.
"This is a tremendous farming
area," he commented. ''Our
people are completely happy
with it. If the farmers are interested, we'll be back next
year."
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And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's

SINEAID
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Pink Lotion

Flannel
Shirts
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THOMAS 0. HARRIS
coustossioN E Fi
Kentucky Department to, Natural Resources
and Environmental Noieenon

legislature appropriated
.The Division of Conservation 1850,000 to the program and
in our Department for Natural
with slightly more than $150,000
Resources and Environmental
in accumulated interest, the
Protection is making available
fund only has a little more than
to Kentucky's 121 Conservation
one million dollars in it.
g
Districts heavy earth-movin
These figures are impressive
equipment for conservation
but to me the most important
work through a rather unique
item about the program is the
program•
thousands of permanent conThe division, through an servation practices that have
equipment revolving fund, been implemented on lands in
makes loans to conservation Kentucky. Thousands of ponds,
districts to buy this equipment. lakes, sod waterways, diverThe local district, through a sions, and other conservation
loan-lease agreement with a projects have been built with
contractor, pays off the loan in a the equipment. Another important item is that the
specified amount of time.
It is encouraging to me that equipment is available at the
the districts are taking so much time and place it is needed. This
advantage of this program. In is most important since in many
fact, in 1972 a record $1,261,000 instances there is only a short
was loaned the districts for this period of time in which to do a
equipment. To date in 1973, particular conservation project.
Also, in 1972 the soil and water
some $526,000 has been made
available to the districts to conservation commission
conservation changed its policy regarding
purc lase
the equipment and now will
equipment.
Since the program started in approve loans to conservation
1948, nearly 13 million dollars districts for equipment to be
has been loaned conservation used in sanitary landfills when
- distHris. Sinee•this represents' funds are not in use by the
two-thirds of the cost of the regular conservation program.
equipment, this means that Here, too, the districts are
nearly 19 million dollars worth taking advantage of the
of equipment is scattered program—for nine such loans
throughout the State available were made in 1972 and 1973. It is
to do conservation work on hoped that more districts will
district cooperators' lands. To take advantage of this part of
me,this is remarkable since the the program in the future.
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1
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LIGHT POWDER
%HRH).
"
Qin
mompfs•*Er

LIGHT POWDER

MISS BRECK

ARRID

HAIR SPRAY

Anti-Perspirant Spray Choice of Regular, Super
Choice of Regular or Hold, Unscented. Super
Unscented
nscented.
9-oz
Reg.
'1.79

88,,

MEN'S

HOUSE
SLIPPERS
mrs
BRECK
,,AI

VIII

DAGWOOD
'YOU PLEASE
ANswEr? Tu.ar
P440NE

Sizes 7.12

THE PHANT

FONDUE SET

BATH ROOM

2-Qt.

SET

with Sterno Flame Unit

Reg. '1.27
v Gold
v Orange

Includes:
v 8 Qt, Waste Basket
Tissue Dispenser
12-oz. Tumbler

v Green

QUICK-WAY
OUTSIDE LATEX
QUICK—WAY S
LATEX
HOUSE PAINT

BEATLE BAI

LEAF
RAKES

HOUSE
PAINT
DISH DRAINER

3-DAY SPECIAL!!
September '14, 15, 16
FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH STEAK
or FIDDLERS and HADDOCK
BONELESS FISH FILLET

NANCY
Reg. '3.99 Gal.
6-COMPARTMENT

CUTLERY TRAY

including French Fries, Cole Slaw, Green Lima
Beans, Tender June Peas, Hushpuppies and Rolls.
ALL YOU CAN EAT

Children Under 12 - 1.25

Cu
WORM

ALUMINUM

3-PIECE

•

Pull out handle and
door pops open, push in
handle and door closes
automatically.

Lit' ABNER

;

PICTURE SETS

WHOFF0'DID
5Ust A .1
CH RYSANTHEM

Above served Family Style 5-9 Friday and
Saturday - 12 Noon to 9 p.m. Sunday.
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Photonovels Popular in Brazil
RIO DE JANEIRO ( AP) Photonovels - a hybrid of comic books and movies - are rapidly becoming a multimilliondollar industry in Brazil, Latin
America's biggest country.
Fotonovelas, as the Brazilians call them, are photographed soap operas with comic
b o o k-style dialogue superunposed on each frame. They

are published here in magazines with names such as Seventh Heaven, Caprice, Tenderness and Girl Friend. Their
stock theme is that True Love
is immutable, eternal and capable of overcoming all obstacles.
Brazil got the idea of photonovels from Italy, where they
became popular after World

GAINING POPULARITY-The language is Portuguese and the sentences are short and easy to
read in this combination of movies and comic books
that is becoming a multimillion-dollar industry in
Brasil.
1'1

\
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(

TO DAL( FOR
15H0(1) A1.40
I RAVE 8R0064(T
5410Tar-0

War II. Most Brazilian photonovels still use imported Italian
photographs and stories. The
names are Brazilianized, and
the dialogue is translated into
Portuguese, this country's national language.
H o m e-grown photonovels,
written by Brazilians and starring Brazilian actors, are winning an increasing slice of the
market, however.
Brazilian censorship laws require the words "Not Advisable
for Minors under Sixteen" to be
written on the covers of most
photonovels. But publishers say
at least 30 per cent of their
readers are girls between 12
and 16.
Editora Bloch, a major Brazilian publishing company,
recently started putting photonovels in its TV and movie
magazines. Bloch says it now
sells a total of 1 million magazines containing photonovels a
month.
An average-length photonovel
of 150 pictures can be filmed in
one day. In the battle to build
an all-Brazilian photonovel industry, publishers here are going after top movie and TV
stars, offering $350 a day.
Brazilian actors and actresses who appear in photonovels dun't hesitate.to admit that
they like the pay. But they also
say the magazine work provides a fun break from the
grind of a TV serial or serious
theatrical acting.
"It doesn't take any time or
require preparation," said Dina
Sfat, one of Brazil's most famous TV soap opera heroines
and now. also a star of photonovels.
Miss Sfat's husband, equally
famous actor Paulo Jose, also
does photonovels. But he
doesn't think they're so great.
"My eyes are Ilassy and the

1

poses look wooden," he snorted,
noting it's difficult and frustrating to have to freeze for the
photonovel pictures.
A survey showed that girls in
Brazil from all economic and
social levels read photonovels
in their teens. But only women
from the working and lowermiddle classes keep reading
them as adults.
People with little education
have no trouble understanding
photonovels. The words and
ideas are extremely simple.
The standard photonovel used
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AUCTION SALE

AUCTION
TIME: Saturday-Sept. 22, 1973 - 10:00 A.M.
LOCATION: Pi Mi.Southeast of Almo, Ky.,on Temple Hill Rd. Watch for signs!
FARM EQUIPMENT:
2 Pc. Bedroom Sets (2)
2 Water Pumps Carver)
3 Pc. Bedroom Set Four
John Deere - 1020 Tractor
300 Gal. Oil Tank
poster bed)
J.D. Hay Baler
Harnes
J.D. Mower
Single Trees
Refrigerator (2)
J.D. Hay Conditioner
Double Tree
Electric Heater
J.D. Hay Rake (Side Delivery)
Buck Saw
Portable T.V. (
J.D. 2 Bottom Plow (3 Pt. hitch)
Sythe
3 Pc. Bedroom Set I Modern )
J.D. 10 Ft. Cultipacker
Misc. Chairs
Wrenches of All Kinds
J.D. 2 Row Planter (3 Point Hitch) Cement Water Tanks
Bunk Beds
J.D. Disc Harrow - 10 Ft. -Heavy Calf Nursing Buckets
Duty
MISCELLANEOUS
Cattle Oiler
Bush Hog
Boys Bike
Elect. Fence Wire
.
Grader Blade-6 Ft.
Pressure Canner
Corn Shovels, Rake Ax's
Allis Chalmers Model CA Tractor
Milk Cans
Feed Bags
Loading Boom
Lawn Setee
ke
horynoers-Like
new
Dew
co
Rubber Tire Farm Wagon
Picnic Table
Misc. Horse Drawn Equipment
Wagon Wheels
Feed Bags
2 Cattle Waterers
Wheel Barrow ( Heavy duty
HOUSEHOLD
8 Hole Hog Feeder
Heat Lamps
Pig Feeder
FURNISHINGS:
Hyd. Jack -5 Ton same as
Feeder Pig Gates & Posts
Gas Space Heater
new
Electric Fence Charger
Gas Range
Vise
Platform Scales
End Tables
Screen Wire
Hay Hooks
Kitchen Sets (2)
Rope Thimble
Sewer Snake
Kitchen Table (Chrome )
Grease Guns
Sump Pump
Living Room Occ. Chairs
Rubber Tires
Spring Tooth Harrow
3 Pc. Sectional Sofa
Tractor Tire Chains
2 Section Harrow
Lamps
Other Misc. Items

Oyster Is Coming
Back Into Its Own

By TOM HOGE
AP Newsfeatares Writer
A hundred years ago Americans in coastal areas were
spending more money on oysters than they did for meat.
Then a combination of over.
cropping and ecological factors
caused sales to take a nose
dive from which they have just
started to recover
Even a few decades ago the
oyster industry working New
York's Long Island Sound
brought in $50 million elem.. A
couple of years back, however,
the figure had plummeted to
less than fl
Now sales are going up
again, partly because New
York State has finally discarded the obsolete rule that
oysters could be sold only during months with an "R." This
edict
became
meaningless
some years ago when spawning
was brought under control and
modern refrigeration became
available.
Sales have also received a
shot in the arm as a result of a
new process called aquacWture,

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

to be a Cinderella tale. Those
being printed in Brazil, however, have left the rags-to-riches theme in favor of morality
tales of poor but honest, virtuous hard-working girls who
are seduced by rich, older m
Another variation is girls w..0
set out to marry for money but
wind up discovering that True
Happiness can be gained only
through True Love.
Cliches and coincidences
abound in photonovels. The stories thrive on melodramatic situations

a unique joining of marine
tiology and industry. Such a
project is being carried out
with marked success by the
Ling Island Oyster Farms of
Northport and Greenport, N.Y.
Under the plan, heated sea
water flowing from condensers
of the Long Island Lighting
Co.'s Northport plant becomes
a nursery lagoon for young oysters, cutting the maturation
time from four to two and a
half years.
The process also puts producTHRMIS CASH
tion on a year-roilnd bang'. UnAUCTIONEERS NOTE: The farm of Raymond Washburn & James Gililkin has been sold
der natural conditions the oyster spawns only during the
and they no longer have need of these items, and have commissioned Lile Real Estate dt
warm summer months. By simAuction to sell this equipment.
idating this warmth, the bivalve is made to breed throughLILE REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
out the year, the females proPhone 474-2717
Vernon Lite-Auctioneer
Amgen. my.,
during up to 100 million eggs in
a single season.
Spawned in the open sea an
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
oyster's chance of survival is
September 15, 1973, 10:00 a.m. at
much less than one in a milthe late Irvin Weatherspoon
lion, but under the selective
home, half way between Coldbreeding program and with
water and Lynn Grove. Turn east
warm water lagoons for inoff Highway 893 at sign and go
cubation the survival rate has
one mile, or turn south off Highincreased enormously.
Through the ages oysters
trying to encourage - having way 121 at the Gun Club Road and
By EDITH M LEDERER
have exerted a strong hold on
women compete at all levels go 21.4 miles.
Associated Press Writer
man's imagination and even in
Will
sell
nice
stove,
and
getting across the idea that
SAN
(
FRANCISCO
AP)
the days when they were plentizefrigerator and dinette suite,
anyare
things
there
no
Women's
such
may
be
liberation
ful and sold for a few pennies a
couch and chair, poster bedroom
basket, the bivalves were re- making great strides in busi- more as men's jobs and wom- suite and other beds, lots of
fancy
ness, but three top women in en's jobs."
garded as a gourmet delight.
Ma. Williams, who put four old rockers, chairs and little
Americans have a wide varie- technology think they'd be betty of oysters to choose from, ter off professionally if they
dren through college, said tables, five nice old trunks, old
ranging from the tiny Olympia were men.
her career ran well until she dresser, glass door kitchen
cabinet and pie safe,- picture
to the big Japanese mollusk,
"I'd probably be
01 got to the management level
fames, old doll, dough tray, old
both of which are found along a company somewhen
you
crunch."
"then
the
hit
-1
our West Coast. In the waters were a man," said Esther WilShe explained that many victrola and gramaphone. Green
off the Atlantic and Gulf coasts
often give women and brass aladdin lamps, old
companies
a
liams,
metallurgist
and
engican be found bluepoints, larger
violin, more good depression, cut
neering specialist with Lock- management responsibility cotuits and great lynnhavens.
and
pressed glass, china and
Here is a recipe for oysters heed Missiles & Space Co. in but not management positions. trinkets, also jars, lugs and
"I once had 13 people working
Sunnyvale, Calif.
in champagne sauce:
kettles, 3 complete churns. 1949
"I think there's no question for me but no official position,"
2 dozen oysters
2 door, 30,000 actual
Chevrolet
I'd be at a higher level," said she said.
6 tablespoons butter
miles, no rust, no body work
Pruett,
divorced,
is
Ms.
who
Cynthia
of
Pruett,
manager
mushrooms
2 cups
needed,6 cylinder, straight shiftquality assurance systems said companies are definitely
1 shallot chopped
sharp. This is one of the
real
chopped
managein
women
1 ounce parsley
measurement and analysis for looking for
old collector items sales.
better
Pepper
ment and she would recomIBM in San Jose, Calif.
For information phone Chester
For the Champagne Sauce
"I think I'd be higher be- mend the scientific-tech& Miller Auction Service, 435Juice of the oysters
cause I think I would have had nological world for a career.
1 cup fresh cream
But she said she found it to 4042, Lynn Grove. "It Pays To
I
more
if
a
ambition
were
man.
3 tablespoons hollandaise
Sell The Chester-Miller Way."
It wouldn't take as long to de- her advantage to sign job applisauce
of
instead
Pruett
R.C.
cations
velop it," said Sandra Hawley,
L4 bottle champagne brut
Sl3P
manager of information scien- R. Cynthia Pruett.
In a pan melt 4 tablespoons
one
said
problem
Hawley
Ms.
ces
ESL.
for
in
Inc.,
Sunnyvale.
butter and add mushrooms,
Ms. Williams, Pruett and in the scientific-technological
shallot and parsley, all
chopped.Simmer over low heat Hawley - as they prefer to be field is that there are so few
1
for 15 minutes to draw juices, called - spoke to newsmen at women. "You can't promote 0;
and set aside. Open oysters, re- the Western Electronic Show women if there are no women
move tram shells and blanch in and Convention Tuesday about to work with," she said.
their juice without boiling. Re- the pitfalls of cracking the allmove and drain oysters. Keep male, top-management strongjuice. Saute oysters in butter hold in the scientific-techi
and add mushrooms. To prenological
industry.
pare sauce, blend champagne,
They were joined by James
oyster juice and shallot and
mushroom mixture in pan. Re- Hitchcock, compliance manet:
st
duce by a quarter. Add cream. ager for Pacific Telephone, who
third.
women
a
women's
of
by
said
image
more
once
Reduce
r. Know someone
Add hollandaise sauce. Adjust is probably a greater barrier Co
seasoning. Place oysters on success in management than
who'll soon
deep half of shells, heat a little men's image of women.
BOSTON (AP)- What if
in oven and cover each oyster _nom there is a prohiena
with Sauce. Glaze under g
dee.. -. woman preeetlas her st)ous-e-Tn
women not competing
birthday?
and serve hot. Good with
•
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20 Struck
46 Urge on
Ledger
32 Man's name
m
furtively
real and intrinsic value of .it
21 Discharges
27 Pronoun
of gen
paintings, objets d'art, heir28 Goddess of
Times
22 Weird
looms or precious jewelry.
discord
23 Macaws
907 COpMThrbrya4rsnpupoto'rsfusgcn:htalbon:neb
53
4448
sons
nrrtP4e
)e
eestrcli
T4otlibreserb
W
63 (FS
8
30
4
30 Norse god
- Leave an explicit letter of
25 Helped
31 Coniunction
instruction with the will, in32 Serving dish
9 10 11
dicating all desired arrange7
34 Prefix down
2 3
4 .5 6
35 Baked clay
ments. One example would be
37 Antlered
14
13
12
educational programs for the
animal
children.
38 Meadow
17
15
39 Choirs
- List names of people who
41 Teutonic deity
be notified of death.
should
MOW 19
20
42 Notorious
Many women have church, club
pirate
26
25
74
23
21 22
43 Long for
and business friends who may
45 Strike
not be well known to the fami30
29
46 Came into view 27
28
ly.
48 Gasped for

High-Level Women Still
Find Job Discrimination

Women Need
Wills Drawn
For Protection

BEATLE BAILEY

NANCY
I'VE HEARD OF
ROCK MUSIC, BUT
THIS IS THE FIRST
TIME I'VE SEEN IT
BEING. PLAYED

a
The

:17:711ii

w.
-::ti.
..*::'-::-:•::-!.:.2.-::*:.*::*7.4-

411
...U.

411 1111
I grin;

IN,

UV ABNER

11

\n/HOFF0'DID
VO'Bus/ A
0-tRYSANT)-IF.MUM?

cat•

-AN'ZACK
LOOKif-TI-I'
11-i'
f!:E-Lii-40P IS
KNIFE tS
DEE-LIVERIIN'
n-i'DIEODORIZIW IhtlEARLY
TOTH'
0-kRISANT)-IDAUM.
WINDOW

Ga.r^r-

-n-I'FLowER
LOVER

IS

PINNIN'
OVER HIS
WEARTY

-A14FZ-ZACK
IS WI141)0( UP!!

breath
51 long slender
fish
52 Go in
54 dinclo s high
note
55 Aeriforrn fluid
-Betesk-*416
establishment
57 Edge

35

•••

s

I Succor
2 Devoured

45

44

:4.::4.: 4

42

41

40

39

I :Capt. Vitus Bering, a Dane
who explored for Russia, is
thought to have been the first
white man to visit Alaska, in
1741

3S

36

46
a
51

32

55

56

noWN

%.

34

33

2-

31

53

Morocco leather is made from
goatskins

AN` 34
•••••:•; 57

Me: by United Fe ture Syndicate. nc.
1

5

The two equinoxes fall in
March and September

Call
753-1916
AUCTION SALE

THURSDAY--SEPTEMBER 13, 1973

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

l'ACiL uN

IS WORK WONDERS

CLASSIFI
AUTOS FOR SALE
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SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

PEST CONTROL

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Call
753-1916

753-19
FOR SALE

FOR THE best in pest control 1972 HONDA 350cc. chopped.
FORD-1971 Custom 500, air and SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING & WILL DO trash and brush
WATCH
sicEVERY make electric carpet
ANTIQUE AUCTION, Saturday,
and termite control call Phone 753-6759.
service
pump
repair
Complete
Electric
Oievrolet
$1250.00. 1968
power,
hauling.
Reasonable
Democratic Telethon
rates.
Phone
shampooer does a better job with
September 15, 10:00 a.m. and
Exterminating
ComSuperior
old
pickup, $800.00. 1930 Model-A service. Let us check your
753-6130.
TFC pany,753-7266.
WEDDING RING-man's. Used famous Blue Lustre. Kwik-Pik
Thursday Night,Sept. 13
Saturday, September 22, 10:00
pump for you before you buy a
$950.00. Phone 753S15C
only one month, $30.00. Phone Market,Five Points.
7 P.M.
a.m., rain or shine at Hubert's Ford,
TFC
emergency
hour
one.
24
new
Sl4C
TIMBER-LODGE on TennSl5NC
753-6740.
Channel 11
Antiques four miles south of 5429.
service. Phone 753LOST & FOUND
Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
Murray, Kentucky on Highway
September 26C Tennessee, will build complete, LOST SIAMESE cat, femaleLTD BROUGHAM-1970, air 5543.
16' DUO Sportster, full top, built FURNISHED OR unfurnished
Ml.
fireplaces, starting at only southwest of Kirksey, wearing in gas tank, 60 H.P. Evinrude two bedroom apartment, central FENDER SOLID state Bassi-Ilan
Hubert Coles, owner of conditioning, AM-FM radio, vinyl
Quality
Paving.
R & R ASPHALT
$695.00. Selection of stones small green collar. Phone 489- motor. Phone 753-9021.
S17P heat and air, wall to wall carpet. amp.,SP3100 series, 1 custom 200
Hubert's Antiques, also a pain- top,low mileage. Phone 767Business and available. Satisfaction
head, RCA microphone. Univox
Sl7C work guaranteed.
513C
2118. Reward.
Available now. Phone 753ting contractor fell from a ladder 2356.
residential. Free estimates. guaranteed Phone 901-593electric guitar and case. Phone
October9C
1971
HONDA
350
Scrambler.
4331.
and was hospitalized for a while.
Phone day or night Mayfield 247- 3534.
TFC
753-0686,8:00a.m.-4:00p.m. S15C
IN MEMORY
Excellent condition If interested
He thinks it best to follow pain- FORD-- 1966,
t4op door, 6 7201.
TFC
phone
753-6086.
S13C.
ift. Extra
ting for a while instead of both cylinder str
t
FOR ALL your additions- In loving memory of our dear
COACH ESTATES and Fox SMALL THREE bedroom house,
6 or 753clean. P
residential
or
jobs.
remodeling,
Paving
Meadows Mobile Home Parks, furnished. All electric and air
Asphalt
husband,
John
T.L.
father and
MAGNUS ORGAN-2 keyboard
S13C
His building is cram full of good 0525.
striolt parks, superior ac- conditioned. At Panorama
-Parking areas commercial. New or old. Free Garland who passed away five with foot
-Driveways
pedal and stool. One commode-Iona,
merchandise, nothing sold before
TFC years ago in April.
estimates. Call 753-6123.
excliftiVe Shores. $100.00 per month
Repairs
year old, excellent condition. residential area. Phone 753sale. Furniture: walnut love seat FORD TRUCK-1972, one ton,
Deposit required. Phone 435-5285
one
a
treasure
no
Memory is
Phone 247-7201 anytime
Phone 753-7737 after 5:00 p.m. or
with his and her chairs, roll top 350, long wheel base, power
S13C
October8C after 6:00 p.m.
heartache
no
3855
death
is
a
free
can
steal,
guaranteed,
work
All
before 7 a.m.
desk and chair, cherry wardobe,.steering, 360 V8 motor, stock
S13C
heal.
one
can
stage coach rocker, sleigh bed, body. Very low mileage. Phone estimates.
MOBILE HOME, 10'x50', car- 641 PET Shop, north. Chihuahua
Some may forget now that
S13C
cash register, typewriter and 474-2297.
peted, two bedrooms, water puppies, cocker, spitz, tiny toy
you're gone, but we will
CATTLEMEN-HOG producers.
FISHING BOAT-14'. Also 8,000 furnished. One mile from city noddles, parakeets, fish and
desk, round and square dining
remember, no matter how long.
Rhodes Feed Mill will store your
tables, chairs, china cabinet,
BTU air conditioner and limits. $85.00 per month. Couple supplies. Phone 753corn
or
wife
and
shell
missed
by
his
with
amount,
Sadly
grain, any
TORINO-1970, black
Frigidaire 30" electric range. preferred. Phone 753-3533. S14C 1862.
Wishbone ,dresser, oak wash FORD
October 11C
children.
ear corn, for your convenience in
Phone 753Phone 435-4937 after 4:00 p.m.
stands, oak and walnut haol trees beige vinyl top.
Feed
Rhodes
Phone
Sl4C
feed.
making
1TC
Sl3P
with marble, ice boxes, organ 9467.
Mill, Cuba, Kentucky 382-2593 for
LARGE MOBILE home on SEAMLESS GUTTERS. Baked
and stools, walnut spool bedOctober9C
more information.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 1973 HONDA CB-350, 500 miles, Kentucky Lake, 10 miles from on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
steads, rocking chair, claw foot BUICK SKYLARK-1970, double
conditioned, years. For free detailed estimate
Murray.
Air
two months old. Call 767library table, pier mirror, nice power and air. Less than 25,000
DISTRIBUTOR WANTED to
WILL
DO
baby-sitting
in
my
Phone 436- phone Atkins Gutter Service,
washer.
automatic
dressers,
window chair, oak
6106.
Sl7P
actual miles. One year still left on
service local accounts! Childrens
_ _ 513C Murray,.751-8407 or 75342427_
desks and tables; Chippeadala warranty.Phone 75:3-8965. S13C _home for pre school and school
_
procTudareallIfilig &Sante Street
"OctoberlOC
8992.
age children. Five days a week
JON BOAT-Sears 10' aluminum
night stands, modern furniture,
& Disney items! Highly weekly
and some evenings. Have
cases, steel tire
glass show
and
trailer,
$100.00. Phone 753and monthly earnings possible!
THREE BEDROOM house, 1609
DODGE PICKUP-1973. Take references.
Reliable
and
wagon and seat.
•
S13NC West Main, between campus, and
ALUMINUM
Inventory, materials & training 3570.
over payments. Phone 753•
reasonable rates. By hour, day or
Miscellaneous items: cider
a
SIDING
necessary. $3,300. cash required! GAS DRYER-Kenmore, "like Robertson School. Hardwood
Sl7C week. Phone 753-6809.
1940.
•
S17C
mill, round top trunk, desk phone
Maintenance Free - No a
Call or write A i i Marketing new" avocado green $100.00. floors and paneled throughout.
old), child's ice cream chair,
More Painting
Corp., 11276 Harry Hines Blvd., Phone 753-9866.
Sl8C Will lease at $125.00 per month.
other toys, dolls, oil and aladdin MERCURY-1964 four door CUSTOM PAINTING on cars and
We cover all wood. It will
collect__
75229.
Call
Dallas,
Texas
Deposit
required.
Family
only.
power
motorcycles. Phone Jeff at 753lamps, lap spreads, school desks, hardtop, air conditioned,
cut
30 per-cent off your •
Sl9P
Cook
(
214
)
243-1981.
Mr.
WASHER AND dryer, $1003.00 for Available September 17 Phone
•
517C
dinner and small bells, calf brakes and steering. 62,000 actual 7832 or 753-7139.
heat bill.
•
753-7683
after
5:00
p.m.
S17P
S15C
753-8102.
miles.
Phone
Must
sell.
Phone
753yokes,complete, buggy and other
Call for Free Estimates needed? Sell 0762.
MONEY
Sl4C
EXTRA
harnesses, dinner, tea and wash
carpeter.
finish
ROY HARMON
•
489-8886
210 E. Mai engraved golden metal social
ONE BEDROOM house, full
kettles, flat irons, iron cook GALAXIE 500 XL, beautiful, like Custom
building
and
Good
gas
car
Local
new.
Rosebud
See
plates.
GARAGE
SALE,
Friday
and
security
upstairs, utility room, water.
stove, hanging lamps, Lincoln
remodeling. Houses trimmed753-0489 Sykes, Murray Hatchery. Phone Saturday, September 14 and 15, $50.00. Eight miles east of ATTENTION FARMERS!!
drapes and other nice lamps, mileage,$875.00. Phone 436formica tops and doors-Quality
S15C
Septemberl3C corner of Dudley and Sunny Murray on pavement. Phone 436- Rhodes Feed Mill has received
4753-3422.
depression glass, cake plates,) 2368.
workmanship. Phone 753Lane. Small dog
house, 5562.
Sl5P another truck load of gates.
carnival egg nog and water sets,
WANT TO BUY
S17NC
0790.
HAVE YOUR own business now! typewriter and table, bedSpecial 16ft., 5-slat panel gate
opalescent dishes, compote, bowl MUSTANG - 1966, V8, automatiTO BUY 50 or 60 acres of No financial risk. Great potential spreads, rugs, furniture, bicycle, UNFURNISHED HOUSE, three $20.40, 14ft., 5-slat panel
and pitcher cylinder gramaphone c, power steering. Good con- PAINTING-INTERIOR, ex- WANT
gate
753Phone
time.
working
part
imland with or without
camping equipment, glassware, bedrooms, some carpeted, $19.40, 6 ft chain link gate, $12.75,
records, radios, some antiques, dition. $475.00 Phone 436terior, city or farm. Quality. provements. Phone 753October
17C
1470.
fall and winter clothing for adults electric heat, air conditioned, 8ft. chain link gate $13.50, 10 ft.
Sl4P Reasonably priced. For free
wood and stone churns, jars, 5880.
S14NC
9645.
and children.
nice inside. Two car garage. chain link gate $14.60, 12ft chain
bottles, cans ironstone dishes,
estimate phone 437-4790 or 437Legal Notice
SAC Shown by appointment. Phone link gate $15.40, 14ft chain link
coca cola trays, picture frames,
Octoberl1C
4712.
SERVICES OFFERED
753-3757 after 7:00 p.m. Available gate $16.50, 16ft. chain link gate
vases and collector's items.
WANT TO BUY July 9 copies of
The Ledger & Times. Please Notice is hereby given to all MATERNITY CLOTHES,size 16 October 1, 1710 Martin Chapel $17.50. Also 6ft. steel post $1.30. 35
We plan to sell portion of all
ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign CEMENT CONTRACTOR. Lee
S15P percent hog supplement ( pellet
S14C Road.
bring to the Ledger & Times, 103 affected and interested persons Cheap. Phone 753-0762.
varieties each day. Eats
Company, 607 South 4th Street. Childress & Son, 753-6170. Patio,
TFNC that a petition was, on the 24th
or meal) $12.00 cwt. 40 percent
North
4th
Street.
available. Not responsible for
walks,
etc.
garages,
Octoberl7C
Phone 7534346.
day of August, 1973, filed In the
TWO TRAILERS. One 10'x45', hog supplement (pellet or meal)
accidents, or purchases made.
September27P
ENCYCLOPEDIAS,
COMPTON
County
Court
1
1-WANT TO BUY July 16 and July Calloway
nicely furnished, $35.00 per $13.00 cwt. Fly blocks $2.20 each.
We know you will like this sale. It&C CONSTRUCTION work.
15 volumes, used. Excellent
We invite our sale lovers to be Complete block basements, i... re rirrs re re"(9rrirres 9 17 copies of the Ledger & Times. requesting that the territorial condition. Phone 753-2203. S14C month. One 8' wide with built-on 41 per cent dairy concentrate
Please bring by the Ledger & limits of the Dexter-Almo
10' wide living room, nicely $8.25 cwt. Tramisol cattle
with us.
patios,
walls,
retaining
furnished, $30.00 per month. Both wormer boluses 65 cents each.
Times Office, 103 North 4th Heights Water District be eaDouglas Shoemaker in charge sidewalks, etc. Ten years exMARES-two
PALOMINO
TF111 tended and enlarged to include
east of Almo. Phone 753-5284 or Thibenzole cattle wormer boluses
Street.
of sale.
S14C perience. Free estimates. Phone
the area described as follows: registered. Phone 767-2079. S14C 753-6921.
SI5C 65 cent each. Rhodes Feed Mill
'
437-4734 or 437WANT TO BUY trundle bed with
Beginning at a point, which
•
Cuba, Kentucky. 382September26NC
4765.
AUTOS FOR SALE
or without mattress. Need not be
-.ALMOST NEW 8 track AM-FM
is 50 feet south of the south
2593.
October 9c
CARPETS
the
save
and
Phone
753CLEAN
with turntable and two speakers,
in excellent condition.
right of way of the UtPLYMOUTH FURY-1965, 'S14C
Phone safe way with Blue Lustre. Rent
8838.
$125.00.
*k
good
condition.
feet
terback
Road
and
150
BUSINESS
without
a
sign
is
a
A
Kay Beamen Taylor
automatic transmission, exelectric shampooer $1.00. Big K, KANSAS CHAIN jack (com1
753-9818.
west of the intersection of
sign of no business. Hanna Sign
cellent condition. Phone 753WANT TO BUY ear corn. Stella
S15C plete),"2" porto powers-molding
Belaire Shopping Center.
will
the
Utterback
Road
and
be
teaching
Baton
TFC
Company,
753-8346.
Sl5C
S15C
4358.
Feed MW,753-1255.
and other miscellaneous body
Brinn Road; thence north
on
Lessons
Thurs.
at
shop
items. 10'x7' fiberglass
150
feet
west
of
the
Brinn
STARCRAFT
CAMPER-197
MONTE CARLO-1973, power UNIVERSITY DAY Care Center,
GALIMORE'S FRUIT Stands, garage door. Phone 753-8346. S18C
WANT TO BUY large enclosed
Road to its intersection with
equipped with
model,
sleeps
8,
Library
has
across
from
MSU
Swivel
brakes
and
air.
steering,
Hazel, Ky., and Puryear, Tenn.
trailer, mechanically sound. Will
the Lassiter Road; thence
stove, sink and ice box. Priced to
bucket seats. Phone 753-4095.S15C openings for children ages 3 to
This week's special-yellow M-FARMALL tractor with two
pay reasonable price. Phone 436east along the Lassiter
sell. Phone 753-1323 or see at
school age. Planned learning
delicious apples, $3.00 half row corn picker, $800.00. Phone
S19P
5361 after 6:00p.m.
Road to its intersection with
Kentucky Lake Oil Company,
TOYOTA PICKUP-1970,$995.00. programs for all different ages.
bushel, $5.00 bushel. Jonathan 753-8090.
U. S. Highway 641 North;
Sl4C
SI
South 4th Street.
1974 WD Scout, $1795.00. 1961 Open 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Ex63.00 half bushel and $6.00
apples,
Basic
fundamentals
thence east along the
OBITUARIES
Sprite, 4 new tires, 6295.00. Phone perienced teachers. Operator,
$1.00 each.
Watermelons,
bushel.
Lassiter Road to the middle
TAKE soil away the Blue Los
Sl5C Mrs. Jack ( Milly ) Ward. Phone, taught participation in
436-5570.
Decorated style bedspreads, MOBILE HOME 12'410'-Buddy.
of Clark's River; thence
carpets
an
way
from
bedrooms, two air conS14C
753-6199.
$24.95
value for only $9.95. S15C Two
south with the meanderings
electri
upholstery.
Rent
ditioners and portable dryer. All
parades. No competition
CHEVROLET IMPALA-1964,
of said River to 50 feet south
shampooer $1. Western Auto
gas. Phone 753-0811 or 753V8. First $135.00 takes it. Runs GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
of the Utterback Road;
C
expense.
home of "Wishing Well Gil ONE OR two bedroom duplex, 3075.
S17P
installed
per
gutters,
seamless
435-5582.
S15P
good. Phone
air
and
heat,
carpeted,
central
thence west across U. S.
Si
Shop."
your specifications. Call Larry
refrigerator,
dishwasher,
stove,
Highway 641 to the point of
Member of SABM
PORTABLE DISHWASHER,
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
beginning.
MAYTAG WASHER, in good washer and dryer hook up. G.E., deluxe model, five wash
TFC
estimate.
(
Phone 492-8892
Residents and property owners condition. Portable T.V. with Private patio. Couples or girls. settings, cutting
VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE-1963.
board top. Can
I 0 09901:190kjajtjt
S14C
of the Dexter-Ainio.
Rebuilt engine. Phone 753-6759
stand, Hide-a-bed, vinyl covered. Phone 753-9574.
be built in, $95.00. Phone 753WILLIE'S
INTERIOR
&
ExHeights Water District as Bed springs -and mattress
A Sl4P
after 5:00 p.m.
4195.
Sl5C
terior Painting. Phone 753-4832 FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
constituted
and wanted, Floor Tail* with silk SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
presently
installation.
Phone
753-7850.
TFC
from
800
a.m.
to
4:00
p.m.
and
air
owners
of
furnished,
private
entrance,
residents
property
and
MGR-19744 convertible, wire
shade. Phone 7&307195.
S15C
WATERMELONS,one or a truck
after. 4:30 p.m. for free
conditioned, refrigerator.
the territory proposed to be inwheels and AM-FM radio. Phone 753-7484
Zimmerman Apartments, matt
-winad. Arkansas black and black
BULLDOZER
WORK;
trucking,
cluded in said District are hereby
estimates.
192-8645be1ore 00
COATAXi_size 12
alaW-banie-gravel, fill dirt
duma'
;lut zEtu 60 Pounds- Home
be*and
notifiel-ther a liNtetrig
e-753:6609 '
slacks. Riche 753-3903. Si
grown. Pete-Valentine, Puryear,
,soil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
Circuit
Calloway
the
held in
Tenn.,phone 642-4439.
or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m
SHIP
TFC
Courtroom, Calloway County CREOSOTE POI.F-S, 8'
MUSIC
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service
to 25'
RILE HOME-modern 12'
KenMurray,
Building,
Court
Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFC CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
treated fence posts. Murr
wide. $85.00 per month, or sell for
FOR PIANO lessons in my home
tucky, on the petition as filed, Lumber
Company, 104 Maple $3150.00. Phone 753-8333 after 5:00 1971 HONDA CL70, very low
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
7:30
begin
at
or yours,call Jenne Carter at 492- WANT TO care for elderly
hearing
to
with said
person Master 489-2504.
Roger Lee Jones
Street. .
S15C p.m. or 753-7671.
S14C mileage, excellent condition.
TFC
Sl9P in my
8378.
p.m. on October 2, 1973. Any
With helmet, $250.00. Phone 753home. Person must be able
person desiring to file objections
Roger Lee Jones, the
to bathe and care for him or
5110 or see at 805 Vine.
S13C
-apartLARGE
EFFICIENCY
ARROWHEAD
CAMIC
Sales,
PIANO SALE: As low as $595.00. herielf. Person will have their KELLY* TERMITE and Pest
or exceptions to said petition
only son of Loyd L. and
Mayfield, Kentucky on the ment, electric: beat and _air
Control,
phone
753-3914
100
South
of
date
to
the
should do so prior
Lonardo Piano Company, across own room. Home has been state
Lillie Jones, was born
TRAVEL.TRAILER-1973 Giles.
Sept6-13-72C Benton Highway. Travel trailers, conditioned, loyge_elosets
from Post Office, Paris, Ten- inspected. Phone 753-5807. S14C 13th Street, "Every day you
said hearing
March 24, 1955, at the St.
Phone 7534072.
S13C
pickup
camper,
toppers.
We
a
storage.
Prefate
entraneeT Apply
delay lets bugs have their
S14C
nessee.
Francis Hospital, Mt.
FOR SALE.
rent campers by the week or at 1606 West Main.
.
•
way."
SliC
TFC
View, Mo. He departed this
PIANO,CHEAP.Rhone 437FORD-1964 Galaxie 500. Exweekend. Call 247-8187 or 4
life Sept. 2, 1973, at the
.1 ACRE kj4; located in Aurora, 2303.
4759.
Sl3C
PIANO, BAND Instrument, ceptionally clean. 352 four barrel
SI
Lucy Lee Hospital, Poplar
THREE BEDROOM duplex,
or mobile home. Phone 3544161
violin, guitar and jazz lessons. engine, power steering and JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Bluff, Mo., having attained
Val heat and air and carpets, ELECTRIC STOVE-Hotpoint.
September 28C KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
fter 7:00p.m.
Phone- Erwin or Pat Chandler brakes. If interested phone 753- Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
the age of 18 years, 5
S13C carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
variety of pistols. Buy now while Positively no pets. Phone 753- Also refrigerator; apartment size
September 29C 6086,
753-1470.
months,and 8 days.
6200 or 753-5500.
S15C, Stove and Coleman stove. Phone
ONE BEDROOM furnished you can still get them at
TFC
Before Roger's passing,
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. CORVETTE-1971, 454, four 753-7625 nights.
753-4955.
S13C
apartment, couples only. Phone reasonable prices. Country Boy
he professed his faith in a
MOBILE HOMES for rent. Phone
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo speed, two tops, leather, power
Stores,
S13C
the
pistol
753-7861.
people.
9
miles
living God, to his cousin,
Piano Company, across from steering and windows. Phone EXPERIENCED ROOFER will
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 Brandon Dill at 753-2930 or 753roof house and furnish shingles
Carl Jones and Uncle
1551, or see at Dill's Trailer MOBILE HOME-1972, 12'x60',
Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
S14C Mayfield 247-5154.
S13P for $19.00 a square. Also will do
REGISTERED Black Angus and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
Calvin Jones.
Court, located Murray Drive-In two bedrooms, underpenned,
p.m.
436Sl5C
pounds.
1300
about
Bull,
TIMBER-LODGE of Tenn- patch jobs. Phone 753-6569. S15NC
Roger Lee was a native
Theatre Entrance.
S19C central heat and air, furnished or
Sl5C
2178.
of Fremont, and attended
TUNING-repair- Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
PIANO
unfurnished. Phone 753-0744 after
school at Fremont and Van
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- Tennessee will do your stone, PROFESSIONAL POODLE and
TRAILER SPACE. Opening new 6:00p.m.
ARMY
S13C
'TARPAULINS,
200
in
Buren.
TWO BEDROOM furnished stock. Fullyi-repaired. country trailer court 211 miles east of
vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben work. Large selections of stone. Schnauzer clipping and grooming
The past two years he
house, lake front. $90.00 per
TFC with a personal touch. By apW. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky. Phone 901-593-3534,
Boy Sotres, 9 miles from Murray on Highway 94. Phone CHECKMATE BOAT-1973, 17'
TFC
pointment, Lyn Dunn, phone 753has been employed with
month. Phone 753-2250 after 4:00
Phone 753-8911.
753-2377.
S15C blue metal flake 135 H.P.
Hopkinsville,
MUSIC
Junction Kentucky
October2NC
4881.
in the
State of
S17C
p.m.
117 and 164. Phone 885-5914.
Evinrude, runs 47-48 MPH, with
Kentucky.
EIGHT ACRES available for tilt
tandem trailer. Bee in water
He
was
preceded
in
death
winter crops, 6d1 North. Liberal
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
Back to School Specials .
.
liCH ROWS, will have Plgs in
8 times. Excellent shape. Can be
by an infant sister. He
Custom Built FurnitUre, 6 nines
agreement.Phone 753-2563. Sl9C seen
at Manis Clean Up Shop, 401
. Phone VIKING CUE stick. Excellent
"
bent three wee
South of Murray on Hwy. 641. leaves to mourn his
Richard Childress 75341711MM condition. Phone 7534662 or 753North 4th or phone 753-8572. SI7P
passing,
his
mother„
NICE TWO bedroom brick home
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492-Voice
-Drums
-Accordion
Sl4C
0806.
and
sister,
with carport, 3 miles from town. TWO
81137.
TFC father,
BICYCLES, 20", one boy's
-Piano
-Banjo
--- Charlotte, niece Carrie,
-Guitar
R T.V.-19", $269.88. Roby
Space for large garden. $135.00 and one girl's. Phone
-Organ
753-Band
-Trumpet
brother-in-law, Tony. gags, Highway ee, Beaton. NEED MARY Kay makegp? For month. 'Lease and deposit
4494.
Sl3C
oetabeer order call 753-1611 before required. Prefer
•
Joyner, grandmother ' Kentucky.
Bring this ad and receivel free lesson during...
couple alone or
the .
,
WATCH
S1
Saturday night,
Beulah
Smotherman,
and
a
one
September.
child
only.
Phone 753-5068 LARGE CHEST;
month of
Democratic Telethon
double bed;
host of other relathres,
ter 4;0(1p.m.
SliC springs: mattress;
Night,Sept.. I/
venire: night
uncles, aunts, cousins, and
on
loth
mirrors
doors,
lesPeaeliginlY,
5-Cr-ZATI
KOREAN
-MUSIC
stand. Upright pfano. Full size
7 P.M.
many friends, who will' drawers. Phone at noon 75390 cents,per toile in field. Phone
ONE LOT of metal scaffolds violin. Portable typewriter.
Channel 11
sadly miss him.
Dixieland-753-7575- Murray
Sl4P
S14P 753-11-e.
3457
Bargain. Phone 753-8479.
S13( Phone 753-3505
Sl3C

FOR YOUR
4t Life

4( Health
Home
ic Car

Look

to
the
Shield

Ronnie Ross '

I BATON /
LESSONS I
INDIA COCHRAN
DANCE STUDIO

MUSIC LESSONS

i

both.

Call

FOR SALE OR

GROCERY STORI
without living quarts
house or farm in on I
Si
753-1408.

HELP WAN'

Like Deli

Full or Pad
Male or Fi
Call Cindy
753-73;

SAW MILL hands
lift operator and ti
Full or part time.
helpful, but not ne
cellent salary, de
experience. Phone 4:

Help Wa

Wanted part dm
time night time
Must work some
nights. Personal I
only.

PaglIals
510 W.

WANTED SERVICE
at Bill's Mobile Ho
12th Street, next to H
Murray.

WILING WOMAN i
hours a day, five d
For interview phone
753-8970 between 2:
p.m.

RENTAL HOSTES:
clubs, groups, indivi,
own time, to rent
Dippers Delight. Ca
$300.00 a month. Pho
4496.

FREE TO travel wi
largest tent circus
Barnes. Married
single men. No
necessary. Good pa
board furnished. Ap
office on circus day
Saturday, Septembe
fair ground.

GRAIN PLANT emp
grain company offe
employment for plar
working hours five d
except harvest I
requires longer hour
pay. Reasonable ho
permanent job. Wr
giving age, weigh
ployment backgrour

FULL TIME lab
needed for commu
206
West Sot
Mayfield, Kentucky
5111. Contact person
tics.

Help Wa
Telephone

Full or Part
Male or Fe
Calt-tdr.
753-73:

EARN $1,000 to $1,!
to December
paycheck, no cc
delivery, no cast
Playhouse Toy Cor
Frick,527-7133.

WA
BUTCHER
supermarket. Wo
trainee. Also need
Good working corn
753-9354.

MOTHERS NEEI
area to demonstri
Lloyd toys and gifts
December 1. Ear
evening part time.
collecting. Limitet
openings. Call f
pointrnent 7516291.

TRY THE Avon
profitable business
during hours you
easy to get start(
Glenda Duke 443Box 3247, Padua
42001.

ONE OF the n(
retailers is lookin)
aggressive perst
willing do relocate
largest shoe comp
neat and willing U
advancement, goc
pany benefits. AO
Mr
Hartell,Department.
•
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75C37:116

Sell It With A Classified Ad

Call
753-1916

•••••••

FOR SALE OR LEASE
GROCERY STORE with or
without living quarters. Will take
house or farm in on trade. Phone
753-1408.
September21P

sman
m 200
nivox
'hone
Sl5C

louse,
d air
ram a
onth.
5-5285
S13C

iahua
y toy
and

erl IC

I

Full or Part Time
Male or Female
Call Cindy Ganger
753-7322
nirrigann frt ft e•elt

SAW MILL hands wanted, fork
lift operator and timber cutter.
Full or part time. Experience
helpful, but not necessary. Excellent salary, depending on
experience. Phone 436-5818. S15C

Wanted part time and full
time night Wig vrattress.
Must work some weekend
nights. Personal interview.
only.

Paglials Pizza

No
•

each.
luses
Mill
er 9c

corn 'ding
body
glass
Sl8C
two
hone
S14C
ddy.
conAll
317P
ER,
wash
Can

510 W. M in
WANTED SERVICEMAN. Apply
at Bill's Mobile Homes, south
12th Street, next to Holiday Inn in
Sl8C
Murray.
SMILING WOMAN under 60, two
hours a day, five days a week.
For interview phone Mrs. Doran
753-8970 between 2:00 and 5:00
Sl4C
p.m.
RENTAL HOSTESS to contact
clubs, groups, individuals in your
own time, to rent party room at
Dippers Delight. Can earn up to
$300.00 a month. Phone 753Sl4C
4496.

313C
Ant.
size
lone
ll3C

t60',
ied,
cl or
fter
;13C
17'
l.P.
with
ater
n be
, 401
;37p
oy's
;13C
wed;
ight
size
tar
13C

"THE PRICE IS RIGHT. NOW THAT E3RING'
US 10 THE MORTGAGE LOAN

Come as you are
Begin Monday Night,
September 17th, 8:00 p.m.
Location: Lyan. Grove
Skating Rink, Lynn Grove,
Ky.
Paschall,
Moutell
Evangelist

Treasure Hinting can be a
new and exciting family
hobby. WWte's Electronic
announces their new line of
super-sensitive solid state
detectors
mineral-metal
and
prospecting
for
treasure hunting. These
ultra sensitive detectors
are designed to detect a
single coin, ring or other
small metal objects that
are buried beyond the
range of less sensitive
Models
detectors.
available for the plumbing
trade. For more information phone year
authorized dealer 7531575
Monday thrsigh Saturday'.

Applications Now Being Taken For

Help Wanted
Telephone Help
Full or Part Time
Male or Female
eigrilr. Clark
753-7322
EARN $1,000 to $1,500. Work now
to December 1st. Weekly
paycheck, no collecting, no
delivery, no cash investment.
Playhouse Toy Company, Nancy
OctoberIC
Frick, 527-7133.

TWENTY-FIVE ACRE TRACT, adioining the above mentioned 10 acre farm. Has 23 acres cropland, fences, 450'
blacktop frontage on Ky. 121.

TWO YEAR OLD 3-bedroom brick home 2 miles East of
Murray. Has a living room, kitchen with built-ins, dining
room, family room with fireplace, 2 ceramic baths, wall to
wall carpeting, central heat and air, enclosed garage

LARGE STORE BUILDING in the heart of downtown
Kirksey. Has 9 rooms and bath upstairs, 2 additional garage
buildings and 1 plus acre of land. Reasonably priced .just
needs someone with imagination to utilize it.

92 ACRE FARM near Underwood Crossing, in Northern
Tennessee. Has 75 acres cropland, good fences, good timber,
barn, machinery shed, good well, 4 stock ponds. The 2bedroom residence is in first class condition.

TWO BEDROOM(12' x 52') 1970 BUDDY MOBILE HOME on
a large corner lot in Roberts Estates, on Pottertown Road.

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY can be had on the 3-bedroom
brick home at 1609 Parklane. The spacious floor plan consists
of a living room, kitchen-family room combination, utility
room, P-2 baths. Extras include kitchen range and 2 air
conditioners. The location is convenient to shopping and all
levels of school.

Must be 12 years or over

Apply In Person At

EXTRA NICE YEAR AROUND HOME near the lake in
Center Ridge Subdivision. Has a living room with fireplace,
kite/fen with appliances, glassed-in dining room, den, 2
bedrooms, 2 baths, detached garage, large corner lot. This
place is totally equipped for the fisherman's convenience and
the price includes a fishing boat, motor and trailer. Owner
will finance, if desired.

Ledger 8 Times
103 North 4th Street

Educational
Learning
Center
Offers pre-school
for 3's, 4's & 5's

RECIEVE FREE service or
inspection on any type of vacuum
by calling Mike Hutchens or Bob
Byer at your local Kirby Vacuum
Office, 500 Maple Street, 753-0359
OctoberlOC
day or night.

ONE OF the nation's finest
retailers is looking for a sharp
aggressive person. Must be
relocate with nation's
largest shoe company. Must be
neat and willing to work. Rapid
advancement, good pay, company benefits. Apply in person to
Mr
Hartell, Big K Shoe
Sl3C
Department.

85 ACRE FARM on Ky. 614, 9 miles Southeast of Murray.
Good for row cropping or cattle farm. Has running water and
a dug well, stable, almost new woven wire fences on 2 sides,
excellent building sites, lots of blacktop frontage.
TWO BEDROOM STUCCO HOUSE on a two acre lot. Lactated 11 miles East of Murray on Ky. 732, just one block from
a grocery store. Has wall to wall carpeting, air conditioner,
kitchen range and a refrigerator. Semi-finished attic could be
easily converted into two additional rooms. Priced at $10,600
but owner will accept a reasonable offer.
118 ACRE FARM,located 4'4 miles Southwest of Hazel. Has
40 acres of cropland at present and more could be had with a
little bulldozer work. Has some of the finest soybeans in
Henry County this year.
MODESTLY PRICED 4-bedroom frame home on a two acre
tract in Alm°. Almost new aluminum siding exterior on this
2 story floor plan. Possession with deed.
/
11
RECENTLY REMODELED 1-bedroom frame home in
Coldwater,on Ky. 121. Situated on a 120' x 120' lot. Financing
can be arranged.

New Concord Grocery

ORB ELECTRIC, electric motor
repair and sale. New Concord
Road,phone 753-8114.
REAL MATE FOR SALE

RECENTLY REMODELED 2 or 3 bedroom frame home in
Hazel. Has carpeting, draperies, range and refrigerator.
Priced at $6,250.

The Land- Fitt Hours

2 miles Southwest of Crossland.
/
81 ACRE FARM, located 11
Has a tobacco barn, 29 acres in cultivation, stock pond,some
good timber. Priced at less than $200 per acre.

convenience of the Citizens of
Murray and Calloway County ..
7-4 Monday thru Friday
742 Noon Saturday
CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
Starting September 1, 1973

Will Be From:
•

TWO BEDROOM MOBILE HOME on a one acre lot, just
South of New Providence. Full price $4,450.

NOTICE
For the

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

RENTALAPARTMENT _UNITS,consisting of a largetraime
house,divided into 2 apartment units, plus a garage type
building with 2 additional apartments. Located on Poplar
Street near downtown Murray. All units are rented and are
bringing in an excellent rate of return on the investment.

2 ACRE TRACT on State Line Road, 7 miles West of Hazel.
Only $700.
PRIME COMMERCIALLY ZONED SITE on Ky. 121 By-Pass
and North 16th Street. Consists of 3 acres with good frontage
on both roads. Owner will sell or lease
5 ACRE TRACT,fenced and sowed down Just Northwest 01
Hazel City limits. Good building sites with blacktop road,dty
water and natural gas available.
50' x 80' PRE-FAB STRATOSPAN METAL BUILDING on an
80' x 169' commercially zoned lot, near Bunny Bread, just off
South 4th Street.
10 ACRES OF CHOICE BUILDING SITES on Ky. 121, just'
East of Coldwater. Wooded areas on each end of the
property. Suitable for development project or a country
estate.
8 ACRES TRACT OF LAND, all tendable, near Underwood
Crossing. Full price $6,500, not much more than the cost of
some city lots.
6 ACRES, ideal for commercial location on US-641 at the
intersection of Green Plains Road. Approximately 900'
frontage on the highway.
52 ACRE FARM with 1,000' frontage on 2 different roads.
Approximately 50 per cent tendable, more with a slight
amount of dozer work. Has tobacco barn, old farmhouse,
stock pond.
ONLY $12,000 for 15 acres of development property near
Cypress Creek. Has 700 ft. common boundary with TVA
waterfront land.
..
ONLY $500 per acre for 36 acres of land located between
Sandy-Concord Road and Cypress Creek Road. Lake area
development on two sides, blacktop roads on the other two
sides.
22 ACRE TRACT, near Kentucky Lake, on Ky. 614 highway.
Good building site on the road frontage and a large wooded
area at the rear of the property.
ALMOST COMPLETE that describes the three (3 t 3bedroom brick homes in Fairview Acres. All have central
heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, lit ceramic baths, living
room, kitchen-family rooms with built-ins, utility room,
attached garage. Take your pick.
MOBILE HOME LOTS on Pottertown Road, Blood River
Church Road, Hazel Highway, Stella-Kirksey Highway.
WATERFRONT LOT near Cypress Springs Restaurant.
CHOICE LOTS in Linton Shores, Keniana Shores, Lakeway
Shores, Pine Bluff Shores, Holiday Hills and Panorama
Shores.
100' x 140' Residential Lot on North 20th Street, Murray.
TWO ACRE TRACT at Wiswell. Extra nice new homes on
either side.
4-BEDROOM SHINGLE HOME near Kentucky Lake, in
Holiday Hills Subdivision. Recently redecorated. Elderly
widow needs to sell.
45 ACRES OF EXCELLENT WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY on the Littiejtiver Section_otatritlex
Lake. If desired, owner will keep the 3-bedroom house, stock
barn, tobacco barn and 10 acres of non-waterfront land. City
water on the property. Approximately one (1) mile frontage
on the lake,land slopes gently to the water's edge.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

******************************************
Lynn Grove. *
BEAUTIFUL: only begins to describe this brick ranch style home located in
style kitchen, formal *
The home offers 3 large bedrooms, large den for relaxing, country
for a viewing.
living room and much more all in tip-top condition. Call Keith at 753-3591

SELL, List With Us!

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.
Phone 753-7333
Home Phones:
Ishmael Stinson, 753-3744
Fulton Lioung, 753-4946;
— LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE —

ALL or DIVIDE: Whatever your needs call for we can fit you to on this 85 acres near
Kirksey on paved road. Timber? or Tillable? Mobile Home? you tell us—Call Keith at 7533597 for more details.
60 ACRES-HOME: nice 3 bedroom frame home surrounded by large shade trees, located on
paved road near Bell City.

To BUY, See Us! To

4th & Maple Streets

HOME-SHOP: for only $11,000!! just the ideal situation for the budget-minded, offers a
large home for the growing family and lets Dad start that business of his own. To see call
Keith at 753-3597.

MOTHERS NEEDED in this •
area to demonstrate House of *
Lloyd toys and gifts, now through
December 1. Earn $20.00 per
evening part time. No deliver or
collecting. Limited number of
openings. Call for your apS14C
pointment 753-82131.
TRY THE Avon way to a
profitable business of your own
during hours you choose. It's
easy to get started. Call Mrs.
Glenda Duke 443-3366 or write
Box 3247, Paducah. Kentucky
October9C
42001.

Benton Co. Molasses

amma Gamma Btt
FLEA MARKET
Sat. Sept. 15,8 A.M.
Bel-Aire Shopping Center
South 12th

for
WANTED
BUTCHER
supermarket. Would consider
trainee. Also need stock man.
Good working conditions. Phone
S14C
753-9354.

r,

645 ACRE FARM, located 8 miles from Murray. Has approximately 300 acres in soybeans, 2 bedroom house, stock
barn, 2 tobacco barns, stock ponds, lots of highway frontage.

150 ACRE FARM, located 9 miles East of Murray on the
Faxon-Newburgh Road. Has 70 acres of cropland, 100' deep
well, running water for livestock, stable, 2 barns, and a
recently redecorated 4-bedroom residence.

- PAPER
CARRIERS

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

TEN ACRE FARM with a large stock barn, chicken house,
hog farrowing barn, stock pond, good fencing. Residence is a
3-bedroom stucco with an enclosed back porch and a
detached garage. New pump on the well. City water line
crosses the front yard.

ONE YEAR OLD 3-bedroom brick home in Puryear Heights
Subdivision, Puryear, Tennessee. Has a living room, kitchenfamily room, ceramic bath, utility room, central heat and
air, Wall Mwall cat'petIng,-Ititenhen built-ins,'eel-port, 100' x
200' lot. Owners plan to move out of state.

NOTI('E

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

LIKE NEW 3-bedroom brick home on a
acre lot, 3 miles
Southeast of Murray. Has wall to wall carpeting, 1'at ceramic
baths, living room, kitchen-family room, utility room, builtin kitchen range and dishwasher. Price also includes TV
antenna tower and draperies.

200 ACRE FARM, joins the 92 acre farm mentioned above.
Has approximately 110 acres of cropland, large old farm
house and several outbuildings are in need of repair. A good
producer.

Old Fashion

L

rue&
tacit
onie
ear,
319P

flea.
il3C

Hours for your convenience
8-1 Mon.-Sat,
1-6 Sunday
Arcadia, Across from the
Central Stopping Center
Phone 753-18116

FREE TO travel with America's
largest tent circus, Carson &
Barnes. Married couples or WANTED
REFRIGERATOR,
Don't read this unless you're
single men. No
experience desk and furniture in good conlooking for a mobile home with
necessary. Good pay, room and dition for Qwistian Youth Center.
igh quality and low cost. If you
S15C -Language Art -Math
board furnished. Apply at circus Phone 753-6666. Thanks.
are, then start looking at
Bill's Mobile Homes
-Reading readiness "Music
office on circus day in Murray,
tfighway 441 South
-Motor Skills
Saturday, September 15, Jaycee
in
WATCH
Murray,
Linda
Haverstock
eachens:
fair ground.
Sl4P
and
(Democratic Telethon
Sue Helm,Debbie Crider
3900 Clarks Rlyer Road
Thursday Night, Sept. 13
GRAIN PLANT employee: Local
in Paducah
7 P.M.
VA and bank financing
grain company offers full time
available.
HAVING PROBLEMS with your
Channel 11
employment for plant work. Good
C411 collect for Information
hearing or understanding. For
Murray
7517303
working hours five days per week
free hearing checkup and conO4
except harvest time whic.43
443 6150-Paducalh
sultation. Call your Belton
requires longer hours at overtime
ADVERTISING
Octot:Tr3C
consultant,
753-0832.
and
rate
pay. Reasonable hourly
DEADLINES
permanent job. Write Box 32-J, •
byAIl display ads, classified
giving age, weight, and emNew Load of
display
and
regular
S13C
ployment background.
display, must be submitted
12 noon, the day before
FULL TIME lab technician
publication
needed for community hospital
All reader classifieds
West South Street,
206
ust be submitted by 4
Mayfield, Kentucky. Phone 247.m. the day before
5111. Contact personnel ofSl5C tpublication.
fice.
1••••••••••4•••-0

515C

low
ion.
753313C

Vernon's Boot and
Shoe and Western
Store & Shoe Repair

REVIVAL
Help Wanted

U.S.
a
•

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

15k14 11111111_111.5 IMO

Like Delivery?

etlr

EIS!!
awed
ales.
gate
gate
12.75,
10 ft.
chain
link
gate
30.35
aellet
rcent
neall
each
irate

Special Now!
Soles & Heels
$6.50

HELP WANTED
fi

Inked
ed 30
;mate
rvice,

)ur •
•
•
s - •,,
U
•sios

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE

*

near
BY OWNER new two story four TWO ACRE wooded tract
THREE BEDROOM brick, two LARGE SHADY lot, located bedroom house, three baths, Birmingham Boat Dock. Can be
onlratin to scribe thi4brick ranch style home with
years old. Carpeted throughout, corner of Lynn Grove 'Highway formal dining room, built-in subdivided for trailers. Fully
CLEAN-NEAT-LOVEL
id prietd-st only
built-in dishwasher, Patio. On and Johnny Robertson Road. kitchen, fireplace, carpet, all improved. Two waterfront lots,
spacious rooms,fencetaaa,gar
corner lot. Phone 753-9717. S13C Phone 753-5671 days or 753-3430 walk in closets. No waiting, ready Pine Bluff Shores on Lake Shore
S13C to move into now. Phone 753-3903 Drive. Fully improved. Half
nights.
LAKE LOTS: Lakeway Shores, nice lot for only 1500.00—Kentucky Lake Subdivision, 2
S15C down, owner will finance
WIDE LOTS on U.S. 641, south of
large lots for only $1000.00. Wanting that spot close to the lake call us 753-3597.
for appointment.
balance. Phone 443-1565. Write
Murray, for your new home or
two
THREE BEDROOM brick,
Ashbrook,
Henderson, 311
MIMIC In Kirksey area, nice older home with good well, bath, electric wall heat, good * mobile home. Call owner 753and air,
Sl5P
Paducah,Ky.
Sl8C baths, central heat
0774.
shade trees."A lot for a little." Call Keith at 753-3597 to see.
range, dishwasher, disposal.
"WE NEED LISTINGS — MAY WE SERVE YOU."
yard.
THREE BEDROOM brick, two Landscaped, trees, fenced
BY OWNER, three bedroom
S13C
By Owner
years old. Four acres with barn. Phone 753-8416.
2 baths, large family
/
11
brick,
3k.2 miles east of Murray. Phone
BEDROOM
THREE
built-in kitchen, total
room,
SliC
753-6648.
BRICK,large family room,
BY OWNER—two story brick
Keith Moffitt
electric home with central
2 baths-all ceramic tile,
house with full size basement,
heating and air. Phone 753-1514
I
1980
heat,
and
air
central
baths,
two
TOR sni,r OR RAPE three large bedrooms,
S15C
Res, 753-5068
for appointment.
square feet of Jiving space,
living room, dining room and
kitchen.
in
built-ins
FOR SALE or trade-two kitchen. Has garage apartment
Located two miles from
BY OWNER; two wooded lots.
.s, kitchen
J!!_d!c_ocliii
*
&hi:Aguas* three rifles; 1973 ,with _
near
acre Weeded
tart
meow
utility
Sharpriesick
-anir
bath
toOnt
living
professional
Torino;
oLDifference
Grand Sport
MIS
753-3S97
center,
753-2781,
shopping
Phone
area.
4:30
after
schools,
753-n05
Phone
room.
cabinet
Ludwig drum set; gun
549304 Main, Murray, K. Multiple Listing Service* and one Sioux buffer. Phone Jeff p.m. for appointment September Days; 753-7882 Evenings iniversity. Phone(606)October8C
after 9:00.
2494.
Sl7C 26C
t****************************************J at 753-7832 or 753-7139.

FOR SALE

two_

* in Yealtor Seriice

`.
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Expanded Research Program Is
Announced By Auto Manufacturers

Mansfield Planning To
Press For Troop Cutback
WASHINGTON I AP) — Sen. this year over appropriations
Mike Mansfield is planning to bills. The fight could force the
press for a 50 per cent cutback session to drag on.
in U.S. overseas forces when
Congressional adoption of the
the Senate takes up vital mili- Mansfield amendment, or anytary procurement legislation thing resembling it, could
next week,Senate sources say. prompt a veto by Nixon of the
However, the sources add $20.4 billion procurement bill.
that the anticipated Mansfield
Sources said the amendment
. amendment, broadened from seems likely to fall about 10
his original proposal to cut half votes short of adoption in the
of the U.S. troops in Europe, Senate. It is believed to have
faces an uphill Senate battle. an even slimmer chance of
Thus, it seems unlikely to pose adoption in the House.
the threat to congressional adWhen the proposal was first
journment feared by some presented in 1971, it failed by a
House leaders, they said.
61-36 vote in May, and a 54-39
The Mansfield amendment vote in November. Mansfield
was one reason Wednesday's has since expanded the amendmeeting of Senate and House ment to apply to the 606,000
Democratic leaders listed de- troops stationed around the
fense and foreign aid as "the world, instead of just the 300,principal legislative com- 000 in Europe.:
plication for the remainder of
In its present form, it 'would
this session."
reduce the worldwide total in
They again declared their in- half over a three-year period.
tention of pushing for adjournment of Congress in October,
although dropped any mention
of the old Oct. 15 target date.
Later Wednesday, the House
demonstrated what could prove
Market News
to be another barrier to ad- Federal State
journment when it failed by Service September 13, 1973
- five votesto override President" Kentucky Purchase- Area Hog
Nixon's veto of a health serv- Market Includes 9 Buying
Stations
ices bill.
The vote of 273 to 144 marked Receipts: Act. 913 Est. 800
the fifth time this year that Barrows and Gilts 50 cents to 75
Congress has sustained a presi- cents higher Sows 1.00 higher.
dential veto, possibly indicating US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 45.75-46.00
that Nixon retains sufficient US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 45.25-45.00
congressional strength to also US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 44.75-45.25
block efforts to slash defense US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 44.00-44.75
Sows
spending.
But the Democratic-con- US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 41.00-42.00
trolled Congress seems deter- US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 40.0041.00
mined to do just that while in- US
creasing domestic spending, US 2-3 4.50-650 lbs., 39.00-40.00
posing the threat of another ex- few 38.00
ecutive-legislative battle later Boars 33.00-37.00

Purchase Area
Hog Market

right,
MURRAY HIGH School Band directors and officers for the current school year are,left to
Beth Wilson,
vice-president;
president;
McMullin,
Mike
°Miser,
Martha
director;
Joe Sills,
McMullin, junior
secretary and drum major; Amanda Buice, senior representative; Debbie
representative; Van Hendon, sophomore representative:. Pat,,Baggett, freshman representative;
James Light, associate director.

Portugese Pack Mule To
Finally Enjoy Vacation

Seen & Heard-. .
(Coatinsied Iran Page 1
mass of webbing and left him
hanging there for dinner later
on in the evening.

DETROIT,—A greatly expanded research program has
been announced by the Motor
Vehicle Manufacturers
Association ( MVMA), the
Detroit-based national trade
association of domestic car,
bus, and truck manufacturers.
MVMA announced contributions totalling $4,299,200 to
support basic and applied
research in such automotiverelated areas as the envirotunental effects of motor
vehicles, vehicle dynamics,
highway safety, and the
economics of transportation
systems. This represents and
increase of $630,000 over last
year's efforts.
In announcing MVMA's expanded research program,
Association President, Franklin
M. Kreml, declared, "The
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers
Association is committed to the
concept that the nation needs
precise information—the kind
generated by our research
program—to make transportation and environmental
decisions that are truly in the
public interest.
"In the past," Kreml stated,
"we have sometimes raved by
basing our environmental and
transportation decisions on
emotion rather than fact. This
we can no longer afford.

ether
mintstrators, and
decision-makers with the most
accurate information available
concerning the complex and
vitally important issues of
Improving our environment and
providing a safer and more
efficient trae,sportation system
for our country. The bulk of our
research effort is directed
toward these goals."
•
Most MVMA research will be
performed by independent
researchers working under
contract at universities and
other fact-finding centers
throlighout the nation. Such
researchers have complete
over
research
control
methodology and publication of
results, although MVMA will
aid in dissemination of the
findings.
Research sites include the
University of Michigan's Highway Safety Research Institute,
Calspan Formerly Cornell
Aeronautical Laboratory),
Wayne State University, Ohio
State University, the University
of North Carolina, Southwest
Research Institute, Consad
Research Corporation, and
and
Alan
M. Vorhees

vironmental studies performed
by the Air Pollution Research
Advisory Committee ( APRAC )
of the Coordinating Research
Council (CRC). This program,
which is now in its sixth year, is
co-sponsored by the American
Petroleum Institute, and, on a
selected-project basis, by the U.
S. Environmental Protection
Agency.

PAGE THIRT

Labor
Safes

FRANKFORT
record now sta
,that state, cot
police have earr
back for help

Nearly 60 projects have been
Included in the APRAC
program; 21 are currently in
progress in three main areas:
CAPE (Clean Air Projects—
Engineering), designed to
explore the interactions of
petroleum products and the
automotive equipment in which
they are used; CAPA (Clean Air
Atmospheric
Projects —
Chemistry), designed to investigate pollutant behavior
and fate in the atmosphere;
CAPM (Clean Air ProjectsMedical), designed to investigate the effects of atmospheric pollutants on health.
Other environmental studies
will explore various aspects of
motor vehicle fuels and engines,
noise generated by transportation systems, and the
Environmental Research
complex phenomena involved in
Nearly $1.5 million will go to radiosignal interference from
many
en- motor vehicle operations.
support the

His nntlateets is ,aepareetlY
CALCUTTA, India AP) — ered from wounds he suffered unlimited and he feels that
After clip-clopping across Eu- in the ambush, their brother sooner or later dinner will
rope and half of Asia with a Peter, 28, came back with him happen by.
team of American brothers to Afghanistan to take John's
- e •
walking around the world, •a one.
The Kunsts have arranged
Portuguese pack mule named
Our twelve Quail in the
Willie Makeit II is enjoying a for a Calcutta social club, the backyard again yesterday.
Tolly Gunge Gymkhana, to look They'll stay around as long as
six-month vacation.
The brothers, David Kunst of after Willie Makeit II for six the eating is good.
Waseca, Minn., and his brother months while the brothers try
Peter, of Santa Ana, Calif., to arrange to get the inule4do
"In the future, we intend to,
Fellow says that a crook held
adlegislators,
took to the air today to fly to the United States.
and told the teller to provide
bank
a
up
David said they have written
Australia. They will resume
paper
brown
a
put $10,000 into
their walk at Perth, where they to the Minneapolis Rotary Club, bag. We can put a stop to this
plan to obtain a Willie Makeit Sen. Hubert Humphrey and sort of thing, he says, just by
III to pull a wagon given them Gov. W. R. Anderson of Min- registering all brown paper
by the Turkish government nesota, asking their help with
SPACE CENTER, Houston grow weaker because the astrobags.
from Perth to Canberra and U S. restrictions on the ifillrii( AP) — The skylab 2 astro- nauts do not have to constantly
WASHINGTON AP) — The
then to Sydney, a distance of gration of alien mules.
work against the tug of gravity.
If you want to vote in ;the fall Senate confirmed Wedneday by nauts expect today to receive
If the details are worked out,
2,400 miles.
The weekly evaluation is
you must re-register. an 88 to 3 vote the nomination medical clearance to complete
election,
Willie II was a gift from the the Calcutta Rotary Club and
their record 59-day orbital jour- made to assure this muscular
Only
a few days left.
of Kentucky native Alvin J. Ar- ney.
Portuguese government to Da- the Shipping Corp. of India will
deconditioning does not prognett as director of the U.S. Ofress to a point hazardous to the
vid, 33, and his 25-year-old ship the mule to America, and
never worked fice of Economic Opportunity
I
Benny:
Jack
Space agency medical ex- spacemen.
brother John, who started to he will join the brothers in Cali- for the Colgate Comedy Hour in
walk around the world in 1970 fornia for the last 2,000 miles to the early days of TV because in (0E0)as one critic warned "we perts make their weekly evalOn the flight plan today were
will be watching every move uation of the health of the solar astronomy and medical
to drum,. up support for UNI- Minnesota.
company was you
the
those
days
crewmen. Instead of giving a experiments and two earth remake."
Willie's final 1,000 miles in
CEF,the U.N. Children's Fund.
called, Colgate, Palmolive and
DETROIT (AP) — The ceived the proposal while on a
go-ahead for just a week as in sources surveys over the
killed last October by Asia — from New Delhi to CalR-Neb.,
John
was
Curtis,
Carl
T.
Sen.
fact-finding
tour
of
Southeast
Peet and I never feel comUnited Auto Workers' talks
the past, they're expected to United States. Commander
Khyber cutta — were among his most
in
the
held
bandits
warning.
He
had
Afghan
made
the
Asia.
fortable working for a sponsor
with Chrysler Corp. are dwindlPass, and after David recov- difficult,David Kunstsaid.
confirmation for six weeks flash the okay for the final 12 Bean again planned to test a
where it takes three guys to sign up
ing toward a Friday night
INDIANAPOLIS ( AP)—A
"We were walking about 25
foot-controlled
maneuvering
contending as acting 0E0 days of the mission.
by
ofthe check.
strike deadline, but a union
state official says the federal
Alan L. Bean, Owen K. Gar- unit, moving about inside the
miles a day, 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.,"
to subvert
Arnett
tried
director
ficial says there has been "a government will impose a nahe reported. "The weather was
President Nixon's attempts to riott and Jack R. Lousma are laboratory with a set of jet-profeeling of progress." After 12 tionwide allocation program for
to return to earth Sept. 25 after pelled shoes operated by foot
hot and humid, and Willie
eliminate
the agency.
Wednesnegotiations
hours of
propane gas Friday and is consweating all the
staying in space 31 days longer and toe movements.
was
Makeit
II
Reconservative
a
Curtis,
day, however, no agreements sidering the same controls on
way.
Shaffer reported the astropublican, said he was disturbed than any previous space crew.
were announced on any issues e]] petroleum products. Robert
"There's absolutely no reason nauts had become so accli'"The other problem was
Arnett, a SalyersvWe native
dividing the two sides. "There C. Morris, executive director of
people. Any place we stopped,
and former executive director to think they won't," flight di- mated and efficient in their
was a feeling that progress had the Indiana Department of
us.
people
around
,were
there
of the Appalchian Regional rector Phil Shaffer replied weightless world that they have
been made although there is Commerce, said said former
sorts of
and
all
of
them,
Lots
Commission, had told a Senate when asked by newsmen if he conducted more experiments
nothing definite to report," John Love, President Nixon's
committee he favored keeping thought the doctors would give than planned, including several
faces."
Douglas
President
UAW Vice
energy director, told him at a
The brothers expect to cross
the 0E0 alive as an advocate the green light for the full that had been scheduled for the
Fraser said. Chrysler showed meeting last week in Washingmonths.
They
flight.
Australia
in
4"t
for
the poor.
Skylab 3 crew which is to be
Bar
The
Kentucky
its optimism by scheduling 80,- ton that the propane allocation
Extended space flight causes launched up to the station Nov.
will go from Australia to Hong Association has announced that
Sen. Willis D. Hathoway, I)—
550 of its 127,500 union employ- would be announced Sept. 14.
Kong if they can get permission Steven L. West of Murray, who Maine, who voted against con- muscles, including the heart, to
es to work overtime Saturday,
Funeral services for Mrs. for a short walk in China; othhas recently successfully firmation, said "I didn't think
the day after the strike deadFred (Jean) Butterworth of erwise they will take a ship to
WASHINGTON ( AP)— A recompleted the latest Kentucky he answered questions put to
line.
Murray Route One, Stella Los Angeles to see Peter's wife
port by the Senate Select Comstate bar examination, will be him during our hearings with
• .. ,Continued from Page li
WASHINGTON (AP) — Atty. mittee on Nutrition and Human Community, will be held today and four children, then start admitted to the bar in candor and I'm not sure he has
at
2:30
pin,
at
the
chapel
of
the
Gen. Elliot L. Richardson says Needs says that rising food
the three-month trek to Min- ceremonies next Wednesday at the political toughness to stick on the air, has not mentioned
More than 30,000 people, most
there are three areas in which prices may force 800,000 pupils Blalock-Coleman Funeral nesota. They hope to be there the state capitol in Frankfort. with his commitment to work casuatlies or prisoners, and of them under 30, staged a prohe would approve wiretaps for out of the National School Home with Bro. Henry Hargis by June 28, four years after
communications remain errat- Allende demonstration in
West will join Mayfield at- in behalf of the poor."
national security. Richardson Lanett Program. The com- and Bro_ Lake Riley officiating. David and John set out with the torneys Carroll Hubbard and
President Nixon had ordered ic.
Buenos Aires Wednesday night
Pallbearers will be Lyman first Willie Makeit, an Amerispelled out the guidelines in a mittee study says that one per
Pinochet, a career officer, and shouted slogans blaming
Dennis Null in the practice of in January that 0E0 be phased
letter to Chairman J. W. Ful- cent of children in the program Dixon, Bill Peery, Hugh can mule they left on the Atlan- law with offices at 118 West out of existence.
had remained, until recent the U.S. Central Intelligence
bright, D-Ark., of the Senate drop out for every one per cent Waldrop, Hugh Wallace, tic Coast.
years, out of politics and out of Agency for the coup.
Broadway in Mayfield. The
Harvey
Ellis, and Will Ed
Foreign Relations Committee. increase in the price of lunches.
the public eye. This was the
firm will practice under the
Police threatened to blow up
Stokes. Burial will be in the
He said he would approve wiretradition of the Chilean miliname of Hubbard, Null and
Goshen Cemetery.
taps to protect the nation
tary, which staged its first coup office buildings in which sniWASHINGTON (AP) — For
West.
pers were barricaded WednesMrs. Butterworth, age 48,
against attack, to obtain for- the third straight month, inter(Continued from Page 1)
in 46 years last Tuesday.
Attorney R. Thomas Blacknight, and the junta warnday
eign intelligence deemed neces- est rates for home mortgages died Tuesday at 9:15 p.m. at the
Pinochet came to public atconsider seriously the coned that any armed persons tak.sary to the security of the coun- have r' . Figures for August Murray-Calloway County
tention
(Centinued from Pane1)_
for
the
last
first
time
barn
struction of a new county
Hospital. She was a member of
en prisoner would be shot on
_Ltryi_or_l_b_protect national
by the Federal Home
than expend any money- hill
the Union Grove Church of extra cost to Medicaid If this
the spot.
curity information against
Loan Bank Board show that
for the repair of the old one. - Western Hemisphere's first
A round-the-clock curfew kept
Christ and had been employed were done would be 816.1 milsign intelligence activities.
aar....dect
elected
arectM
sLrxi
aisttagogoaver
, nmen
mortgages for new homes aver'villa= off rhe-erreet
•
aged 7.44 per cent, an increase at _flase4DeParthielll Store... _ lion yearly. The state is paying
Jury visited
day as Allende was buried with- Born October 11, 1924, in Des physicians about $13 million anWASHINGTON (AP) — B
over
ocnm
heteminstrcik
of .07 per cent from July.
orre
es
Health Center and found the " emoraiL.wiAtInitigPin
only his family attending. The
Arc,
Ark.,
she
was
the
daughter
nually
for
varied
patient
care.
mese rebels reportedly have
well
and
clean
be
building to
of the late Palmer and Iva
junta said the 65-year-old presiThe council's recononendaand
rioting
shook
fered, through Rep. Lester
the
country
note
WASHINGTON (AP) — Atty.
we
did
However,
cared for.
dent, the Western Hemispheft's
Johnson
Bridges.
She
anClierlions
also
stressed
greater
atdestroy
tons
to
Wolff, D-N.Y.,
:Gen. Elliot L. Richardson says
that due to the increased and Pinochet warned that if the first freely elected
Marxist
of illicit opium in return for ex- the public interest would not be husband, who survives, were tention on the new screening
it is in army was forced to take to the
facility,
that
workload
of
chief of state, shot himself
and diagnostic project to prestreets
it
would
erting political influence on the served and could well be in- married April 13, 1944.
be
very
dandire need of additional space.
Survivors are her husband, vent and detect . diseases in
Burmese government. The jured if he reopens the 1971 angerous "because the army, un- rather than surrender.
COUNTY JAIL
Fred,
and
one
Many persons were stranded
daughter,
Miss.
recipients
under
21
rather
than
rebels, called the Shan State titrust case that involved Interlike
the police, goes out to
very
be
Jail
to
the
found
"We
in office buildings or hotels by
Army, told Wolff they want to national Telephone & Tele- Anita Butterworth, Murray have to focus on costly cures
do
We
clean and well managed.
see a return to a legal con- graph. As a result Richardson Route One, and two "brothers, later in their lives.
Pinochet had been the army the curfew.
feel that the Fiscal Court should
Clarice
Pod)
Bridges
As snipers exchanged fire
of
Hawn,
Although
half
the
eligible
Mestitutional government and has told the Senate Judiciary
con- commander-in-chief last year
additional
consider
Ark., and Tommy Reimer dicaid clients are under 21, the
with military patrols\ in the
while
Gen.
would destroy enough opium Committee he would not reopen
Carlos
Prats
was
a
eliminating
in
struction to aid
Bridges of West Covina, council said, benefits to them in
streets, explosions were heard
that the illegal export of the the case, rejecting a demand
the noise between the jail and member of Allende's Cabinet. in industrial areas of Santiago.
California.
fiscal
1972
only
16
accounted
for
Last Nov. 2, Prats became
drug from Southeast Asia by Sen. John V. Tunney, D-Caquarters."
Jailer's
the
per cent of all expenditures.
would end. Wolff said he re- lif.
commander-in-chief again and Gunfights were reported be"At present the medical care
Pinochet served as his chief of tween soldiers and armed
utilization rate for these chilSteven L. West
.staff until Prats broke with Al- workers occupying their factodren is 23 per cent compared
ries in protest against the end
lende on Aug. 23 and retired.
with
associated
also
Jr.,ls
with 60 per cent for the eligible burn,
of Allende's 35-month attempt
Hoping
to
keep
the
military
the Mayfield law firm.
adult population," it said.
loyal, Allende reshuffled his to turn Chile into a socialist
A 1966 graduate of Murray
Mrs. Keith (Eva M. Morris,
•
-=
One
state.
recommendation
touched
JAIPUR, India (API — At
The Pleasant Valley Church Cabinet and the military high
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia° acting Christian County Circuit on another sore point in Medi- High School and a 1970 graduate
least 50 pe_rsons were reported '(AP) —
Kentucky
comtnand,
There were reports that 600
of
gospel
naming
of Christ will have a
Pinochet
Clerk, announced caid: The undetermined num- of the University
Cambodian govern- Court
killed when a bus carrying 90 inert troops in the town
Science
army
surrendered after a gunleftists
Bachelor
of
meeting
starting
Monday,
commander.
a
with
yesterday
that
she
will
not
be
a
of
ber of recipients who abuse or
persons home from a village Kompong Cham were
a ;:o.
The three other junta mem- fight with troops at Santiago's
.dember 17, and continuing
reported candidate in November's overuse their cards by visiting degree in accounting, West is
fair plunged into a ditch in Ra- advancing from two
University through Sunday, September 23, bers are the navy and air force technical university.
directions special election to determine doctors and pharamacists too 1973 graduate of the
jasthan state. Thirteen mem- in an attempt to trap insurgent who will serve out the
Kentucky School of Law. with Bro. Priestly Scott of commanders-in-chief,
Adm.
of
Communications were erratic
frequently.
bers of one family were killed. remnants along the southwest remainder of the late Durwood
school he served as Dover, Tenn., former minister Jose Toribio and Gen. Gaston
The project to remedy this While in law
and conditions elsewhere in the
at
Kentucky
the
Green
Leigh
for
Plain
Guzman,
aide
Church
in
and
the
chief of nation could not be assessed. A
edge of the town. The insur- T. Walker's term.
situation is known in the profes- a legal
MONTREAL (AP) — Police gents still controlled a textile
The acting clerk, daughter of sion as "lock-in" but the coun- Child Advocacy Council for six Calloway County, as the the uniformed police, Gen. Ce- broadcast by the junta declared
graduation. speaker.
are looking for a gang that factory and parts of the univer- Mr. and Mrs. Ragon McDaniel
sar Mendoza
cil has called for a more tactful months prior to his
that normalcy was returning
killed a Brinks security guard sity campus and were dug in of Murray, has announced she designation. One member sugThe Mexican government anServices will be held at 7:30
West is the son of Mr. and
for the 10 million Chileans.
driver
in
a
and wounded his
Mrs. Heron B. West of Murray each evening with Bro. Jim nounced in Mexico City that Alaround the airport three miles has accepted a job in the office gested "palitive intake."
$100,000 robbery on Wednesday. northwest of the town.
lende's widow, Hortensia Bussi
The government radio said
of Christian County Court Clerk
However, a physician in the and he is married to the former Hurt as the song leader.
Police said three or four of the
Regular services will be held de Allende, had been granted the junta — made up of the
Thomas E. Morris, effective audience opposed any change Tonda Parker, daughter of Mr.
bandits escaped, but one man
December 1.
in terms, contending that "lock- and Mrs. James P. Parker of at the church on Sunday, political asylum at the Mexican commanders of the army,
MOSCOW (AP) — A Mongois in custody.
Mrs. Morris was named in" with its "tint of ill" properly Murray. He is the grandson of September 16, with Bro. Connie embassy in Santiago with two navy, air force and police —
lian paper charged that Chinese acting Circuit -Court Clerk by expresses Medicard disap- Mr. and Mrs. Owen West of Wyatt speaking at eleven a.m. of her three daughters and four formally installed themselves
Upper troops trespass repeatedly on Circuit Judge Stephen White to proval of overuse and abuce. Murray and the late Mr. and and six p.m. Bible study will be grandchildren. A Mexican air at a ceremony at the Bernardo
OUAGADOUGOU,
Volta (AP) — The chiefs of Mongolian territory to carry serve until the November speMrs. Luther Robertson of held at ten a.m. and a gospel force plane is to bring her out 0•Higgini Military School and
Murray.
singing will be held at 2:30 p.m. of .Chile Friday. There had swore in a 10-man cabinet
-state of West Africa's six- out photo reconnaissance, and' cial election three days after
FREE PUPPIES
The -yvung attorney and
tin.Stmdicyr at-the earth.
artittgin strieken-natturs have that the Chinese 'embassy-.in4 'the detilli 61'Welker who Was In
nests,-not carried by made up of neven generals, an
Puppies, little,'nixed sitter,
approved a $1.5 billion program Ulan Bator is using the 7,000 the fourth year of his fourth six seven weeks old, are free to wife are the parents of a son; • The public is invited to attend The, Asociated Press, that Mrs. admiral and two colonels. The
of wells and irrigation dams to Chinese citizens in the country year term as Circuit Court persons for pets Phone 489- Mark, age 5, and they reside at the services, a church Allende was killed during the foreign minister is Adm. Isas a fifth column
coup Tuesday.
spokesman said.
328 Jones Street in Mayfield
bring water to their region.
Clerk of Christina County
mael Huerta Diaz.
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Labor Day Weekend For 1973 Is
Safest In Nearly A Full Decade
motorists enjoy their safest Cocky State Police, the traffic
Labor Day Weekend in nearly a death toll for Labor Day
decade.
Weekend 1973 now stands at
According to a report nine which, barring any change
released recently by the Ken- caused by late reporting, will go
on record as the lowest figure
reported since 1964 when an
Identical number of deaths were
recorded.
Only in 1966 and 1971 did the
body count even approach the
previous record low set in 1964.
In both those years, it stood at
10 dead. Last year, it reached 16
and,in 1969,it climbed to 25—an
all-time high.
The report also showed that
only one of the deaths reported
this year occurred on an interstate. In that case, the victim
was a 40-year-old man who died
after his car overturned on the
eastbound 1-64 ramp off 1-75 at
Lexington.
"Interestingly enough, this
also was the first time that
weekending motorists on our
interstates also found themselves being eyeballed from
above by a greatly enlarge state
police air patrol," said State
Public Safety Commissioner
Ron L. Johnsoo.
Johnson was referring to the
four helicopters which, obtained
earlier this year from the U. S.
Army, were put into service by
state police just in time for
Labor Day Weekend duty.
Backed up by two conventional, fixed-wing aircraft—
which until now comprised the
aka. Alberta Griffith and Mrs. Della Taylor will assist Murray- entire state police "air force" —
in
X-Ray
from
and
Gamey County hospital patients in getting to
three of the newly-acquired
this wheel chair. Mrs. Taylor is beginning her lith year as a Red
choppers spent most of the
Cress Volunteer and Mrs. Griffith her third. Others may become
holiday weekend hovering over
velmesses by calling 7534421 or 753-5440.
some of the state's busiest and
most dangerous interstates.
Among them were the Kentucky
Turnpike, 1-65 and 1-75.
While hovering over a stretch.
of highway, the chopper pilots
tried to position their craft so as
to cast a shadow over the
roadway. The effect of that
tactic was almost immediate,
Johnson said.
"In almost every case where
it was tried, the pilots said they
could almost see drivers
easing their foot off the Accelerator and onto thytake,"
he said.
In addition to the attention
given interstate traffic over the
weekend, state police also
placed an increased emphasis
on the patrol of many secondary, two-lane roads. Most of
those roads singled out for increased patrol were considered
potential trouble spots because
of a high accident or traffic
violation history, said IA. Col
James D. Mays, who heads
up the state pa-lice field command.
Mayes said that while repo4s
from the field on ground patrol
activity were still coming in,
early indications are that the
troopers put in a record.
breaking weekend.
Between routine patroling
and roving roadblocks, the
C reported. some- 5,000
traffic arrests, including more
than 200 drunk drivers, nearly
300 accident investigations and
about 1,200 warning citations.
Mayes also said that incoming reports show what
seems to be a significant hike in
the normal amount of weekend
criminal enforcement activity
reported by uniformed personnel.
•"Some 75 criminal arrests
were made, while the number of
stolen vehicle recoveries is
out
even
to
expected
somewhere between 10 and 15
when the final reports are in,"
he said.
that the high
Mayes said
volume of activity was due
largely to two factors. First, a
car shortage which had forced
state police to double up on
patrol by assigning two men to a
single vehicle has virtually been
ended with the purchase,
earlier this year of 361 new
patrol cars.
"Secondly, except for those
officers who were sick or
already on vacation before the
weekend began, every man in
the state police was on duty," he
said. "And that included all our
Steve is suspended from it('
supervisory personnel, both in
•
force following the fatal
the field and in state police
shooting of 12 fifteen year old .
headquarters at Frankfort."
robbery suspect.Stamng
gad Molden ond-Michoel Douglas
The Tassili rock paintings in
Michael Constantine guest Skirt' "
soothwest Algeria, which_xlate_
from about 5000 B.C. portray
an organized society '
of hunters
and herders who had horses
and cattle

FRANKFORT, Ky.—As the
record now stands, it appears
,that state, county and local
police have earned a pat on the
back for helping Kentucky
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Tax Loopholes
May Be Closed
Chairman Says
By EDMOND LeBRETON
Associated Press Witer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
House Ways and Means Committee may make one more effort to get legislation to close
alleged tax loopholes moving
this year, its acting chairman
says.
But it appeared more likely
that tax reform, which Democrats tried to use as a major
issue in the 1972 presidential
campaign, will instead be an issue in the 1974 congressional
election year.
Rep. Al Ullman, D-Ore., is
heading the tax-writing committee while Chairman Wilbur
D. Mills, D-Ark., recuperates
from a spinal operation.
"I would like to do some
loophole-closing this year," Ullman said in an interview. "I
know this is ambitions, but we
might be able to do it if we
could get a handle on it."
But Ullman acknowledged
that the chances are slim if
Congress adjourns as early as
some of its leaders hope — by
mid-October.
Meanwhile, Mills virtually
wrote off chances of tax reform
action in the House this year.
However, in a telephone interview from the Little Rock,
Ark., hospital where he is convalescing, he said chances are
good for enactment at least of
a partial tax reform bill early
next year — and for him to be
fully recovered to handle it.
Mills said tax reform might
be handled in two legislative
packages next year, the first to
consist of selective tax breaks
to encourage more investment
in facilities by industries whose
increased production is sought
in the national interest.
General tax reform might be
included in the same bill or
might come later, Mills said,
and the revenue loss from the
incentive tax cuts could be recouped., by an increase in the
regular corporate income tax
rate.
The tax concessions, Mills
said, would be strictly limited
in time: "Two years at the
most."
The Ways and Means Committee conducted extensive
hearings on tax reform early
this year, but put off further
consideration of the bill to give
a clear track to foreign trade
legislation sought by "President
Nixon.

Fines To Be
Paid By Blood
Donations
LEXINGTON, Ky-4.AP)
Under"a plan devised by the
Fayette Quarterly Court here,
motorists can pay their _tralftc
fines with donations of blood.
John Norris, director of the
Central Kentucky Blood Center,
said the court is offering the
option of giving a pint of blood
rather than paying a fine and
costs.
However, Court Clerk Katherine McBrayer said the nevi
system only includes fines up to
and including $10.
Offenses for which blood may
be donated include disregarding
an.electric signal, disregarding
a stop sign, speeding, reckless
driving and careless driving.
Only persons between the
ages of 18 and 65 will be permitted to give blood, Norris explained, adding that if the blood
is found unacceptable after
being tested for disease, the
person must return to court
and pay the fine, or have someone else donate blood.
Quarterly court began a similar program in 1971, but discontinued it after five months.
The barbarian Celts, who
overran western Europe between 2500 and 1200 RI'. rode
horses, carried iron o cations
and were ruled by the Druids.
a priestly class.
Stonehenge, a massive suns'
complex used for religious purposes, was constructed or Salisbury Plain, England, be
tween 1900 and 1400 B C
Confucianism was the dominant force in Chinese thought,
education and government for
about 2,000 years

Many Kentucky dairymen
would profit by getting their
replacement heifers bred at a
younger age. That is pointed out
by Ron Wendlandt, Extension
diary specialist at the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
Wendlandt says that on the
average, Holstein heifers begin
coming into heat when they
reach 12 months of age and
weigh around 600 pounds.
However, most dairymen do not
breed their heifers that young.
"If you have ordinarily been
breeding heifers at 16-18 months
of age, you could put a little
money in your pocket by
breeding them at 14-15 months," says the UK specialist.
"As a matter of fact, each day
of breeding heifers younger
results in about 40 cents extra in
annual income over feed cost. If
you reduce the average age of
breeding by two months you will
gain about $24 in income."
Many people feel that
breeding animals at a younger
age increases calving difficulty
However, Wenctlandt notes that -4
research has shown that calving
in heifers if they are bred after
13 months of "age and 600
pounds. He says about ten
percent will need help with
calving regardless of age at
breeding.
The UK specialist particularly recommends breeding
at a younger age if it means
getting a heifer bred in the most
desirable season, such as October to January. And early
breeding will be most profitable
with the potentially high
producers.
Wendlandt says Jersy heifers
can be bred at 12-14 months and
ought to weigh 450 pounds or
more. Guernsey and Ayshire
heifers should be a little larger
than Jerseys, and Brown Swiss
ought to be as large as
Holsteins.

Most Independent Businessmen
Opposed To Economic Controls
disillusionment
over the
In a switch on the old Horatio
.f previous econornic
innationo
Alger maxim, "if at first you failure
plan to stern the tide of
don't succeed, try, try again," game
independent
the
nation's
business people appear to be ' In addition, the feeling is
saying to the Federal ad- growing that the major cause of
ministration, "if at first you inflation is government itself,
created not only by mounting
don't succeed, knock it off."
This is indicated by the in- spending and taxation, but also
returns from the by the enactment of Laws that
complete
nationwide survey being con- increase the casts of products
ducted by the National and services.
A Georgia business (miner
Federation of Independent
comments, "I am
in the
Busfriess on the continuation of
wholesale pork slaughtering
economic controls. •
business. I am inspected by
While the final results will not
of
Georgia
Department
another
be off the computers for
Agriculture, subject to Federal
week, a check analysis of the
surveys each year by Federal
first returns totalling more than
inspectors and I am inspected
opposed
40,000 finds 62 per cent
by
the
Environmental
to continuation of economic
Protection Agency.
controls, with 33 per cent in
I am inspected by the Georgia
favor, and five per cent un- Water Quality Control Board,
decided.
subject to be inspected by the
This is in sharp contrast from county
board
health
in
made
a similar survey
representatives. I have my
November of 1971 when it was finers crossed that OSHA
found 91 per cent supported the doesn't walk in each day to
administration's wage and inspect my plant and close me
price control plan, with only down. I am inspected and
seven per cent opposed, and two checked by many other
per cent undecided.
regulatory agencies. The inThere appears to be a slightly creased cost of doing business,
more favorable attitude toward brought on in large by cornPhase IV in the eastern part of playing
with
these
all
the nation, as a check analysts regulatory agencies has taken
made when the returns were all my profits and left me with
mostly from the West indicated nothing but headaches. LAM in
some 68 per cent opposed to the the name of consumerism are
new economic game plan.
destroying my business and I
The major reason for this am sure many others."
wholesale shifting in sentiment
The owner of a Minnesota
is based on an apparent lumber company says, "It

seems somehow to be futile to
remain in business at the
present time, when you consider the shortages of materials
caused by the price freeze
higher costs involved with
wages, insurances, Social
Security and the like, then turn
around and propose that
everybody gets an annual wage
without working. In other
words, the more government
private
in
interference
business, the less businessmen
will be left to pay the bill. Why
copy foreign failure in yet
another facet of our lives?"
An Oregon boat builder asks,
"When are we going to stop log
exports, so we Americans can
afford to buy our own native
lumber at reasonable prices?
What kind of men in office allow
the price runaway resulting
from this foul business practice? The Japanese businessman has in fact conquered
America and we are paying a
official
dear price for
stupidity.
in the same yein
And
California retailer says, "A
very strong protest against the
government allowing our
country to be stripped of all of
our resources-fish, woods,
cotton, wheat,et cetera. Higher
prices for us(outrageously) and
what will we have left to use
soon? As a mother of four school
children I am in dread of foot
shopping and trying to look for
school clothes."

Go to the game in style ...
with an outfit from

The altitude of Mt McKinley
in Alaska is 20,320 feet
The Pecos River runs 735
miles from Mora County, N.M.,
to Rio Grande in Texas.
Hampden-Sydney College
Virginia was founded in 1776
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Farmers Ha west Record Crops
But Food Prices May Slay Up
By DON KENDALL . .
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON
AP) —
Farmers are harvesting record
crops of wheat and corn but
consumers may have to wait
awhile before seeing much relief at the supermarket.
The reason: foreign buyers
are helping to drive up prices
of grain needed to fatten cattle,
hogs, and poultry for American
dinner tables.
Even if prices of grain and
soybeans come down further —
they have eased slightly from
recent record peaks — Agriculture Department experts say it
takes time for livestock producers to gear up their production.
Many livestock farmers also
are hesitant about expanding
without reliable evidence that
their feed costs can be justified
over the long haul.
But the latest crop estimates
released Tuesday by the department provided at least
some hope that the long•await-

ed boost in the nation's food
supply may be near.
The corn crop, always a
prime factor in consumer food
supplies as a livestock feed,
was forecast at a record 5.77
billion bushels, up 4 per cent
from last year.
However, department officials say about 5.8 billion bushels will be needed to fill both
domestic and foreign orders.
That means the nation's
dwindling corn reserve — expected to be down to less than
a two-month supply by Oct. 1 —
will diminish even further over
the next year.
The giant demand also suggests that prices of corn and
other feed grains will remain
high well into 1974.
Wheat and soybean exports
also continue to soar, prompted
by demands from other countries.
The Nixon administration insists the larger harvests will
lead to lower prices, and gov-

Corts To Coordinate
111 Higher Education

eminent officials point to substantial price declines in some
food products in recent weeks
to back up the theory.
But livestock experts say big
increases in the meat supply
will not be forthcoming unless
prices for live animals rise
again or unless feed prices decline further to offset rising
production costs.
In another report Tuesday,
USDA predicted that prices of
live cattle in the last quarter of
1973 "will be way over" the
market level last fall of $35 per
100 pounds.
A spokesman said choicegrade steers at Omaha, Neb.,
sold for about $48 per 100
pounds Tuesday, down sharply
from a peak a few weeks ago
of more than $56.
He said the Omaha price,
used as a basic indicator,
might slip another $2 or $3, but
that no drastic plunge in the
market was foreseen.
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QUEEN HELENE MINT JULEP MASQUE 15 MINUTE HOME TREATMENT
MUST SHOW IMMEDIATE IMPROVEMENT OR —YOUR MONEY BACK!
A leading New York Doctor.
working with a cosmetic laboratory. has developed a simple
home treatment that rinses away
blackheads, helps dry up acne
pimples, and shrinks enlarged
pores. The name of this medicated product is QUEEN HELENE MINT JULEP MASQUE.
Apply this delightfully Mint
Scented Cream and within 2 or
3 minutes an absorbing agent
called Argilla. dries and turns
this cream into a plastic-like
masque. You will nstr feel as
though hundreds of"tiny fingers'
are kneading the, skin, loosening
-pore-caked dirt, blackheads.

and other foreign impurities. As
It firms and hardens, its suction
action draws out waste matter
from the pores... In 15 minutes
you simply rinse the masque
away with lukewarm water which
dissolves it immediately. When
you wipe your face, you can see
that blackheads and other pore
"filler" actually come off on your
wash cloth. And your skin feels
clean ... really clean ... refreshed, smooth like velvet.
Women 35 and over will enjoy
the skin tightening experience as
the masque relaxes tired facial
muscles and eases tension lines
on face and throat: if you iuffer
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Large Economy Size

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
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$300

Hours: 9:00 a.m. • 9:00 p.m. Dairy; 12 Noon -1 p.m. Sea*

Home Improvement Sale
Elegant Mediterranean-style
Kitchen Cabinetry

I'

Modular-size cabinets make it easy to have a
custom-like look in almost any area. Handwiped stain on hardwood veneer door and
drawer fronts is accented with antiqued metal
hardware for today's look.

J

awe

Convenience features:
•Self-closing doors and drawers
• Adjustable wall cabinet shelves
•Slide-out bottom shelves in standard base
cabinets

A DI VISK

WHILE-Y0
PRINT IN
DUPLIC

Phone Sears for a free kitchen
remodeling estimate—no obligation

Sweet 16 rFractor SALE!
SAVE $100 to '150

1600

50.4.

1:0-sloi
2676

LI • t \'7

Twin Cylinder 16-HP Engine
Lawn and Garden Tractor
°0
Was $121". $ 1066

w

Quiet, nearly vibration-free operation—yet
the SS, 16 Twin has enough power to handle
• any of the 31 attachments (sold separately).

ST/J.6 Lawn-Garden Tractor Was $1011.“ $88595
__..Overhead valve 16-HP engine gives you cool
running performance and long life, with power
to handle all attachments (sold separately).
Electric start, manual shift.

Lawn and Garden Tractor
Accessories on Sale

2674

Front-end Dozer Blade-46-in. blade. Buy
with Twin Cylinder 16-HP Tractor. was
N1300.55
Oily Nuts(Tractor and Blade).

Save on Complete
Heating Systems

Ma

Get Ready for Winter SALE
*Sears Best"Fifteen" Gas,Oil Furnaces

ALL,REDUCED
• Wall Furnaces, Space Heaters
ALSO ON SALE
Was 9199.95
• Gas Wall Furnace
Dual capacity-50,000
BTU. With thermostat.

85671

173"

• Gas Space Heater
Vented. 45,000 BTUH
gas input; counterflow
operation.

73631

III

To

Plumbing, appliances and installation
not included

••••••••
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An FFA Star
viewed by GOVI
Picky Star Fara
of the attractiv
Governor, a ion
accomplishmen

NOW 15% OFF

NOW HAS A LOCAL NUMBER

753-6434

the agony of blackheads, acnepimples. and enlarged pores. give
yourself this home treatment and
see the breath-taking results. Ask
for it by name, QUEEN HELENE
MINT JULEP MASQUE.

.1
411t!::::111

Insurance - Bonds • Real Estate — 108 E. 12th St., Benton

THE NUMBER TO CALL

ARP

Indoors or Out—Let Sears Help You

Morgan, Trevathan 8 Gunn, Inc.
For the Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
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RINSES AWAY BLACKHEADS
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LEXINGTON — 0. Loenard televised higher education
Press, executive director of instruction, Dr. Corts said,
Kentucky
Educational "The capacities of television
Television (KEIL has an- expand the campuses of the
nounced the selection of Dr. colleges and universities to
Thomas E. Corts as Coordinator cover the entire state. While
of the Consortium on Televised televised college and university
Higher Education.
credit increases options for the
Formerly Executive Vice traditionally enrolled student, it
President of Georgetown also grants access to nonCollege, Georgetown,
Ken- traditional students—
tucky, Dr. Corts will supervise housewives, men and women
the acquisition, scheduling and with families and full-time
coordination of college credit jobs, families in remote areas
courses to be broadcast on open- and with limited transportation
circuit television for the first resources.
time on KET this fall. An immediate priority will be the
Hospital Report
formulation of a long-range
plan for the development of a September 9, Urn
systematic
approach
to ADULTS..98
televised higher education NURSERY..4
instruction for Kentucky.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Dr. Carts will be employed by
Mrs. Phyllis Sue Brandon and
the KET Foundation under an Baby Boy, Route 1, Alma.
agreement with a newly formed
DISMISSALS
consortium of the eight state
Mrs. Sandra Joy Joseph,
institutions of higher education, Route 2, Benton, Elvin Ferris
the State Department of Claxton, Hamlin, Mrs. Dell
Education, and the Kentucky Fannie Bazzell, Farmington,
Authority for Educational Mrs. Eula June Stone, Route 8,
Television. The ten agencies Box 20, Murray, Mrs. Pyong
and institutions are
con- Hwa Hendrickson and Baby
tributing to the cost of the new Girl, Route 3, Benton, Clarence
office.
-Douglak Vinson, Sr., 802 •Elin,
The purpose of the con- Murray, Everett Williams,
sortium is to provide telecast Route 3, Murray, Baby Boy
courses of study at the post- Rhodes(Expired) Route 1, New
secondary
level through Concord,
Franklin
Add
Kentucky
Educational Paschall (Expired) Route 2,
Television for any citizen of the Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Fannie
Commonwealth who wishes to Mae Sledd
(Expired), 704
pursue formal learning for any poplar St., Murray.
purpose. It is envisioned that"\many adults who have not had
the opportunity to attend
college will be benefited. Such
courses will also be of great
benefit to on-campus students
because an institution can
provide exposure for a master
teacher to students at all other
participating institutions.
Four
higher
education
courses will be offered this fall.
Each of the eight consortium
schools may offer credit for any
or all of the telecast courses.
Student registration will be
through any institution giving
credit for the desired course.
'Two of the four courses were
developed
at
Kentucky
universities.
ENGLISH 501: SEMANTICS,
a lingtifst/Cliccairse produced W
Morehead State University, will
be aired on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 7 p.m.
EST beginning September 17.
Eastern Kentucky University's LEN. 410: POLICECOMMUNITY
RELATIONS,
will be broadcast at 7 p.m. EST
Tuesday and Thursday starting
October 2.
THE BLACK EXPERIENCE,
a 60-program series of black
history hosted by Charles
Branham, will be broadcast
every weekday at 6 p.m. EST,
beginning October 1. A Fellow
at the Center for Urban Studies
at the University of Chicago,
Branham is also the writer of
the series which was produced
by Public Television Station
wrrw in Chicago, Ill.
THE COURSE OF OUR
TIMES,Part I, a history course
tracing events from World War
I through the Spanish Civil War 1
and World War II, is scheduled
on Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
and Friday at 6:30 p.m. EST,
September 13. The
course is taught by Dr. Abram
Sachar, Chancellor of Brandeis
University. Public Television
station WGBH in Boston, Mass.
produced the 26-program
series.
Both THE BLACK EXPERIENCE and THE COURSE
OF OUR TIMES are leased by
the consortium from the Public
Television Library.
Consortium members will
encourage participation by
private Kentucky colleges
under an arrangement to be
I
worked out.
Dr. Corts, who will assume
the new post on October 2, will
also encourage institutions to
exchange higher education
instruction on the closed-circuit
system for the benefit of oncampus students.
Stressing the potential of

Doctor Develops Home Treatment that
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By DONALD ROMBERG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The
veteran trial attorney Watergate special prosecutor Archibald Cox recruited to handle
the Watergate break-in and
cover-up cases may be forced
to resign soon to avoid a conflict with federal law.
A Justice Department spokesman has confirmed that Atty.

Gen. Elliot L. Richardson has
been asked to decide whether
James F. Neal can continue
working for Cox while his
Nashville, Tenn., law firm represents individuals involved in
unrelated government cases.
Neal, who headed the government team that successfully
prosecuted former Teamsters
Union President James Hoffa
on jury tampering charges in
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An FFA Star Farmer display at the Kentucky State Fair is
viewed by Governor Wendell Ford. Bobby Hobbs, 1172-73 Kentucky Star Farmer from the Fancy Farm chapter, prepared one
of the attractive displays for the FFA State Fair exhibit. The
Governor, a former FFA member himself, enjoyed looking at the
accomplishments of these outstanding youth leaders.
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Watermelon Bust Planned Friday At MSU Stadium

Cox May Be Forced To Resign
To Avoid Conflict With Laws
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1964, was one of the first attorneys recruited by Cox when he
became special prosecutor last
May.
Neal, 43, has been in private
law practice since 1966 when he
resigned as U.S. attorney for
the middle district of Tennessee.
Federal law prohibits an, attorney who spends more than
60 days on the government payroll from continuing his private
law practice. Attorneys employed by the government for
less than 60 days can continue
to represent individuals in
cases unrelated to their government work.
Neal has commuted between
Nashville and Washington, dividing his time between his private practice and his work for
Cox. He has been on the government payroll only when in
Washington, a total of about 50
days.
When Cox announced that
Neal was joining his staff he
said it would be "for as long as
I can convince him to stay. The
present arrangement is that he
-wilt work for two .weeks atlonger if he can."
Both Cox and Neal refused to
elaborate at the time on that
cryptic announcement.
However, Cox put Neal in
charge of the most important
phase of the investigation, and
it was apparent Cox hoped he
would stay to try criminal
cases in the scandal.
When the 60-day deadline approached. Cox asked Richardson for an opinion on whether
the limitation applied to Neal.
Richardson, in turn, asked
for opinions from several divisions within the department, including the office of legal counsel and the criminal division.
A Justice Department spokesman refused to say what recommendations Richardson had
received.
But sources said the criminal
division recommended against
permitting Neal to continue
without resigning from his law
firm, a move he has said he is
financially unable to make.
Should Neal be forced to resign, it could result in another
delay in the case being presented to the original Watergate
grand jury, which goes out of
existence Dec. 5.
Presentation of evidence to
the panel already has been
slowed while Cox and his staff
familiarized themselves with
the case and again when the
court battle began over access
to White House tape recordings
of conversations President Nixon had about Watergate.

Look in the section in which you should, then look up and
your birthday comes and find FORWARD!
what your outlook is, according SAGITTARIUS
)gift>
to the stars.
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)(
This day needs team players
ARIES
as well as individualists. To
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
know when to follow WHICH
An excellent day in which to line is up to your keen
capitalize on your good
discretion. A bit of thought will
judgment. ETecially favored: help you decide.
property matters, business
CAPRICORN
Interests, investments
22 to Jan. 20) 10
generally. Don't let others (Dec.
Do not be anxious if things are
discourage you.
not working out as quickly as
TAURUS
you'd like. You are on the right
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 64‘,
track, so keep going!
Born before April 30: Take
AQUARIUS
more care in romance and
21 to Feb. 19)
(Jan.
domestic areas. All Taureans:
A little more restraint may be
Put thought before talk, and
needed to improve your chances
walk before you run if you
for gain now. Don't rush into
would stay out of traps.
things. Plan and prepare well.
GEMINI
PISCES
(May 22 to June 21)
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Negative factors need not
An excellent day for reviving
disturb if you study the "whys" interest in some old matters and
measures
corrective
and take
for engaging in something new
as you go along. Don't that takes courage plus knowprocrastinate.
how.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
YOU BORN TODAY are
A day for reviewing your
inclined, logical
intellectually
projects with an eye toward and
analytical in your thinking
revitalizing, even If only - in
and seriously concerned about
small part. Remain poised, your mission in life. You are
ready for bigger opportunities. extremely
practical,
LEO
meticulous in anything you
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
undertake and exceptionally
Especially favored now: competent at handling details.
outdoor pursuits, transpor- Your versatility is such that you
tation, agriculture, engineering could succeed as an inventor,
and advertising. With smart entertainer, writer, artist or
maneuvering, you can really go musician but your business
places!
acumen is so noteworthy that
VIRGO
you will probably choose this as
23)
(Aug. 24 to Sept.
your money-making area, while
Efforts of the past could now carrying on one of the
bear fruit beyond your ex- aforementioned professions as
pectations. But don't let up! an avocation. Fortunately, you
This Is a period for taking even are one of the rare few who can
more progressive steps.
carry on two occupations at
LIBRA
Just
, once - and successfully.
I Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
don't push yourself too hard.
You are just about left on your
Always make some time for
own now to decide on the means
relaxation.
to gain benefits, how to parlay
efforts to get the most from
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FOR 1113 For a personal 14139a0e
them. But conclusions must be
forecast On health, ifrootth. love end
accurate.
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to the entire
dance open
campus will be held from 8:0011:00 p.m., on the Lambda Oil
parking lot, located at 1505 Main

Street. Miss Watermelon Bust
and the spirit contest winners
will be announced at the first
break of the dance.

ONE DAY ONLY

MURRAY
RAIN OR SHINE

Although this is a first for
Murray State, the 'Watermelon
Bust'itself has been held across
the nation for years.
The Lambda Chi Alpha
Watermelon Bust was first
started in 1962 at a Lambda Chi
chapter in New Mexico. Today,
some 100 different chapters host
the event, and it is estimated
that some 20,000 girls
throughout the country participate in the event annually.
According to Was McCoy,
chairman of the event,
everyone is invited to attend
and each will be served cold
watermelon.
The day-long project will
feature a spirit contest which
began Wednesday. Judging will
be based on posters advertising
the 'Watermelon Bust.' On
Friday at 3:00 p.m., each
sorority and dorm team will
parade thru the Lambda Chi
parking lot. Judging of spirit
will be by a five-man panel
consisting Of three raculty
members, the president of the
Student Government, and the
local president of Lambda Chi
Alpha.
Beginning at 4:00 p.m., in
Cutchin Stadium, there will be
six different competitive events
In a Greek heat and an independent heat. The events will
include such things as a seed
spitting contest, a watermelon
eating contest, and a melon
scavenger hunt, to mention a
few.
Also featured will be the
crowning of 'Miss 1973 Lambda
Chi Alpha Watermelon Bust.'
Each sorority and dorm team
has nominated one girl for the
title. Nominees will be featured
in bathing-suit apparel during
the events. The winner will be
determined -bp-ssiother fiveman panel condsting of three
faculty members, the Lambda
Chi advisor, and the 'Watermelon Bust' chairman.
After the events, a street

SAT., SEPT. 15th
Shows 4:30 8 8

FAIRGROUNDS
Sponsored by the Murray-Calloway Jaycees
Tickets sold at: tong John Silvers, Murray Muffler,
Murray Auto Parts, Taylor Motors, Montgomery Ward,
North Point Standard.

WILD ANIMAL

SENSATIONAL
AMERICA'S ONLY
5-RING CIRCUS PROGRAM OF TOP
CIRCUS ACTS AND
UNDER A
GIGANTIC BIG TOP TRAINED ANIMALS

The mocking bird can imitate
at least 32 songs of other types
of birds.

— PHONE 153-4662

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
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Imagine 200 girls on the
campus of Murray State
University, competing against
each other using nothing but
watermelons. That's right, the
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
of Murray State will hold their
first annual 'Watermelon Bust'
this Friday in Cutchin Stadium.
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-Sears Our Best 4-Ply
Nylon Cord Tire
Silent Guard If
NOW IN-STOCK FOR
IMMEDIATE DEUVERYI

1

WI

GREAT INNER
CONSTRUCTION
4 tough plies of nylon make
it 15% stronger than our nextbeat non-belted tire.

Ri
.55

60-11
taall
ube—
clo*I1

BI•

Donated by the Coca-Cola BottliNg CIK;
Paducah, Ky.

GREAT OrTER
CONSTRUCTION
Tread is 17% deeper than our
next-best non-belted tire.
Built-in spacer bars and traction slots help keep the Silent
Guard gripping, rain or shine.

FREE

TUBELESS BLACKWALLS
B78-13

FREE

FREE
TUBELESS WHITEWALLS
..1:.‘1.11•••

ADMISSION
.

FREE

PARKING
$211.32
P1.43
Above prior Issellvile Federal Reales Tee

Prices are catalog prices

EVERY' ONE

- Use Sears Easy Payment Plan
Delivery and installation additional
or Your Money Buck
surritsnw SHOPPTIVG
CENTER
Murray,Ky.Ph. 753-2310

SHOP AT SEARS
AND SAVE
OZARK, WORM/CR AND Co.

The mid Ave, Caotior

LNIT.I.E.D.L

SPONSORD BY
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Farmers Harvest Record Crops
But Food Prices May Stay Up
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Farmers are harvesting record
crops of wheat and corn but
consumers may have to wait
awhile before seeing much relief at the supermarket.
The reason: foreign buyers
are helping to drive up prices
of grain needed to fatten cattle,
hogs, and poultry for American
dinner tables.
Even if prices of grain and
soybeans come down further —
they have eased slightly from
recent record peaks — Agriculture Department experts say it
takes time for livestock producers to gear up their prodaction.
Many livestock farmers also
are hesitant about expanding
without reliable evidence that
their feed costs can be justified
over the long haul.
But the latest crop estimates
released Tuesday by the department provided at least
some hope that the long-await-

ed boost in the nation's food
supply may be near.
The corn crop, alwaya, a
prime factor in consumer food
supplies as a livestock feed,
was forecast at a record 5.77
billion bushels, up 4 per cent
from last year.
However, department officials say about 5.8 billion bushels will be needed to fill both
domestic and foreign orders.
That means the nation's
dwindling corn reserve — expected to be down to less than
a two-month supply by Oct. 1 —
will diminish even further over
the next year.
The giant demand also suggests that prices of corn and
other feed grains will remain
high well into 1974.
Wheat and soybean exports
also continue to soar, prompted
by demands from other countries.
The Nixon administration insists the larger harvests will
lead to lower prices, and gov-

ernment officials point to substantial price declines in some
food products in recent weeks
to back up the theory.
But livestock experts say big
increases in the meat supply
will not be forthcoming unless
prices for live animals rise
again or unless feed prices decline further to offset rising
production costs.
In another report Tuesday,
USDA predicted that prices of
live cattle in the last quarter of
1973 will be way over" the
market level last fall of $36 per
100 pounds.
A spokesman said choicegrade steers at Omaha, Neb.,
sold for about $48 per 100
pounds Tuesday, down sharply
from a peak a few weeks ago
of more than $56.
He said the Omaha price,
used as a basic indicator,
might slip another $2 or $3, but
that no drastic plunge in the
market was foreseen.
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Corts To Coordinate
111 Higher Education
LEXINGTON — 0. Loenard
Press, executive director of
Kentucky
Educational
Television KET), has announced the selection of Dr.
Thomas E. Corts as Coordinator
of the Consortium on Televised
Higher Education.
Formerly Executive Vice
President of Georgetown
College, Georgetown,
Kentucky, Dr. Corts will supervise
the acquisition, scheduling and
coordination of college credit
courses to be broadcast on opencircuit television for the first
time on KET this fall. An immediate priority will be the
formulation of a long-range
plan for the development of a
systematic
approach
to
televised higher education
instruction for Kentucky.
Dr. Corts will be employed by
the KET Foundation under an
agreement with a newly formed
consortium of the eight state
institutions of higher education,
the State Department of
Education, and the Kentucky
Authority for Educational
Television. The ten agencies
and institutions are contributing to the cost_of.,the new
The purpose of the consortium is to provide telecast
courses of study at the postsecondary level through
Kentucky
Educational
Television for any citizen of the
Commonwealth who wishes to
pursue formal learning for any
purpose. It is envisioned that'many adults who have not had
the opportunity to attend
college will be benefited. Such
courses will also be of great
benefit to on-campus students
because an institution can
provide exposure for a master
teacher to students at all other
participating institutions.
Four
higher education
courses will be offered this fall.
Each of the eight consortium
schools may offer credit for any
or all of the telecast courses.
Student registration will be
through any institution giving
credit for the desired course.
Two of the four courses were
developed
at
Kentucky
universities.
ENGLISH 501: SEMANTICS,..
a lingttistICS course produced by'
Morehead State University, will
be aired on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 7 p.m.
EST beginning September 17.
Eastern Kentucky University's L.E.N. 410: POLICECOMMUNITY
RELATIONS,
will be broadcast at 7 p.m. EST
Tuesday and Thursday starting
October 2.
THE BLACK EXPERIENCE,
a 60-program series of black
history hosted by Charles
Branham, will be broadcast
every weekday at 6 p.m. EST,
beginning October 1. A Fellow
at the Center for Urban Studies
at, the University of Chicago,
Branham is also the writer of
the series which was produced
by Public Television Station
WITW in Chicago, Ill.
THE. COURSE OF OUR
TIMES, Part I, a history course
tracing events from World War
through the Spanish Civil War
and World War II, is scheduled
on Thursday
.at 7:30 DA. EST
and Frit* at 6:30 p.m. EST,
startffut Septelilbkr 13. The
course is taught by Dr. Abram
Sachar, Chancellor of Brandeis
University.' Public Television
station WGBH in Boston, Mass.
produced the 26-program
'series.
Both THE BLACK EXPERIENCE and THE COURSE
OF OUR TIMES are leased by
the consortium from the Public
Television Library.
Consortium members will
encourage participation by
private Kentucky colleges
under an arrangement to be
worked out.
Dr. Corts, who will assume
the new post on October 2, will
also encourage institutions to
exchange higher education
instruction on the closed-circuit
system for the benefit of oncampus students.
Stressing the potential of

-Doctor Develops Home Treatment that

RINSES AWAY BLACKHEADS

televised higher education
instruction, Dr. Corts said,
"The capacities of television
expand the campuses of the
colleges and universities to
cover the entire state. While
televised college and university
credit increases options for the
traditionally enrolled student, it
also grants access to nontraditional students—
hoimewives, men and women
with families and full-time
jobs, families in remote areas

HELPS DRY UP ACNE-PIMPLES...

and with limited transportation
resources

Hospital Report
September 9, 1973
ADULTS..119
NURSERY..4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Phyllis Sue Brandon and
Baby Boy, Route 1, Almo.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Sandra Joy Joseph,
Route 2, Benton, Elvin Ferris
Claxton, Hamlin, Mrs. Dell
Fannie Bazzell, Farmington,
Mrs. Eula June Stone, Route 8,
Box 20, Murray, Mrs. Pyong
Ilya Hendrickson and Baby
Girl, Route,3, Benton, Clarence
Douglas Vinson, Sr., 602 Elm,
Murray, Everett Williams,
Route 3, Murray, Baby Boy
Rhodes(Expired) Route 1, New
Concord,
Add
Franklin
Paschall Expired) Route 2,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Fannie
Mae Sledd
(Expired), 704
Poplar St., Murray.

QUEEN HELENE MINT JULEP MASQUE 15 MINUTE HOME TREATMENT
MUST SHOW IMMEDIATE IMPROVEMENT OR —YOUR MONEY BACK'
A leading New York Doctor, and other foreign impurities. As
working with a cosmetic labora- it firms and hardens, its suction
tory, has developed a simple action draws out waste matter
home treatment that rinses away from the pores... In 15 minutes
blackheads. helps dry up acne you simply rinse the masque
pimples, and shrinks enlarged away with lukewarm water which
pores. The name of this medi- dissolves it immediately. When
cated product is QUEEN HEL- you wipe your face, you can see
ENE MINT JULEP MASQUE. that blackheads and other pore
Apply this delightfully Mint- "filler" actually come off on your
Scented Cream and within 2 or wash cloth. And your skin feels
3 minutes an absorbing agent clean ... really clean . .. recalled Argilla, dries and turns freshed, smooth like velvet.
this cream into a plastic-like Women 35 and over will enjoy
masque. You will now feel as the skin tightening experience as
though hundreds of "tiny fingers- the masque relaxes tired facial
.arc 1Inc.441 iht.skin. IceMeatag muscles,aad -eases masiew-4ines
pore-caked dirt, blackheads, on face and throat. If you suffer

the agony of blackheads. acne
pimples, and enlarged pores. give
yourself this home treatment and
see the breath-taking results. Ask
for it by name,QUEEN HELENE
MINT JULEP MASQUE

Large Economy Size

— CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER —

6 OZ. lAR

Hours: 9:00 &m. 9:00 p.m. Daily; 12 Noon -7 p.m. Sendai

$300

Indoors or Out—Let Sears Help You

Home Improvement Sale

Sears

Elegant Mediterranean-style
Kitchen Cabinetry

NOW 15% OFF

ii
I,.i:Ns.:-.Z•s4.-.--.7.-

Modular-size cabinets make it easy to have a
custom-like look in almost any area. Handwiped stain on hardwood veneer door and
drawer fronts is accented with antiqued metal
hardware for today's look.

147.4,Z

Convenience features:
•Self-closing doors and drawers
•Adjustable wall cabinet shelves
•Slide-out bottom shelves in standard base
-cabinets

A DIVISK

WHILE-VC
PR INT IN
DLIPLIC

Sweet 16 Tractor SALE!
SAVE '100 to 950
504

Twin Cylinder 16-HP Engine
Lawn and Garden Tractor
Was 112"

$1066°0

Quiet, nearly vibration-free operation—yet
the SS,16 Twin has enough power to handle
any of the 31 attachments (sold separately).

ST/16 Lawn-Garden Tractor -!

was wits$59
Overhead valve 16-HP engine gives you cool
- running perfonnanc-e and long life, with power
to handle all attachments (sold separately).
Electric start, manual shift.

Lawn and Garden Tractor
Accessories on Sale
•
Preist-end Dozer Blade-46
blade. Buy
with Tvrin C tinder 10-HP Tribb
—
Oaly anus(Treotor and Blade). iti:Was $1340.35

'Save on Complete
Heating Systems
Get Ready for Winter SALE
•Sears Best"Fifteen" Gas,Oil Furnaces

ALL REDUCED

•Wall Furnaces, Space Heaters

• Gas Wall Furnace
Dual capacity-50,000
BTU. With thermostat.

Wu $1119.95

• Gas Space Heater
Vented. 45,000 BTUH
gas input; counterflow
operation.

NOW HAS A LOCAL NUMBER

753-6434

rt

Phone Sears for a free kitchen
remodeling estimate—no obligation

Insurance - Bonds - Real Estate — 108 E. 12th St., Benton

THE NUMBER TO CALL

An FFA Star
viewed by Govi
Welty Star Farr
of the attractiv
Governor, a for
accomplisbmen

Plumbing, appliances and installation
not included

Morgan, TrevaAan 8 Gunn, Inc.
County and Aurora

Coxli
To Av

By DONALD
Associated I
WASHINGTOI
veteran trial a
gate special pri
bald Cox rem
the Watergate
cover-up cases
to resign soon
flict with federa
A Justice Dep
man has confir

ALSO ON SALE

For the Residents of Murray, Calloway
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LET SEARS INSTALL IT FOR YO11,-,
II FOr free planning
CALL
753-2310
help

I

N,I

Sears
Si

Was $1119.911

15595

Sale Lads Oct. It • Delivery, Installation
Extra • Come See Them on Display
• Price is Catalog Price
Uwe Sears'Maui Payment Plan
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thees
etnim
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SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back

173"

/101-111(k VS1)( ).

Southside Shopping Center
hone 753-2310 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Free Parking

Se

-311,1F111

Cox May Be Forted To Resign
To Avoid Conflict With Laws
By DONALD ROTHBERG
Gen. Elliot L. Richardson has
Associated Press Writer
been asked to decide whether
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The James F. Neal can continue
veteran trial attorney Water- working for Cox while his
gate special prosecutor Archi- Nashville, Tenn., law firm repbald Cox recruited to handle resents individuals involved in
the Watergate break-in and unrelated government cases.
cover-up cases may be forced
Neal, who headed the governto resign soon to avoid a con- ment team that successfully
flict with federal law.
prosecuted former Teamsters
A Justice Department spokes- Union President James Hoffa
man has confirmed that Atty. on jury tampering charges in

ARMERS-Miumpii.
D FROM 14

give
and
Ask
ENE

Frances Drake

FOR FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1973

1964, was one of the first attorLook in the section in which
neys recruited by Cox when he
became special prosecutor Last your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
May.
Neal, 43, has been in private to the stars.
law practice since 1966 when he ARM
resigned as U.S. attorney for (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) eY114
An excellent day in which to
the middle district of Tencapitalize on your good
nessee.
:'ederal law prohibits an at- judgment. Flqw.ially favored:
torney who spends more than property matters, business
60 days on the government pay- Interests, Investments
roll from continuing his private generally. Don't let others
law practice. Attorneys em- discourage you.
jr
ployed by the government for TAURUS
less than 60 days can continue (Apr. 21 to May 21)
Born before April 30: Take
to represent individuals in
cases unrelated to their govern- more care in romance and
domestic areas. All Taureans:
ment work.
and
Neal has commuted between Put thought before talk,
before you run if you
Nashville and Washington, di- walk
stay out of traps.
viding his time between his pri- would
GEMINI
vate practice and his work for
(May M to June 21)
Cox. He has been on the govNegative factors need not
ernment payroll only when in disturb if you study the "whys"
Washington, a total of about 50 and take corrective measures
days.
as you go along. Don't
When Cox announced that procrastinate.
he
staff
Neal was joining his
CANCER
said it would be "for as long as (June 22 to July 23)
I can convince him to stay. The
A day for reviewing your
present arrangement is that he projects with an eye toward
tifill-work- for two weeks or revitalizing, even if only In
longer if he. can."
small part. Remain poised,
Both Cox and Neal refused to ready for bigger opporttnities.
elaborate at the time on that LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
cryptic announcement.
Especially favored now:
However, Cox put Neal in
charge of the most important outdoor pursuits, transporphase of the investigation, and tation, agriculture, engineering
it was apparent Cox hoped he and advertising. With smart
would stay to try criminal maneuvering, you can really go
places!
cases in the scandal.
When the 60-day deadline ap- VIRGO
Sept. 23)
proached, Cox asked Richard- (Aug. 24 to
the past could now
of
Efforts
son for an opinion on whether
bear fruit beyond your exthe limitation applied to Neal.
pectations. But don't let up!
Richardson, in turn, asked
This is a period for taking even
for opinions from several divi- more progressive steps.
sions within the department, in- LIBRA
cluding the office of legal coun- Sept. 24 to Oct 23)
sel and the criminal division.
You are just about left on your
A Justice Department spokes- own now to decide on the means
man refused to say what rec- to gain benefits, how to parlay
ommendations Richardson had efforts to get the most from
received.
them. But conclusions must be
But sources said the criminal accurate.
division recommended against SCORPIO
permitting Neal -to continue (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rk;It
anxious
become
Don't
without resigning from his law
firm, a move he has said he is because of past errors or
misunderstandings. Alter what
financially unable to make.
Should Neal be forced to resign, it could result in another
delay in the case being presented to the original Watergate
grand jury, which goes out of
existence Dec. 5.
Presentation of evidence to'
the panel already has been
slowed while Cox and his staff
familiarized themselves with
the case and again when the
court battle began over access
to White House tape recordings
of conversations President Nix, on had about Watergate.

.12441/
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An FFA Star Farmer display at the Kentucky State Fair is
viewed by Governor Wendell Ford. Bobby Hobbs, 1972-73 Kentucky Star Farmer from the Fancy Farm chapter, prepared one
of the attractive displays for the FFA State Fair eiddbit The
Governor, a former FFA member himself, enjoyed looking at the
accomplishments of these outstanding youth leaders.

Fast Print Copy Center
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
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A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES,

WHILE-YOU -WAIT

1 TO 1,000 COPIES
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DUPLICATING
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you should, then look up and
FORWARD!
SAGITI'MUUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
This day needs team players
as well as individualists. To
know when to follow WHICH
line is up to your keen
discretion. A bit of thought will
help you decide.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Do not be anxious if things are
not working out as quickly as
you'd like. You are on the right
track, so keep going!
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A little more restraint may be
needed to improve your chances
for gain now. Don't nob into
things. Plan and prepare welt
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
An excellent day for reviving
interest in some old matters and
for engaging in something new
that takes courage plus knowhow.

via

Imagine 200 girls. on the
campus of Murray State
University, competing against
each other using nothing but
watermelons. That's right, the
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
of Murray State will hold their
first annual 'Watermelon Bust'
this Friday in Cutchin Stadium.
Although this is a first for
Murray State, the 'Watermelon
Bust'itself has been held across
the nation for years.
The Lambda Chi Alpha
Watermelon Bust was first
started in 1962 at a Lambda Oil
chapter in New Mexico. Today,
some 100 different chapters host
the event, and it is estimated
20,000 girls
that some
throughout the country participate in the event annually.
According to Wes McCoy,
chairman of the event,
everyone is invited to attend
and each will be served cold
watermelon.
The day-long project will
feature a spirit contest which
began Wednesday. Judging will
be based on posters advertising
the 'Watermelon Bust.' On
Friday at 3:00 p.m., each
sorority and dorm team will
parade thru the Lambda Chi
parking lot. Judging of spirit
will be by a five-man panel
consisting of three faculty
members, the president of the
Student Government, and the
local president of Lambda an
Alpha.
Beginning at 4:00 p.m., in
Cutchin Stadium, there will be
six different competitive events
in a Greek heat and an independent heat. The events will
include such things as a seed
spitting contest, a watermelon
eating contest, and a melon
scavenger hunt, to mention a
few.

YOU BORN TODAY are
intellectually inclined, logical
and analytical in your thinking
and seriously concerned about
your mission in life. You are
practical,
extremely
meticulous in anything you
undertake and exceptionally
competent at handling details.
Your versatility is such that you
could succeed as an inventor,
entertainer, writer, artist or
musician but your business
acumen is so noteworthy that
you will probably choose this as
your money-making area, while
carrying on one of the
aforementioned professions as
an avocation. Fortunately, you
are one of the rare few who can
Also featured will be the
carry on two occupations at crowning of 'Miss 1973 Lambda
once — and successfully. Just Chi Alpha Watermelon Bust.'
don't push yourself too hard. Each sorority and dorm team
Always make some time for has nominated one girl for the
relaxation.
title. Nominees will be featured
• •
•
In bathing-suit apparel during
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1973 For • weans' 143-pa9e
the events The winner will be
forecast on health, %wealth, love and
determined by another fivemarriage. mrel $5.00 plus 73 cents in
coin for postage And handing 10
man panel consisting of three
Horoscope Book DeperferteM, box 172,
014 Chelsea Stafitak Now York, N.Y.
faculty members, the Lambda
10011, mentionirN this
Print ycur NAME,
On advisor, and the 'WaterZIP, and DATE OF BIRTH (lobe bore
melon Bust' chairman.
you gel the rghl forecast for your
toOlac sign)
After the events, a street

...maavwftrei

to the entire
dance open
campus will be held from 8:0011:00 p.m., on the Lambda Chi
parking lot, located at 1505 Main

Street. Miss Watermelon Bust
and the spirit contest winners
will be announced at the first
break of the dance.

ONE DAY ONLY

MURRAY
RAIN OR SHINE

SAT., SEPT. 15th
Shows 4:30 & 8

FAIRGROUNDS
Sponsored by the Murray-Calloway Jaycees
Tickets sold at: Long John Silvers, Murray Muffler,
Murray Auto Parts, Taylor Motors, Montgomery Ward,
North Point Standard,
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WILD ANIMAL

CIRCUS
AMERICA'S ONLY
SENSATIONAL 5-RING CIRCUS PROGRAM OF TOP
CIRCUS ACTS AND
UNDER A
GIGANTIC BIG TOP TRAINED ANIMALS

The mocking bird can imitate
at least 32 songs of other types
of birds.

— PHONE 753-4662

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Watermelon Bust Planned Friday At MSU Stadium

Your Individual Horoscope
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Sears Our Best 4-Ply
Nylon Cord Tire
Silent Guard 1:1

IN CENTRAL CENTER-. P- ARK NG-LOT

MURRAY,.KY.

NOW LN-STOCK FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

1

wf amps,

4 tough plies of nylon make
it 15% stronger than our nextbeat non-belted tire.

Goolos

.55

11
.
•Cubs"

GREAT OUTER
CONSTRUCTION

2 10-13
,

Tread is 17% deeper than our
next-best non-belted tire.
Built-in spacer bars and 'traction slots help keep the Silent
Guard gripping, rain or shine.

FRIDAY NIGHT
FREE REFRESHMENTS
Donated bs the Coca-Cola Bottling Co.,
Paducah, KY

FEATURING

SEPT.EM13En
14- 7PM-11PM

'CLAP HANDS
HERE_COMES.CI-LA.RLIEL,
SPONSORD BY
MERCHANTS IN AND
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FREE

TUBELESS WHITEWALLS
B78-13
D78-14

FIE

$17.118
$24.••
127.27
Pt*
$23.32
$31.43

AD MISSION
FREE

PARK NC

Above prior beebedo Federal Reefee Tax

Prices are catalog prices

VERY ONE

Use Sears Easy Payment Plan
Delivery and installation additional
or Your Money Bock
SOLTUSLDESHOPPING
CENTER
Murray,Ky. Pb. 753-2318

SHOP AT SEARS
AND SAVE
SCARS. moasock AND al.
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Prophet's Lot Not It Happy One When It Comes To Predicting
WASHINGTON ( AP) - "I
think we will see the rise in
food prices) reverse itself..."
"We can look with confidence
to 1972 as the year when the
back of inflation will finally be
broken..."
When it comes to predicting
the course of the nation's economy, a prophet's lot is not a
happy one. President Nixon and
his two principal economic experts,, Treasury Secretary
George P. Shultz and Chairman
Herbert Stein of the Council of
Economic Advisors, are cases
in point.
The record of public statements by the three since the
new economic policy began
with the 90-day wage-price
freeze of August 1971 is, to a
considerable extent, one of
hopeful predictions that ran
afoul of unhappy facts.
On the record, Nixon did better than his two Ph. D. economists, partly because Nixon
made fewer concrete predictions. Moreover, the President emphasized reduction in
unemployment, and in this department the administration
has been closer to the mark
than in its forecasts on inflation
and price rises.
The inflationary surge of
1973, spurregl by a relaxation of
controls and, according to the
administration, by a booming
worldwide demand for food and
feed, has been the main source
of embarrassment.
On Jan. 20, 1972, Nixon told
Congress of his confidence that
inflation would be broken within the year.
Three months later Stein predicted "we will not have to contend again with anything like
the rate of increase in food
prices ) of the early part of this
year."

Harvest Corn
For Silage At
Full Dent Stage

And in August of that year,
Shultz reported price rises
moderating at the supermarkets. "I think we will see it
reverse itself," he said.
Shultz said the goal of a 2 per
cent to 3 per cent inflation level
by the end of 1972 could be
reached.
In December, the cost of living increase was at an annual
rate of only 3.4 per cent.

But then came 1973, the shift
to largely voluntary Phase 3
controls and a consumer price
increase of 9.2 per cent at an
annual rate between January
and June, including a 25 per
cent annual rate leap in food
prices.
The rise had started by Jan.
31, 1973, when Shultz said that,
while there might be interim
increases, food prices at the
end of 1973 "will be no higher
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By March 27, Stein acknowledged that a 4.1 per cent retail
food price increase in two
months was critical.
Two days later prices of beef,

•-•-.•41.•• 411.0••7••

pork and lamb were frozen.
But Shultz and Stein, both opposed in principle to controls,
insisted nothing like a new general freeze was in the offing.
Shultz told Congress in April,
that -we are not considering
imposition of a freeze, ceiling
or whatever you call it in other
areas than meat."
Stein said people who wanted
to return to a wage-price freeze
were longing for "the naivete
and irresponsibility of childPhase 3, he said, had better
prospects of success than it had
a few weeks earlier.
"By far the most rapid rise
in food prices is behind us,"
Stein told a group of fins Icial
analysts on May 7.He followed this with testimony to the Joint Economic
Committee May 23 that he expected some declines in meat
prices and little increase in
food costs generally.
Nixon, meanwhile, was commenting in somewhat more
cautious terms. In a statement
accompanying the tightening of
some control regulations May
2, he said, -Although I believe
that prices will not rise as
much in the months ahead as
they iiid.....ta-wahru--y -and
March. price increases will
probably be higher than we
would like for some months."
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The Consumer Price Index,
starting with an increase of
three-tenths of one per cent in
January, peaked in March with
a monthly rise of nine-tenths of
one per cent, the biggest
monthly increase in 22 years. It
included a 3.2 per cent jump in
food prices. The rate of monthly increase then hovered between seven-tenths of one per
cent and six-tenths of one per
cent through June.
On June 13, Nixon, saying
"prices are going up at an
unacceptably high rate," imposed a 60-day price freeze to
pave the way for a Phase 4
that would be more restrictive
than Phase 3.
Shultz accepted with good
grace the discarding of a policy
he had been instrumental in
shaping.
Phase 3, he told the Grocery
Manufacturers'
Association,
was "the biggest failure in the
history of economics... I'll
claim the baby."
The freeze cut the rate of increase, but even so the price
index rose two-tent41 of one per
cent in July. Post freeze Phase
4 is still on trial.
Stein told the Joint Economic
Committee last month he no
_longer expects inflation_tu _ be
held to 2.5 per cent this year.
The decline in the unemployment rate from a yearly aver-
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age of 5.9 per cent for 1971 to
4.7 per cent in July 1973 shows
administration forecasters in
considerably better light than
do the inflation figures.
In September 1971 when
Shultz, director of the Office of
Management and Budget, appeared before the House Ways
and Means Committee, the
unemployment rate was 6.1 per
cent. He said, "I would expect
unemployment to be below 5
per cent by next July 1."
Nixon stated a more modest
goal four months later." In all
the years of the 1960's, unemployment averaged 5.8 per
cent, except in the war
years.. In the year 1972, we
are going to bring the unemployment rate below that," he
said.
Stein preilicted in March that
"we have every reason to expect that during the course of
this year we can get down to
the neighborhood of 5 per cent
without a revival of inflation."
Shultz missed. By July 1972,
unemployment was still 5.5 per
cent. But by January 1973, it
was down to 5 per cent as Stein
and Nixon had forecasted.
In a radio speech in February 1973, Nixon predicted a 1973
grO.W.th rate. of. needy _1. _per
cent "would bring unemployment down to around the 4.5
per cent level."

m•mommm.
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Stein repeated the 4.5 per
cent prediction in testimony before the Congress in August.
The chances seem good that
this forecast will prove accurate since the July rate was
only 4.7 per cent.
Some time must pass before
judgments can be made on other economic predictions.
Nixon said in July that "the
tendency for prices to rise m
the remainder of 1973.. will be
less than in the first half of the
year, but greater than anyone
would like.. By 1974 we should
be able to achieve a much
more moderate rate of inflation."
In an interview with the Associated Press two months ago,
Shultz was asked whether a recession is likely next year.
He said the rate of economit
growth may slow, but "the
great underlying sources (,f
strength in the economy are
pushing forward strongly and
will sustain the economy."
Of shortages of beef and other foodstuffs, he said, "I don't
think they will be overpowering."
Stein told newsmen in August
that he would not predict the
rate of inflation for the rest of
the-year, but said be thought -itwould be substantially below
the 3 per cent annual rate
recorded so far.
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
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1-6 Sunday

FOR LONG LASTING
PROTECTION
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speed
stick
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Say-Rite's
Low Price
1.75 Ounce
99' Vol.

DEODORANT

No Messy Oils

NEW FORMULA

or Runny Alcohol
FOR HAIR
THAT LOOKS AND FEELS HEALTHY

7 Ounce

CLEAR GEL
HAIR GROOM

7 Ounce

Control After Shampoo
3 Ounce Size
5 1.09 Value

5 Ounces

TRUE BRUNETTE

THE FIRST FAMILY
FOOT DEODORANT

sheer
strips
2.50 Value
Brunette Shades
AFTER
SHAMPOO
CONTROL ,

WITH
7 OUNCE

RIGHT
GUA
RD
DEODORANT
The Family Deodorant
7 Ounce Size

GROOMS

ANTI-PERSPIRANT

CONTROLS

Easy Application

1..". Ot•

U AR

RIGHT
GLIARC

Ill

For Softer and Silkier Hair

III
Ill

8 Ounce

%Ms_ IIM•1•11

ACTIVE
TOOTH

FREE!
30% MORE
fi'ee
30'

POLISH

for WHITER
TEETH

Say-Rite's kow Price

41.75 Value
•••
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3 owiCes

51.35
Value

1.5 Ounce

10 Ounce
96c $i
26

NATURAL
SCENT

111,•
II. I." /MB

46;

61
/
2 Ounce

!I! =:1

SILVER

in popular
ALL WIDE size!

87' Value

MAXI BLONDE
KIT

Ill
4IGHT

plastic strips

TEXTURIZES

Maximum Lightening and Conditioning Kit

.=
1

87' Value

6 OurIce Size s1.69 Value

5 1.79
Value

1.59
Value

Iii

30 Strips All Wide

Conditioning Lotion
for Long Hair
For girls who never
want to cut their hair.

8 Ounce Size

Ill
Ill

Ill

BARPNAID

'1.09 Value

One Application
The true color
hair color

Bt( AIR CENI

96

1.49 Value

s 1.19 Value

6 Ounce

RIGHT GUARO.

RIGHT GUARD

!i!

the 7h

INSURANC

Protein 29

Ill
Ill

III
III

4111
"Explain
again, please'
If fire, explos
insured destr
your renters
rental prope
Income insu
Murray Lnsur
will pay your
until your pros
habitable.

Phone 753-8304

III

The new exciting way to
have the figure you've
always dreamed of' It's
taking Europe by storm'
First time available in
the U.S. Now you can
have the figure you
would design for your•
self! Every curve! And, so
simple and easy! For details, send self-addressed,
stamped. .envelope to:
American Institute, P.O.
Box 5447FF OR 279
ShetheFel, Santa -Barbara,
Ca. 93108. It's fantastic!

Nixon, in a radio speech Feb.
21, contended that "we have a
good chance to reduce the overall inflation rate to 2.5 per cent
or less by the end of 1973."

GRANGES ON CAMPUS-Millard FBAs,a Murray State University maintenance workerIs'showntaking part in the taks of renovating Ordway Hall, one of Murray State's oldest buildings, into
a
stud-nt center.
(photo by W. Woolley)

!!!
III
This is the time of year when
III
many Kentucky farmers are
busy harvesting corn silage.
Warren Thompson, Extension
Ill
forage specialist at the
ill
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture, points out that
III
corn silage is an excellent feed
for both beef cattle and dairy
III
cattle.
The ideal time to harvest corn
III
for silage is in the full dent
ill
stage, says Thompson. At this
stage the gains begin to take on
Ill
a glazed appearance. The stalk
begins turning brown at the
III
bottom but is often still green
ill
above the ear.
Thompson points out that
harvesting corn silage in the full
III
dent stage will provide the
highest feed value and yield per !!
l
acre. He says some farmers
are harvesting too early, and
lit
this results in lower quality
III
silage, less feed value, and
more seepeage.
Fine chopping corn silage is III
III
very important, especially with
more mature corn. Thompson
Ill
recomrnendss chopping to a Ill
length of one-half inch or less.
-in tinier -to (loop fine K4. IN
necsasery to -keep the chopper
bdees sharp.
Ii'
lbe UK specialist also empVasizes peeking the silage
-- tightly and filling the silo as
quickly as possible to reduce Ill
spoilage.
!'!
Silo gases can be a hazard at
silo-filling time. These gases Ill
are deadly to humans and
Ill
livestock, It is a good idea to
turn blowers on before entering Iii
silos, and to watch for
irratating ordors and yellowish
brown fumes.
Ill
If corn silage is harvested on
!
I
land which is subject to erosion, !
Ill
Thompson recommends
III
planting a winter cover to
Ill
protect the soil. Small grain
crops such as barley, wheat or !I!
rye are aideal for this purpose. lii

FABULOUS
FIGURE!

than they were at the beginning
of this year."
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United Nations Official Sees
Some Progress on Human Rights
By GEORGE BRIA
Associated Press Writer
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(AP) — Philip E. Hoffman describes himself as "perhaps a
nut on human rights.''
A 64-year-old Jew who says
he felt the sting of discrimination as a youth. Hoffman became prominent in civil
rights causes. President Nixon
named him in August 1972 as
the U.S. representative on the
U.N. Human Rights Commission, the post once held by
Eleanor Roosevelt.
After a year in the job, Hoffman sums up his experience as
a "combination of fascination
and futility."
You move awfully slow in
this area of human rights," he
told an interviewer. "But I do
have a very strong feeling that
the emanations of the United
Nations are effective. This is
something that just has to affect the conscience of nations."
Hoffman, who grew up in up-

tgusL

that
stop
elowi
rata

per middle class circumstances
in New York, says he ran into
jrejudice as a student at Dartmouth College.
"You cannot have been Jewish in my day without having
suffered," says Hoffman, who
graduated with a Phi Beta Kappa key in 1929. "I couldn't join
any fraternities. At prom time,
it wasn't much fun for me to
have my girl up, to have to find
a special place for her to sleep
because the other girls slept at
the fraternity houses. It's
changed. Twenty-nine years later my son joined a fraternity
that wouldn't have admitted me
even as a guest."
Progress at home "is apparent even to the naked eye,"
Hoffman says. But how does he
measure the impact, if any, of
U.N. pronouncements against
genocide or apartheid or slavery? Isn't it a contradiction to
recommend the admission of
East Germany as a U.N. member without a single voice being
raised in the Security Council
about the Berlin Wall?
. The admission of East Germany, he adds, "is not necessarily a contradiction. It might
in the long range prove the.
very opp9§.0..._ Let the work
here, then there is more chance

INSURANCE AGENCY
8El AIR CENTER

753 4751

ABOVE

ABOVE
of some of the aims and goals
of the United Nations rubbing
off on them."
Hoffman majored in French
literature at Dartmouth, then
went to Yale law school, where
he was named to the Law Journal, a high honor. He practiced
corporation law, and was soon
also active in social causes.
For nearly 30 years he worked
with the American Jewish Committee, becoming its president.

1...."-jr Gov. Ford Asked To Appear On Telethon

01/11.003
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BELOW
He regards this work as the
most satisfying of his career,
allowing him to participate "in
the innovation of programs that
I think were of tremendous
help in respect to human
rights."
11W
M
Hoffman says he was involved "very deeply" in work•
\4W'
, • •
ing for the Vatican decree that
repudiated the concept of col'
Any
lective guilt of the Jews for the
crucifixion of Christ.
More recently, Hoffman has
been involved in a program
aimed at cooling differences
NEAR NORM:11111k
among various U.S. ethnic
groups on the one hand and Oafs From NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE
blacks on the other.
Hoffman, who lives in South
THIRTY DAY WEATHER OUTLOOK—Time are the 39-day
Orange, N.J., has two children outlooks for precipitation and temperature u prepared by the
mid five grandchildren_
National Weather Service 4AP Wirephoto

Governor Wendall Ford of
Kentucky will be one of the
nation's three governors who
have been asked to appear on
the Democratic National
Committee's Telethon airing
"live" from Los Angeles on
September 15 over the National
Broadcasting System. The
other governors are Dale
Bumpers of Arkansas and
Goerge Wallace of Alabama.
The seven-hour, star-filled
extravaganza will be presented
with the look and flavor of a
major political convention,
complete with banners, flags,
signs and music. The stwho
from which the Telethon will be
broadcast is in Burbank,
California. There will be a
speaker's rostrum from which
stars will perfrom and political
leaders will speak and each
state will be represented in the
audience.
Mrs. Paul Westpheling of

Fulton, state Telethon chairman, Mrs. John Young Brown,
Jr. wife of the National Telethon
Chairman and (overnor Ford
will represent the state in Los
Angeles and from time to time,
throughout the show, will announce
fund-raising
the
progress in Kentucky.
Meanwhile, in Kentucky, U.
Gov. Julian Carroll, Senator
Walter "Dee" Huddleston,
State Party Chairman J. R.
Miller, Congressman Ron
Mazzoli and State Senator
Carroll Hubbard will make
television appeals to Kentuckians to support the
Telethon.
Also taking part on the
program with Governor Ford
are the major Democratic
political figures, including
Senators Sam Ervin, Alan
Cranston, Hubert Humphrey,
Henry Jackson, Edward
Kennedy, George McGovern,

2 Showings only
only 1,111 tickets available
Showing at the University
School Andftorinm
Wed. and Thurs., Oct. 3 &
4-11:00 p.m.

September it Iffn
ADULTS 107
NURSERY 6
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Miss Wyla Dean Edwards,
1651 Calloway, Murray, Ralph
Wade Morris, Route 8, Box 901,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Halene
Holsapple, Route 8, Box 780,
Murray, Jerry Kenneth Nance,
No. 69, Rivera Tr. Ct., Murray,
Mrs. Jean Gibbs Woods, Box 11,
Waldrop Tr. Ct., Murray, Mrs.
Marilyn Sue Martin, Route 6,
Murray, J.D. Geurin, Route 5,
Box 400, Murray, Mrs. Annie
Eula Evans, Route 6, Box 265,
Murray, Jacob Urban Milner,
242 Oakland, Martin, Term.,
Mrs. Novella Carroll Veal,
Route 1, Mayfield, Phillip
Andrew Murdock, Route 7,
Murray.

Among the many stars who
will appear are: Steve Allen, Ed
Ames, Paul Anka, Bea Arthur,
Ed Asner, Jim and Henny
Backus, Warren Beatty. Jackie
Cooper, John Davidson, The
Fifth Dimensions, Henry
Fonda, Lorne Green, Rosy
Grier, Joey Heatherton, David
Janssen, Sheldon Leonard, Bill
Macy, Carl Reiner, hodney
Allan Rippy, Barry Sullivan,
Leslie Uggiuns, Dick Van Dyke
and Andy Williams.
Kentucky NBC affiliates
carrying the program are:
WPSD-TV in Paducah; WAVETV in Louisville, WLEX-TV in
Lexington and WKYT-TV in
Hazard.

and
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EXPLOSIVE MOTION PICTURE

Kentucky 4-H and FFA
members should be making
plans to participate in one of the
four district beefshows which
will be held during September.
This year shows will be held
at Kentuckiana Livestock
Market, Owensboro; ClayWachs Stockyards, Lexington;
Murray Livestock Market,
Murray; and Christian County
Livestock Market, Hopkinsville.
Each location will have an onfoot show as well as a carcass
show. All shows will be followed
by a sale. Showmanship contests will be held at each
location. Also, a banquet will be
held for each show to recognize
the carcass show winners.
The Owensboro show, known
as the Green River Steer and
Carcass Show and Sale, will be

held on September 15, beginning held September 25, at the
at 8:00 a.m. All cattle will be Christian County Livestock
weighed in on the 14. There will Market, at Hopkinsville. John
be a banquet on September 20, Bartee will do the judging. The
at a location not yet deter- banquet will be October 1, at
mined. The judges will be Doug Christian County High School,
Cooper, U.K. judging team Hopkinsville.
coach, and Dale King, cattle
The district beef shows are
buyer.
sponsored by the Kentucky
The Bluegrass Steer and Department of Agriculture in
Carcass Show and Sale, cooperation with the University
Lexington, will be September of Kentucky Cooperative Ex17, beginning at 10:00 a.m. tension Service, and the
Doug Cooper will be the judge. Division
of
Agricultural
The Murray
Livestock Education,
Bureau
of
Auction will be the site for the Vocational Education.
Purchase Steer and Carcass
Show and Sale on September
-Snow White and the Seven
24. The banquet will be October Dwarfs," made in 1938, was the
2, at Ftealloot Packing Com- first full-length animated carpany, Union City, Tennessee. toon.
John Bartee will be the judge.
Margaret Owen typed 170
The Pennyroyal Steer and words in one minute in New
Carcass Show and Sale will be York City in October 1918.

Death was the
only door
A
to the hell
that trapped them
until the preacher
showed them love

Stamng

PAT BOONE as David Wilkerson with ERIK ESTRADA • JACKIE GIROUX • DINO DeFILIPPI
JO-ANN ROBINSON • Screenplsyby DON MURRAY and JAFtESEcT)Bs,07,NYEN,,,rsEETCTM
lusc
COLLO
tryNRALPH CAft_r_CHAE1
Directed by

DON MURRAY.PoRited by DICK ROSS •

csa

cower na

Sponsored by Maranatha SWeent Center

DISCOUNT CARPET CENTER
So,4th Street - Murray
---(in—the Old I ce,Plant Building)

Hours: 8 to 6 p.m. 6 Days a Weeks
MR. JOE SMITH, Owner

Complete. . .

Sunday 1-6
Q
lI

04;

CARPETING & PADDING

INDOOR & OUTDOOR

COMMERCIAL CARPET

GP

— ----Tickets available sten Clidellaa Bank Store, NI(infant, Student Union Building,
Mar:mann Student
ant Olive.

Grand Opening

$1
"84

ALL. .

KITCHEN PRINT CARPET
HEAVY . .
PLUSH CARPET

onvi $299
Ihj Sq. Yd.
(Thousands and Thousands Yards of Carpet)

We Also Have A Very Heavy .

SHAG, HIGH LOW SHAG and SCULPTURE

-

Edmund Muskie and John
Tunney.
0
Mayors Tom Bradley and
John Lindsay will also appear
on the show.

Beef Shows Set for 4-H FFA Members

Hospital Report

4411111ihs,
"Explain that policy
again, please!"
If fire, explosion, or other
insured destruction forces
your renters out of your
rental property, Rental
Income insurance from
Murray Insurance Agency
will pay your lost rentals
until your property is again
habitable.

SO•DAV POICIPRATION

THURSDAY—SEPTEMBER 13, 1913

COME IN AND REGISTER FOR . . .
YOU
One 9x 12 - 55.99 sq. yd. (Price Range)
PICK
One 9x12 - 2.99 sq. yd. (Price Range)
COLOR &
STYLE
PLUS *--ONE RUG SWEEPER (515.99 Value)
TO BE GIVEN AWAY SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER' 16th, AT 4:00 P.M.
You Do Not H e To Be Pr n To i 1

oo

$599
Sq. Yd.
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Monde
Is The

MURRAY DATSUN
INC.

MURRAY DATSUN
INC.

DATSUN

Re-Reg

Member of

FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

604 S. 12th St.
753-7114

STOKES TRACTOR
AND
IMPLEMENT CO.

Vs

Industrial Rd.
753-1319
A-...............,‘.

GO TIGERS!!!

...

TABER'S

SAMMON'S
BAKERY

BODY SHOP
24-Hour Wrecker Service
1301 Chestnut
Phone I63-3134
If no answer 753-3303
753-6177

Chestnut St.
753-.5434
Open 6:911 an. - 6:06 p.m.
Closed Sundays
"Everything Baked Fresh
Daily"

for

tLAUDE VAUGHN
PLUMBING &
HEATING
541 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
753-6168

James D. Clanton Division

FREED COTHAM CO.
SO2 Chestnut

PURDOM-THURMAN
INS. and
REAL ESTATE

Murray High
FOOTBALL

By Jamei

JOHNSON'S
GROCERY
512 S. 12th

733-6011

GO! GO! GO!

THE CHRISTIAN
BOOK CENTER
608 CHESTNUT STREET
PHONE 502 753.0425
WAYNE PERRIN
OWNERS

"Study to show thyself
approved..."
2 Tim. 2:15

MURRAY
RIC SYSTEMThe 1973 Murray High Tiger Football Team
"Join us after the game."

CENTER
While You Wait
Copying and DuphcaL
5046 MAIN STREET
PHONE 7534662
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

CAPP I

•'We support the Tigers." •
Reading from Left to Right
Row One:

Doug SheRir, Dean Leaning, Terry Melton, Ricky Garland,
Alan Jones, Alan Lemons, Tony Thompson
Larry Lovett, Jody McCoart,Chris Miller, Randy
Chapman,Wes Furgerson.

Row Two:

Coach Jimmy Harre
ott Marvin, John Mcfage, Eli Alexander, Jay Kennedy, Cliff Dibble.
Brad Barnett,
Gary Buchanan. Bobby
ht, David Gore, Steve Porter, Craig Salter, Ken Grogan,Coach
Jerry Morris.

Row Three:

Mickey McCuiston, Steve Winch
Hibbard, Kevin Skinner, Lindy S

Row Four:

Coach Bob Toon, Coach Mark Brady, Roge
cCulstion, Billy McDougal, Randy Thompson, Greg Grogan,
Tony Thurmond, Stan Henley, Dewey Seigler,
odd Harrison, Paul Robertson, David Parks, David Noffsinger, Philly Adams, Coach Clayton Hargrove.
Coa John Hine.

HOLTON & MELUGIN
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